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Summary

This thesis describes the fabrication, characterisation and applications of some interesting one-dimensional and two-dimensional nanostructures. The bulk of the thesis is concerned with the deposition of metals, polymers, semi-conductors and composite materials into nanoporous alumina templates (PAMs).

Metal nanowires are fabricated by alternating current (AC) and by pulsed electrodeposition (PED) into freshly prepared PAMs. The surface morphology of the PAM is observed by SEM and AFM to be ridged as in an egg box. EDX confirms that the PAMs are filled with metals and that more metal is obtained when plating is done by PED. There are large variations in the diameters of the individual nanowires but their average diameter is in agreement with the pore size of the template and with results obtained by other authors.

CdS nanowires are deposited into PAMS by AC electrodeposition from a non aqueous electrolyte. The nanowires are characterized by SEM, TEM, and Raman, UV-vis and PL spectroscopy. They are found to have a similar morphology to metallic nanowires but are less homogeneous. PL spectroscopy shows that the nanowires exhibit a band gap emission and that the emission intensity depends on the type of PAM in which the nanowires are deposited.

Polyaniline (PANI) nanowires are made by oxidative electropolymerisation of aniline into the nanopores of a PAM by potentiostatic deposition. The nanowires are characterized by SEM, TEM, and Raman and UV-vis spectroscopy. They are found to have a similar morphology to metallic nanowires but are less rigid and more homogeneous in diameter. Raman and UV-vis spectroscopy suggests that the nanowires are in the doped half-oxidised emeraldine base form of PANI. The synthesis of Ag / PANI and Cu / PANI nanocables into PAMs is achieved by simultaneous oxidative electropolymerisation of aniline and reduction of Ag or Cu from an ionic precursor. SEM shows the fibrous nature of the composite nanowires and TEM shows they resemble Ag nanowires. HRTEM indicates that they consist of a metal core surrounded by polymer coating i.e. a nanocable.

Ag / PANI and Cu / PANI thin films are prepared by electropolymerisation of PANI onto ITO from an acidic electrolyte containing silver metal ions and aniline. Ag / PANI composite films are successfully deposited on top of multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) and single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) electrodes. Deposition is
facilitated by using a PAM as it adds stability to the system and the Bucky paper peels off easily after deposition.

The nanostructures are investigated for use in several applications:

a) Electrodes made from copper (Cu) and nickel (Ni) nanowire arrays are incorporated into single layer organic light emitting diodes which use the light emitting polymer Poly[(4-methylphenyl) imino-4,4’-diphenylene-(4-methylphenyl)imino-1,4-phenylene-ethenylene-2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-ethenylene-1,4-phenylene)] (TPD-MEH-PPV) as the emissive material. The DC current-voltage characteristics of both devices are measured and compared to equivalent devices with a planar metal electrode. The current density in the nanowire array anode device exceeds that in the planar anode device by a factor of eight. The Ni array devices have better rectification that the Cu ones and achieve a higher maximum current density. A relative increase in the electroluminescence intensity is observed for the nanowire electrode devices.

b) Three types of MWCNTs are grown on iron-filled porous alumina membranes, long tubes and X and Y junction tubes. Current-Voltage (I-V) plots on single MWCNT Y-junctions show ohmic behaviour with resistances considerably lower than those quoted in the literature.

c) Solar cells are made with poly [2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) as the electron donor and CdS as the electron acceptor. Two types of devices are fabricated with either a blend of CdS and MEH-PPV or MEH-PPV deposited on top of a CdS nanowire array. Significant quenching is observed for both nanostructure devices which indicates that efficient exciton splitting and charge separation takes place. An open circuit voltage of 0.07V is obtained for the blend which showed strongest quenching.

d) The antibacterial properties of the Ag / PANI films and nanowires are investigated by monitoring their response to exposure to bacteria. They are found to inhibit the growth of pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria and show some activity against E. Coli (Gram negative) microbes but not to S. Aureus (Gram positive) bacteria.
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### Chapter 2: Preparation of One-Dimensional Nanostructures in Porous Alumina Membranes

#### 2.1 Preparation of Porous Alumina Membranes (PAMs)
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- **2.1.1.3.3 Barrier Layer Reduction**
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- **2.2.1 Electron Microscopy**
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#### 2.3 Spectroscopy

- **2.3.1 Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR)**
- **2.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy**
- **2.3.3 Ultraviolet, Visible and near Infra-red (UV-Vis-NIR) Absorption Spectroscopy**
- **2.3.4 Fluorescent or Photoluminescent (PL) Spectroscopy**

#### 2.4 Electrical Characterisation

---

### Chapter 3: Results: One-Dimensional Nanostructures in Porous Alumina Membranes

#### 3.1 Porous Alumina Membranes (PAMs)

- **3.1.1 Preparation of Aluminium Foils**
- **3.1.2 Fabrication of PAMs**
- **3.1.3 Reduction of the Barrier Layer**

#### 3.2 One-Dimensional Nanostructures

- **3.2.1 Metal nanowires**
  - **3.2.1.1 Fabrication by Chemical Electrodeposition**
  - **3.2.1.2 Characterisation**
  - **3.2.1.2.1 Preparation of Samples for Characterisation**
  - **3.2.1.2.2 SEM and HRSEMS**
  - **3.2.1.2.3 TEM and HRTEM**
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4.1.1 Electrochemical Preparation of Thin Films
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Chapter 5: Device Applications

5.1 Nanowire array electrodes for light emitting diodes
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Nanotechnology and Nanomaterials

There are many definitions of nanotechnology; in fact nanotechnology is a very broad term which encompasses different nanotechnologies in several areas of science and engineering. The unifying factor is that it involves phenomena on the nanoscale (normally 1 to 100 nanometers {1-100 nm}) i.e. below the wavelength of visible light. This means we are dealing with processes almost at the atomic and molecular scale (e.g. typical carbon-carbon bond lengths are in the range 120-154 pm or 0.12 -0.15 nm).

The applications of these different nanotechnologies are enormous and nanodevices are now used in the fields of medicine, ecology, biology, chemistry, informatics as well as many industries such as the auto industry (see detailed discussion and references in section 1.2 below). This has lead to much interdisciplinary research collaboration and the establishment of many nanotechnology research centres in recent years.

Such collaborations and co-research lead to the possibility of fabricating devices with novel properties and new capabilities, plus the added advantages that miniaturization brings such as reduction in material needed, power expenditure and life cycle costs.

However, recent studies on the toxicology of nanoparticles have shown that these materials may also cause problems because of their size; for example nanostructures such as long thin carbon nanotubes have high aspect ratios which can cause them to behave like asbestos particles. The health and environmental impacts were reported in 2004 in a study conducted by the Royal Society and Royal Academy of Engineering [1]. It is thus important to follow current guidelines in the manufacture and characterisation of nanomaterials [2, 3].

In general materials are considered to be “nano” if they have at least one dimension smaller than 0.1 μm or 100 nm [4, 5]. The concept is credited to Feynman who predicted in 1959 that the field of manipulating and controlling things on a small scale (i.e. nanotechnology) would have an enormous number of technical applications, that the elements of computers would have to be miniaturised and that electron microscopes would have to be more powerful [6]. It is thus possible to have different shaped
nanomaterials depending on which dimension is restricted e.g. 2D layers, 1D nanotubes and nanowires, and 0D nanodots or nanoclusters [7]. Because the size of the material is changed in one or more dimensions we would expect a change in the physical properties of the material due to quantum size effects, e.g. the melting point of nano gold is at least 300 °C less than that of bulk gold [8], the hardness of some transition metals such as gold and nickel is increased when the crystallite size is reduced [9, 10] and the band gap of semiconductors such as cadmium sulfide varies between 4.5 and 2.5 eV as the size goes from the molecular range to the macroscopic crystal [11]. Many nanomaterials display new interesting properties e.g. nanomaterials of gold, platinum and palladium have been shown to have magnetic moments [8]. Many display higher chemical reactivity because of the increased number of surface atoms in the nanomaterials compared to the bulk materials [12].

In fact nanomaterials usually have improved optical, electrical and mechanical properties compared to the bulk material and present objectives involve tailoring such materials to obtain properties suitable for a given application. The goal of this thesis is to fabricate structures of conducting polymers and nanowires which can be used in the fields of nanotechnology. This will open the possibility to make devices with unique optical, electrical, magnetic or mechanical properties.

1.2 Uses/Applications of Nanomaterials

As a result of their unique and often enhanced properties compared to the bulk materials nanomaterials can be used for a wide variety of applications and are responsible for many new technologies. Their use is already well established in many industries, for example titanium dioxide nanoparticles are used as additives in sunscreen and cosmetics; silver nanoparticles are used in food packaging; disinfectants and photography; nanoclays are used in the manufacture of tennis balls and car bumpers; carbon black nanoparticles are mixed with the rubber to improve the wear and strength of tyres; nanoparticles of organic pigments and metal oxides are used in ink and ink-jet printers and many coatings and adhesives contain polymer nanoparticles [5, 13]. They are also used as catalysts, ultra fine polishing compounds and optical fibre cladding. Two of the most important applications are the use of nanomaterials in medicine and the fabrication of nanodevices.
1.2.1 Biomedical Applications

Many nanomaterials possess antibacterial properties, for example silver nanoparticles have been used for purification throughout the ages. Nowadays nanoparticles of both silver and titanium dioxide are used as coatings for surgical masks [14]. Nanoporous membranes are also used in renal dialysis and for water purification. Polymeric membranes that contain a collection of monodisperse gold nanotubules can be used as ultra filters for selective transport of molecules (such as proteins) and ions [15].

The detection and separation of DNA has been done using nanoporous alumina filters [16] and DNA has also been translocated through synthetic nanopores [17, 18, 19]. It is relatively easy to functionalise nanomaterials with biological materials as they are of similar size, thus nanomaterials can be used to deliver drugs. Timed drug release can be achieved by encapsulating the drugs into a biodegradable polymer [20]. There is also potential for delivery of anticancer drugs and localised destruction of cancerous cells [21]. The use of polymer nanospheres for nasal vaccination is presently being researched [22]. Some nanomaterials are used to make nanoscaffolds, for example central nervous system cells are regenerated by nanofibre scaffolds [23]. The use of miniaturised detection systems is predicted to be the future trend for biomedical and biotechnical applications. This will involve the use of microchip technology in molecular biology and using a micro array for sequencing and analysing protein complexes [24, 25].

1.2.2 Electronic Applications

Electronics is one of the fastest growing areas in nanotechnology. Faster microprocessors can be achieved by the incorporation of more circuit elements such as transistors and logic gates, thus reducing their size is important. According to Moore's Law the number of transistors that can be inexpensively placed on an integrated circuit is doubling approximately every two years [5, 26]. Displays of televisions and computers can be improved by using nanomaterials such as nanocrystalline zinc selenide, zinc sulphide, cadmium sulphide, and lead telluride [27]. A large amount of information can be stored on discs or tapes which are composed of arrays of magnetic nanoparticles as well as thin films [28, 29]. This area of research has been well patented but is still on going, there is even a centre for magnetic recording research [28].

Carbon nanotubes, in particular, because of their unique dimensions and unusual current conduction mechanism, may be ideal components of electrical circuits, transistors, Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS), interconnects, and other circuit elements
Many nanomaterials are already used to make field effect transistors, detectors and sensors ranging from radiation detectors to biological and chemical sensors, high energy density batteries and nanoelectrode arrays. 

### 1.2.3 Optical Applications

The number of nanomaterials with optical applications is also vast and ranges from their use in the manufacture of "self cleaning windows" to more conventional applications of photonics such as the fabrication of photonic crystals, tuneable optical filters, microcavities, waveguides, solar cells, photovoltaic cells, light emitting diodes, optical sensors, optical switches, optoelectronic memory devices and their use in display technology. Because of the present quest for new and renewable energy sources much present research is concentrated on solar cells and photovoltaic cells. It is well known that the addition of carbon nanotubes greatly improves the efficiency of photovoltaic devices. Research in this area is on-going using other nanoparticles as well as carbon nanotubes. Organic solar cells have been made using porphyrins and fullerene units deposited on nanostructured tin oxide electrodes. Lead sulphide nanoparticles have also been used to make photovoltaic devices and cadmium selenide quantum dot-single wall carbon nanotube complexes have been used in the manufacture of polymeric solar cells. Solar cells can also be made from other nanomaterials e.g. highly-ordered titanium dioxide nanotube-arrays.

### 1.2.4 Structural, Functional and Smart Materials

A large area of research focuses on the creation and development of new nanostructured materials with controlled size, morphology and architecture which have functional properties. Such materials have physical or chemical properties which are sensitive to changes in the environment such as pressure, temperature, humidity, acidic or basic conditions; presence of gas molecules; application of an electric or magnetic field and optical wavelength. They respond to these changes with an intelligent action. Some examples are responsive or electroactive polymers which can be used to make smart bioactive materials for medical applications such as synthetic polymer muscles, nanostructured polymer thin films to make artificial skin and shape memory.
polymers to make stain resistant and wrinkle free fabrics; and clothes which respond to changes in heat and moisture [68, 69].

Nanomaterials can also be used to make nano tools such as nano tweezers and novel probe microscopy tips [7,70,71].

Nanotechnology offers us the opportunity to understand how nature works at the atomic scale; operating at the nanoscale means that the classical laws of physics may no longer be applicable and quantum effects take over. The properties of nanomaterials differ not only from those of their corresponding bulk materials but also from those of their corresponding molecular compounds. This is of fundamental interest to scientists.

1.3 Synthesis of One-Dimensional Nanostructures

Two main approaches are used to produce nanomaterials. In the "top-down" approach, nano-objects are constructed from the bulk material by physical means such as lithography, where the material is cut and shaped for the specified requirement. In the "bottom-up" approach, materials and devices are built from molecular components by self assembly or chemical reactions. Although the top-down approach is widely used, and the miniaturisation of tools used in nanotechnology have improved dramatically in the last decade which facilitates this, the bottom-up approach has the advantage that new materials can be made and reproduced whereas the top down method often leads to non-reproducible results [72]. Materials which exhibit desired novel properties can also be especially designed using this method.

One-dimensional nanostructures are of particular interest because of their potential applications in the electronic and optoelectronic industry [73].

1.3.1 VLS (Vapour – Liquid - Solid)

One of the earliest methods used to produce one-dimensional nanostructures is VLS. This was proposed by Wagner and Ellis in 1964 [74] who made single crystal whiskers via a gas phase reaction involving a vapour-liquid-solid process. This involves the condensation of a species from the vapour phase onto a miscible liquid, followed by supersaturation of the species to form a solid phase [75]. The big drawback at the time was that most of the structures produced had diameters greater than 1 μm which were
determined by the liquid metal catalysts used [7]. Since then growth conditions have improved and this method is still used today [76]. The main advantage is that single crystal wire structures can be fabricated.

1.3.2 MOVPE (Metal - Organic - Vapour - Phase - Epitaxy)

Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) is a method of creating controllable epitaxial layered structures by atomic deposition on a suitable substrate. A substrate wafer is heated in a reaction vessel. The reaction products are grown in a hydrogen atmosphere and then form epitaxial layers on the substrate as they decompose. MOVPE was first used by Hiruma et al. in the early 1990s [77, 78, 79, 80] to produce single crystal gallium arsenide nanowires with diameters between 15-40 \( \mu \)m on SiO\(_2\) pre-patterned substrates using trimethylgallium and arsine as source materials and gold as a growth catalyst. This method is still used today [81].

1.3.3 CVD (Chemical - Vapour - Deposition)

The method used in Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) is similar to that of MOVPE. The desired solid product is deposited from the reaction of a vapour or gas or mixture of vapours / gases onto the surface of the substrate. This method can be used to make thin films as well as nanowires and nanotubes. The materials can be crystalline or amorphous, conducting, semiconducting or insulating. It is one of the most common methods used to produce carbon nanotubes. In that case a carbon-containing gas molecule, such as methane, acetylene or carbon dioxide at sub-atmospheric pressure is used and the substrate contains a layer of metal catalyst particles, most commonly nickel, cobalt or iron. There are several different types of CVD which are named after the conditions used, e.g. plasma enhanced CVD involves processes that use a plasma to speed up the chemical reactions of starting materials, thus allowing deposition at a lower temperature [82].

1.3.4 Laser Ablation and Condensation

This was first used to generate nanoclusters [83] and later adapted by Morales and Lieber [84] to prepare bulk quantities of single crystal silicon and germanium nanowires with diameters in the 10 nm regime.
Many of the methods used are a combination or adaptation of VLS, CVD and laser ablation, for example Lee and co-workers used an oxide-assisted method to synthesise several semiconductor nanowires, including silicon, germanium, gallium arsenide and gallium phosphide by laser ablating a suitable target [85]; and Pan et al. synthesized nanobelts of semiconducting oxides of zinc, tin, indium, cadmium, and gallium by simply evaporating the desired commercial metal oxide powders at high temperatures [86].

1.3.5 Solvothermal Methods

This method was pioneered by Heath et al. for generating semiconductor nanowires [87] and used by many authors to produce nanotubes [88] and nanowires [89]. Basically the precursor and reagents are added to a solvent in appropriate ratios; the mixture is then placed in an autoclave where a reaction leading to nanowire growth takes place at elevated temperatures and pressures [90].

1.3.6 Solution Phase Methods

Semiconductor nanorods and metal nanowires have been synthesised by using capping reagents to control the shape of colloidal particles which are produced by solution phase methods [90 and references therein]. For example cadmium selenide quantum rods were obtained by adding hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) to a cadmium selenide precursor in trioctylphosphine oxide [91]; and silver nanowires with controllable lateral dimensions and lengths were produced by reduction of silver nitrate in ethylene glycol in the presence of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) [92].

1.3.7 Size Reduction Methods

Many of the above methods are not suitable for the production of 1-D nanostructures with diameters less than 10 nm. In this case it is sometimes better to use the “top-down” approach of miniaturization or size reduction. Manufacturers tend to favour this approach and there have been many recent advances in the technology used. The most common methods are lithography and chemical etching.
1.3.7.1 Isotropic Deformation

This is a very simple method which was used by Taylor in the 1920s to produce metal filaments [90, 93]. A metal wire is enclosed in a glass capillary and enough heat is applied to melt the metal and soften the glass tube so that it can be drawn out. Filaments of lead, antimony, bismuth, gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, thallium, cadmium, cobalt, gallium, and indium have been made by this method. The glass capillary can be left for protection or removed with hydrofluoric acid. Metal filaments as thin as 10 nm have been made by this method [90, 94].

1.3.7.2 Anisotropic Etching

Parallel arrays of nanowires can be formed by etching a substrate which has been pre-patterned with trenches [90, 95]

1.3.7.3 Lithography

Lithography is the process of removing parts of a thin film and transferring patterns from one material to another. Optical lithography uses light to form patterns or arrays on thin layers of photoresist materials which have been deposited on a suitable substrate. This can then be used as a mask or removed to make nanowire arrays. It is an inexpensive and rapid method for fabricating large arrays, but may leave a large number of defects and is restrictive in the shapes and sizes that it can produce plus it can require extremely clean operating conditions. Colloidal nanosphere lithography (NSL) can also be used to produce highly ordered nanostructures at low cost. It involves the self assembly of nanodisperse colloidal spheres of equal size on silicon substrates which then serve as templates for novel nanostructures such as nanodots and nanowires [96]. However this method may also cause damage to the crystal structure. Direct write methods such as “E-beam lithography” (EBL) and “Focused Ion Beam” (FIB) are often used instead of conventional photolithographic techniques as the resolution is greater [97]. Here a focused beam of electrons is used to form patterns on the resist. As the e-beam has to be scanned over the whole surface this method is much slower than photolithography, where the whole system is patterned in one go, but it offers better control of size, shape and lattice spacing and fewer defects are made; however it is usually much more expensive. Electron beam direct write lithography (EBDW) is more flexible since there is no need to use a mask which leads to savings in cost and time and each sample can also be personalised [98].
The first e-beam lithography machines were developed in the 1960s [99] using SEM technology. The first potential useful structures were made in 1964 by Boers [100]. This method is now widely used to make metal nanostructures. Nanoparticles of gold, silver, palladium, cobalt, nickel and molybdenum have been fabricated by using thin film resists made from organic complexes, inorganic salts and solutions of nanoparticles [99]; and silver, silicon and palladium nanowires have been made by EBDW or FIB [101, 102, 103].

Nanoimprint lithography can also be used to imprint patterns on a resist using a nanostamp or mould with nanostructures on its surface. The compressed areas of the residual resist are then removed by etching. This method is low cost as it doesn’t use expensive e-beam or light sources and there are no associated problems of low resolution due to backscattering and interference [104].

Dip-Pen-Nanolithography (DPN) uses an AFM tip to deposit molecules by direct write techniques. It is also cheaper than e-beam or photolithography. It was first used by Mirkin and co-workers in 1999 [105] and has been traditionally used to make templates, create biological patterns and deposit metals. It is now used in microfluidic ink delivery systems, independently actuated cantilevers, and as a tool in the medical industry e.g. DNA arrays or conductive metal traces using nanoparticle based inks [106].

Kim et al. have recently shown that optical lithography followed by a metal deposition / lift off process can be used to make metal nanoelectrodes with a 20 nm size gap [107].

1.3.8 Self-Assembly

Top-down patterning methods are also used to pre-pattern catalysts on a substrate which is then used to produce nanowires by self assembly [97]. Nanoparticles can also self assemble through chemical lithography [108]. In 1998 Korgel and Fitzmaurice showed that silver nanocrystals made by self assembly from solutions containing silver ions could be fused into 2-D nanowire arrays [109]. In 2002 Hassenkam et al. produced 2-D gold nanowires using assembly in the presence of surfactants [110] and Tang et al. discovered that cadmium telluride nanoparticles reorganised themselves into crystalline nanowires when the organic stabiliser used in their production was removed [111].

Self assembly can also be guided by templates. In 1997 Schmid and co-workers made gold nanowires by filling alumina templates with gold nanoparticles or clusters.
Biopolymers, peptides and DNA have also been used to guide the assembly of gold nanoparticles into chains or lattices [114, 115, 116].

### 1.3.9 Template Directed Synthesis

Since the properties of nanomaterials are very dependant on the size and shape of the nanoparticle it would be useful to use a synthetic method which could control this. One such method is templated synthesis. The template serves as a solid support and usually consists of a porous membrane into which nanomaterials are directly synthesised. The most common membranes used are track etched polymeric membranes made from polycarbonate and polyester; porous alumina membranes made by anodisation of aluminium; and mesoporous zeolites. However, many other structures such as step edges on the surface of a solid substrate, protein cages and even viruses have been used for nanowire growth.

The Martin group developed the template method. In 1990 they made polymer microtubules in a polycarbonate membrane filter by both heterogeneous synthesis and electrochemistry [117, 118]. They adapted this method to synthesise nanomaterials in the early 1990s [119, 120, 121]. They used track etched polymeric membranes and porous alumina membranes (PAMs) and deposited the materials by metal ion reduction. Track etched membranes are made by bombarding the material, usually polycarbonate or polyester, with nuclear fission fragments. This creates tracks in the material which can then be chemically etched to make pores. The pores will all be of uniform diameter (which can be as small as 10 nm) but they are randomly distributed throughout the membrane. PAMs, on the other hand, contain cylindrical pores of uniform diameter which are arranged in a uniform hexagonal array [122]. They are usually made by the anodisation of aluminium in an acidic medium as described by Masuda and Fukuda in 1995 [123] and are thus also known as anodic aluminum oxide (AAO).

Other templates made around the same time include nanochannel array glass with pore diameters down to 33 nm and pore densities as high as 3 x 10^10 pores cm^-2 made by Tonucci et al. [124]; thin metallic membranes containing uniform pores with diameters around 40 nm have also been replicated from these [125]. Zeolites and molecular sieves are popular templates for both conjugated polymers and inorganic materials [72] and mesoporous zeolites with diameters as small as 3 nm have been prepared from MCM-41, a honeycomb-like structure of amorphous silica [126, 127]. As well as polymeric ion-track membranes other organic polymer hosts and block co-polymers have been used as templates [128, 129]. Recently a new generation of track-etched templates made from
nanoporous thin polycarbonate which can be used to make nanostructures of diameters between 15-10 nm and lengths between 200 nm to several μms have been developed [130]. Templates made from biological molecules include polypeptide cages [131], peptide fibrils, tubules and assemblies [132, 133], cell membrane proteins [134], DNA [115, 116, 135, 136, 137] and viruses [138, 139, 140]. Templating against features on a solid surface such as V-grooves and step edges is also a popular method to make 1-D nanostructures. Examples include: shadow sputtering against an array of V-grooves which have been etched onto silicon wafers or faceted sodium chloride [141], electrodeposition at step edges [142, 143] and cleavage overgrowth (CEO) on the cross section of a semiconductor multilayer structure [144]. In 1994 Ramanathan et al. [145] used electrodeposition between electrodes in channels created on semiconducting and insulating surfaces to fabricate conducting polymer nanowire arrays of controlled dimensions. Nanotubes themselves can also be used as templates; for example, carbon nanotubes have been filled with molten metals or salts by capillary action [90, 146], with metal oxides by wet chemical techniques [147] and with metals and/or their compounds using the arc-discharge method [148].

1.4 Thesis Aims

The goal of my research is to fabricate new hybrid inorganic/organic nanostructures with a view to enabling new applications. This thesis describes the synthesis of metallic and semiconducting nanowires and metal / polymer composite nanocables from the “bottom up” by electrodeposition into a pre-formed porous alumina membrane and the synthesis of metal / polymer thin films by electroplating. Possible applications of these structures are discussed.

One motivation behind this is the work done in this research group on carbon nanotubes / polymer composites which showed improved mechanical and opto-electrical properties [149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156]. This suggests that new composites using non-carbon nanoparticles should also have interesting and novel properties.
Chapter 2 Experimental Background

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Porous Alumina Membranes (PAMs)

2.1.1.1 Advantages of PAMs

Even with the large variety of templates available today templating with PAMs remains one of the most popular methods to produce 1-D nanostructures. There are several reasons for this: they consist of a highly ordered arrangement of uniform and parallel pores organized in an almost perfect hexagonal structure, the pores are nanometre sized (average pore diameters range from 10 nm to 200 nm) and have a high aspect ratio (lengths from 100 nm to 200 μm). The pore sizes are controllable on a larger scale by simply changing the anodisation parameters and pore densities vary between $10^9$ and $10^{11}$ pores cm$^{-2}$.

In addition their synthesis is cheap, versatile and simple and there have been vast improvements in production techniques in the last ten years [157, 158, 159, 160] resulting in membranes of high quality in terms of pore size uniformity and high pore size distribution with good thermal and mechanical properties [160, 161, 162, 163, 164]. The membranes themselves have good chemical and physical stability and good insulation properties. They are transparent in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectral range, which may be useful for characterisation and integration into devices or chips. The alumina template also protects the nanowires from oxidation and avoids the problem of aggregation which many nanowires and nanotubes suffer from. It is very easy to dissolve the membrane to leave free-standing nanowires. They are also commercially available.

The main advantage of using PAMs as templates for nanowire synthesis is their versatility; they can be used to prepare nanowires, nanorods and nanotubes of metals [112, 113, 119, 120, 122, 123, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178] conducting polymers [118, 119, 122, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184], semiconductors [118, 122, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194], carbon [119, 122, 195, 196, 197, 198], composite nanostructures [199] and segmented composite or striped nanowires [200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205]. They can be filled by several
different techniques [140] which can also be used to tailor the properties of the
nanomaterials; for example filling by electrodeposition is known to produce
nanomaterials with higher electronic conductivities [118] and gold nanorods made by this
method exhibit higher order surface plasmon resonances [148]. They are thus used in a
wide variety of applications, some of which are described in section 1.2. There is also the
possibility of observing quantum effects as it is possible to get pore sizes down to the
order of the Bohr radius of some bulk semiconductor excitons [63].

2.1.1.2 Properties of PAMs

It is well known that when high purity aluminum is anodized in polyprotic acids a
porous oxide film develops [157, 158, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215,
216]. The pores form in a long, narrow, parallel geometry orientated perpendicular to the
substrate. A schematic of this is shown below (Figure 2.1).

![Figure 2.1: Cross section of an anodized aluminium foil showing pores of diameter d, height h2 and a barrier layer of height h1](image)

They consist of a thin non-porous barrier layer next to the metal and a porous
layer on top of this. The thickness of the barrier layer depends on the anodising voltage
(applied cell potential); it is usually 0.8-1.2 nm per applied volt [214, 216]. The structure
and chemistry of the barrier layer depends on this acid used for anodisation [223]. The
thickness of the porous layer (h2 = height of the pores) depends mainly on anodising
time, but also on the current density, which is determined by the electrolyte and
anodisation voltage. A layer of thickness of about 5-10 μm is obtained after 2 hours for high and 19 hours for low current densities [217]. The pore diameter (d) depends on the pH of the electrolyte used and the anodising potential [209]. Typical diameters are between 1.0 - 1.5 nm / V. The pore density also depends on the applied cell potential U, and falls off with rising voltage [210, 211, 212, 213]. The interpore distance $D_{\text{int}}$ is linearly proportional to U

$$D_{\text{int}} = kU$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2.1)

where $k$ is the proportionality constant approximately = 2.5 nm / V [174].

The arrangement and shape of the pores can also vary depending on the anodising conditions. Self ordered porous alumina has an almost perfect hexagonal structure across the surface of the substrate as shown in Figure 2.2. To obtain such perfect arrangements a porosity of the alumina of 10% is required [174, 218]

![Figure 2.2: Top view of an anodised aluminium foil showing pores of diameter d](image)

2.1.1.3 Fabrication of PAMs

PAMs are made by the anodisation of aluminium foil. Before anodisation it is necessary to pre-treat the surface of the foil as described in section 4.1.1 of this thesis i.e. the foil is first annealed, cleaned and then electropolished.
2.1.1.3.1 Electropolishing

During electropolishing the aluminum foil is connected to the positive terminal i.e. used as an anode, while lead (Pb) is used as the cathode. When a potential is applied, the electrolyte acts as a conductor and metal ions are removed from the aluminium.

**Process at Anode:** \[ 2 \text{Al} \rightarrow 2\text{Al}^{3+} + 6\text{e}^- \] (2.2)

**Process at Cathode:** \[ 6\text{H}^+ + 6\text{e}^- \rightarrow 3\text{H}_2 \text{(g)} \] (2.3)

Any alumina formed is re-dissolved in the hot acid.

\[ \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 6\text{H}^+ \rightarrow 2\text{Al}^{3+} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \] (2.4)

The voltage used for electropolishing depends on the voltage which will be used later for anodisation of the foil. If an anodisation voltage of less than 10 V is used then the electropolishing is carried out at 10 V. If an anodisation voltage greater than 15 V is used then the anodisation is carried out at 15 V. For anodisation between 10-15 V, electropolishing is done at the anodisation voltage. This gives a current density between 0.5 and 1.5 A cm\(^{-2}\) [219].

2.1.1.3.2 Anodisation

The anodisation process is similar to that of the electropolishing, except that the oxide layer is not dissolved by the electrolyte and builds up on the aluminium as described in section 2.1.1.2. The process can be summarised as follows:

\[ 2 \text{Al} + 3 \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 3 \text{H}_2\text{(g)} \] (2.5)

Oxidation takes place at the anode (Aluminium foil) leading to the production of alumina as follows:

\[ 2 \text{Al} + 3 \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 6 \text{H}^+ + 6 \text{e}^- \] (2.6)

This takes place in several stages.
At the metal oxide interface the following reaction takes place:

$$2 \text{Al} + 3 \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 6 \text{e}^- \quad (2.7)$$

Aluminium ions are produced by dissolution of aluminium:

$$2 \text{Al} \rightarrow 2 \text{Al}^{3+} + 6 \text{e}^- \quad (2.8)$$

Leading to further production of alumina at the oxide/electrolyte interface:

$$2 \text{Al}^{3+} + 3 \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 6 \text{H}^+ \quad (2.9)$$

The amount of metal removed (and thus oxide produced) depends on the electrolyte, operating temperature and current density achieved.

Reduction takes place at the cathode whereas hydrogen gas is evolved

$$6 \text{H}^+ + 6 \text{e}^- \rightarrow 3 \text{H}_2(\text{g}) \quad (2.10)$$

The number of electrons transferred increases until the anodisation is halted and therefore determines the total amount of alumina produced. Thus oxidised thickness increases linearly with time. However the growth rate of oxide also depends on the strength of the acid, for example Gerein and Haber found a growth rate of 6.0 μm / hr in sulphuric acid and 2.4 μm / hr in oxalic acid [220].

The electrolyte used also affects the size of the pores and determines the applied voltage. Smaller pore diameters are obtained when the pH of the electrolyte is lower as the pore tip is less likely to be dissolved i.e. smaller pores are obtained for stronger acids at lower voltages [221, 222]. In fact there is a relationship between electrolytes used, anodisation potential and inter-pore distance; as shown in the following plot (Figure 2.3) from the Multifunctional Nanowires and Nanotubes group in Max-Planck-Institut für Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, D-06120 Halle, Germany [206, 223].
Recent research has concentrated on improving the ordering and homogeneity of the pore array. This can be done in several ways. It has long been known that a better honeycomb structure is obtained by anodisation over long periods under constant conditions as oxide growth is from the foil interface and pore ordering improves as this growth continues [208]. The arrangement of the pores at the base of the alumina layer is thus more ordered than on the surface. This is confirmed by SEM images of the top and bottom of PAMs [206]. To obtain better ordering Masuda and Fukuda exploited this fact. In 1995 they developed a 2-step anodisation process [123].

The first step involves anodising the aluminium foil overnight or for several days, depending on the thickness of the foil, and then removing the resulting oxide using hot chromic acid (as used in the electropolishing step or reference 157). This leaves a regular hexagonal pattern on the aluminium surface which acts as a template for the second, shorter anodisation process. Lastly a voltage reduction is done to thin the barrier layer [172].

This is illustrated in the following schematic (Figure 2.4):
Jessensky also stressed the importance of using constant conditions for regular pore growth [208]. In 2002 Nielsch achieved a highly ordered alumina pore array with interpore distances of 65 and 100 nm [224]. He used a modified Jessensky cell with improved thermal isolation and temperature control so that the temperature difference between the electrolyte, aluminium substrate and cooling plate did not exceed 2 °C.

Pore growth follows the domain structure of the aluminium. However to obtain monodomain porous arrays the aluminium surface can be pre-textured by e-beam lithography or by nanoimprinting methods [157]. Masuda and co- workers obtained defect free PAMs with hexagonal, triangular or rectangular pore arrays by combining nanoimprint lithography and self assembly of porous alumina [225, 226, 227, 228]. In 2003 they showed that an arrangement of initiation sites, which is different from ordinary hexagonal cell arrangement, could significantly control the growth of anodic porous alumina [159]. Around the same time Mikulskas et al. used commercially available optical gratings to pre-structure rhombohedral edges on aluminium which were used to guide pore growth during anodisation [229]. In 2003 Choi et al. made monodomain porous alumina with a high aspect ratio and an interpore distance smaller than the lattice constant of the pre-pattern by using the correct anodising conditions and SiN pyramids as a master stamp [158]. They also extended this method to make PAMs with Moiré patterns [230]. In 2005 a new template directed method was developed by using gold catalyst templates. These were electrochemically replicated from ordered porous alumina [231]. These gold nanotubes which have been deposited inside PAMs have also been used as metal nanotube membranes which can be used as shadow masks for generating nanopatterned substrates and extended 2-D arrays of metal nanorods via sputter deposition [232]. They would be much stronger than the brittle alumina membranes. Similar moulds with nanopillar structures were fabricated by using anodic aluminium.
oxide (AAO) for nanoimprint lithography (NIL). This involves sputtering aluminium into the porous alumina walls of the AAO template (or PAM) so that the pillars had skin layers of aluminium/alumina composite which added additional mechanical strength and chemical resistance [233]. In 2006 Woo Lee et al. used large area Ni stamps to pre-pattern the aluminium and produced long range ordered oxide arrays in hexagonal, rectangular and square lattices [234]. The same group developed a new oxalic acid based hard anodisation process [160]. This new process has several advantages over conventional anodisation processes e.g. faster processing time, allowing 2,500–3,500% faster oxide growth and with improved ordering of the nanopores. A new self-ordering regime with interpore distances, $D_{\text{int}} = 200 - 300$ nm, which was not previously achieved by mild anodization processes was obtained. Perfectly ordered alumina membranes with high aspect ratios (>1,000) of uniform nanopores with periodically modulated diameters were made and a better understanding of the mechanism governing the self-ordering of oxide nanopores during the aluminium anodisation was obtained [160]. Recently a new route for the formation of PAMs in neutral electrolytes was done by Tsuchiya et al. [235]. They found that the addition of fluoride ions to the electrolyte increased the ordering of the oxide layer. The concentration of fluoride also influenced the thickness and growth rate of the porous layers.

2.1.1.3.3 Barrier Layer Reduction

Because the barrier layer is highly insulating it inhibits anodic current in the electro-deposition process used for filling the pores and should therefore be reduced if it is greater than about 20 nm thick (thus all foils anodised at voltages greater than 20 V). The barrier layer thickness is reduced by reducing the anodising voltage, however if this is done in one step it has been found that reduction will only happen at the base of a few pores due to uneven chemical dissolution [236]. Uniform barrier layer thinning can be achieved by using current limited anodisation steps. This was done by Furneaux et al. in 1989 [212] and is the method used in this thesis. Other authors have used similar methods, for example Nielsch et al. [169] reduced the voltage by a factor of two after anodisation steps of 10-15 minutes each until the voltage was down to 6-7 V and a barrier layer of 10 nm was achieved. They have also done this by using a Labview computer program linked to the power supply [224]. Gerein and Haber [220] lowered the voltage by $2 \text{V} / \text{min}$ until it was reduced by 75%, after which the voltage was lowered by 1 V/min until a final anodisation voltage was reached, depending on the barrier layer thickness.
required. The anodisation was then continued for 8-10 min at this final voltage to allow for equilibration of the barrier layer.

The barrier layer can also be removed without removing the Aluminium backing using a chemical etching technique which involves immersing the templates in aqueous phosphoric acid [169, 172]. This method can also be used to widen the pores [173].

2.1.1.4 Filling of PAMs by Electrodeposition

The porous alumina templates can be filled in several ways. The most commonly used methods to fill the pores with metals are chemical reduction of a metal salt [120, 121, 122, 123, 165] and electrochemical reduction of a suitable electrolyte [122, 169, 172]. Semiconductors are usually filled by electrochemistry [185, 186]; polymers have been deposited into the pores electrochemically [179, 182] and by wet solution [183, 184].

Electrodeposition is the preferred method to produce nanowires as the nanowires created have large aspect ratios and are highly conductive. Structural analysis of metallic nanowires shows they are dense, continuous and highly crystalline compared to CVD deposited wires [237]. This is because the growth starts at the pore tip and builds up successfully [169]. It has also proven to be a low cost and high yield technique [123, 237]. Electrochemically deposited nanopolymers have much higher conductivities than powder or thin film forms and are more stable than those produced by chemical means [118, 181, 238].

In this thesis metals, polymers and metal/polymer composites were filled by electrochemical means. This was done in three different ways.

2.1.1.4.1 Direct Current (DC) Electrodeposition

Using Electrodeposition to fill the pores of a membrane was patented by Charles P. Bean in 1969 [239]. In 1970 Possin demonstrated the use of nanoporous membranes as templates when he deposited tin inside a track etched mica film [240]. This method was refined in 1984 by Williams and Giordano [241] who deposited gold wires in mica but it was not until the 1990s that this method really took off due to the work of C. R. Martin who used track etch polymeric membranes and porous alumina to prepare polymers,
metals, semi-conductors and other nanoscopic materials [119]. He also showed that alumina membranes are superior to track etched membranes as the pore distribution is regular rather than random. The pores are also deeper and denser than polycarbonate membranes [121].

Electrodeposition by DC is very unstable and uniform filling of the pores cannot be achieved due to the cathodic side reaction which leads to partial removal of the barrier oxide, formation of holes in the barrier layer and local deposition in single pores [69, 242]. To overcome this, the aluminium metal and barrier layer directly underneath the porous layer are removed, and a conductive layer (usually gold or platinum) is sputtered (or thermally evaporated) on top of the exposed pores beneath. This layer will thus have direct contact with the porous oxide, and can thus act directly as a working electrode [243]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Schematic of the scheme used for DC electrodeposition in an AAO template
The conductive layer is used as the cathode and another conductor (such as graphite, platinum or gold) is used as the anode. Reduction of the conducting material such as a metal salt takes place at the cathode leading to a deposition of metal in the pores:

\[ M^{n+} + n \, e^{-} \rightarrow M \] (2.11)

whereas hydrogen is evolved at the anode:

\[ 2 \, H^+ + 2 \, e^{-} \rightarrow H_2 (g) \] (2.12)

A disadvantage of DC is the fact that it is usually restricted to deposition into large pore diameters as it is difficult for the metal to get down narrow pores. This leads to deposition of metals on the surface of the membrane and the formation of colloids in the pores [244]. It has also been found that some pores are preferentially filled to others leading to a large surface build up of metal [245].

2.1.1.4.2 Alternating current (AC) Electrodeposition

AC deposition was first developed and patented by Caboni in 1936 [246] and Langheim-Pfandehauser Gmbh in 1940 [247]. It has been developed and used primarily for colouring anodised aluminium [248] and extensively for making nanowires in porous alumina [171, 187, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255].

The material M is deposited in the pores during the cathodic half cycle

\[ M^{n+} + n \, e^{-} \rightarrow M \] (2.13)

and hydrogen is produced at the other electrode:

\[ 2 \, H^+ + 2 \, e^{-} \rightarrow H_2 (g) \] (2.14)

Some material is re-dissolved during anodic half cycle

\[ M \rightarrow M^{n+} + n \, e^{-} \] (2.15)
There is however a net deposition of metal because of the valve nature of the barrier layer which acts as a rectifier and preferentially conducts the cathodic current. If the barrier layer is too thick the anodic current is inhibited; for successful deposition by AC it is necessary to do a voltage reduction at the end of the anodisation process as described in section 2.1.1.3 and chapter 3, section 3.1.3.

Although AC deposition is successful for many pore sizes when the barrier layer is effectively reduced; filling by AC is not homogeneous and usually results in only about 10% of the pores being filled. Deposition can be inhibited by the high cathodic potentials due to the evolution of hydrogen [168]. Also many pores are only partially filled [121]. This is because the pores are filled from the base upwards as the electric field is greatest at the base, if however, the pores get narrower or inhomogeneous then the electric field is affected and deposition may stop [256].

Filling can be improved when the homogeneity of the matrix is improved. Better filling is also achieved by using modulated pulse signals or filling by pulsed electrodeposition (PED).

2.1.1.4.3 Pulsed Electrodeposition (PED)

The concept of “Pulsed Plating” was developed by Puippe and Leaman in 1986 [257] and patented by Erb et al. [258] in 1993. It has been used to fill PAMs by many authors [169, 172, 177, 178, 224, 259, 260].

PED allows for better control over the deposition parameters and results in better deposition by increasing the concentration of metal ions at the pore tips. This is achieved by introducing a time delay between deposition pulses which allows the concentration of metal ions to recover. The concentration of metal ions is also increased by using a Watts bath electrolyte which uses a much higher concentration of metal salts. It contains metal chlorides as well as sulphates. The chloride ions improve the conductivity of the electrolyte and oxide dissolution thus allowing better deposition of the metal [261]. The Watts bath also contains Boric acid which acts as a buffer and maintains the pH of the electrolyte to 4-5 to avoid corrosive attack of the aluminium template (as it is weakened in solutions of high pH).

The pre-treatment of the alumina template is the same as for AC except it is necessary to reduce the barrier layer even further (i.e. reduce the voltage to 5-6 V in small
steps) so that the thickness of the barrier layer is uniform and deposition is homogeneous [178].

The procedure for PED is illustrated in the following graphs:

![Figure 2.6: Schematic of the filling of a PAM with Nickel by PED taken from Nielsch et al. [169]](image)

First a negative current pulse is applied for 10 ms during which time the material is deposited at the pore base \(\text{graph (a) of Figure 2.6}\). There is a corresponding short abrupt rise in the negative deposition voltage followed by a further increase which is due to the charging of the capacitance of the barrier layer and the depletion of metal ions near the deposition interface \(\text{(graph (b)}\). A short pulse of positive polarization is then applied to discharge the capacitance of the barrier layer and interrupt the electric field at the deposition interface. This positive pulse also repairs discontinuities in the barrier layer. A time delay is then introduced to avoid depletion of metal ions at the deposition interface and allows the ionic concentration to recover before the next double pulse is applied. This improves the homogeneity of the deposition and prevents excessive hydrogen evolution. This process is continued until there is a drop in deposition potential as the deposition of metal overflows from the pores and starts on the surface of the template. PED results in almost complete filling of the pores [172, 177, 178, 259, 260].
2.1.2 One-Dimensional Nanostructures

The importance of 1-dimensional nanostructures has been described in chapter 1 of this thesis. The synthetic methods used to fabricate metal, polymer and composite nanostructures in alumina templates is described in this section.

2.1.2.1 Metal Nanowires

The metals used in this study were the transition metals iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni), copper (Cu) and silver (Ag). A transition metal is defined as "an element whose atom has an incomplete d sub-shell, or which can give rise to cations with an incomplete d sub-shell" by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [262]. Transition elements have many interesting properties as a result of their partly filled d sub-shells and we would thus expect transition metal nanostructures to have novel properties and applications.

2.1.2.1.1 Iron (Fe)

Fe is a transition metal with a body-centred cubic structure (bcc). It belongs to the space group Im-3m (space group number: 229). It has high melting and boiling points (1811 K and 3134 K respectively) and high thermal conductivity (80 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹) [263]. It is also highly conducting (electrical resistivity $\rho = 9.7 \times 10^{-8} \ \Omega \ \text{m}$) but very reactive and corrodes in air and at elevated temperatures. It is thus mostly used commercially as an alloy (e.g. in steel) [263].

Fe nanowires are usually fabricated by the template method in PAMs [264, 265, 266, 267] or on mesoporous silica [268, 269]. Other methods include self assembly using CVD [270], electrodeposition on glass [271] and on Cu (III) [272]. Fe nanowires are mostly known for their ferromagnetic properties and have potential application such as high density storage devices (HDSD) because of their magnetism reversal properties [170, 171, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269]. Their potential use as a magnetic force generator has also been studied [273]. Fe nanowire arrays are also used as a catalyst precursor for the growth of carbon nanotubes [274, 275, 276].

The use of Fe nanowires as catalysts for CNT growth is described in chapter 5, section 5.2. MWCNTs were successfully grown on the PAMs which were filled with Fe by electrodeposition.
2.1.2.1.2 Cobalt (Co)

Co is a transition metal with a hexagonal close-packed crystal structure (hcp) and space group P63/mmc. It has similar melting and boiling points to Fe (1768 K and 3200 K respectively) and high thermal conductivity (100 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)). It has low electrical resistivity (\(\rho = 6 \times 10^{-8} \, \Omega \, m\)) so is a good electrical conductor [277].

Minerals of Co have been used since Egyptian times to colour glass deep blue. It is best known for its hardness and its magnetic properties. Co nanowires have potential applications in magnetic storage and field emission devices [203, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282]. Co nanowires with controlled magnetism direction have been made which are particularly useful for applications where self-biasing of magnetism is necessary [283, 284]. They are also used in the synthesis of aligned CNT arrays [275, 285, 286, 287]. An attempt was made to grow CNT by CVD (as described in chapter 5, section 5.2) using PAMs filled with Co (as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.1.1).

Co nanowires are usually fabricated by electrodeposition in PAMs [175, 278, 279, 281, 283, 284, 285] but have also been made by deposition into porous track polycarbonate membranes [203, 280] on biomolecules [288] and by template free methods [282].

2.1.2.1.3 Nickel (Ni)

Nickel is a transition metal with ferromagnetic properties. It has a face centred cubic crystal structure and has good thermal conductivity (91 W m\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\) at 300 K) and low electrical resistivity (69.3 n \(\Omega\) m at 20 °C), thus it is fairly conductive [289]. It has long been used for coinage because of its stability in air but is now mainly used for preparing alloys of high strength, ductility and chemical resistance e.g. stainless steel. Like copper it can be easily drawn into wires.

The main application of Ni nanowires is in information storage [28, 29], due to the magnetisation-reversal mechanism of nanowires which leads to a high coercive fields. It has been shown that coercivity is mainly dependant on the nanowire shape [290] and magnetic measurements have shown that coercive fields are higher for nanowires with smaller diameters [291]. The coercivity of the nanowire is also affected by the temperature of the electrolyte and is explained by a shift in their crystallographic orientation [291]. High storage density and magnetic memories can be achieved from patterned perpendicular storage media consisting of magnetic nanowire arrays in magnetic insulating material matrices such as PAMs [200].
Ni thin films were shown to be promising materials for optical media as far back as 1996 [292]. Suspensions of magnetic nickel nanowires display magneto-optical properties similar to ferrofluids and could thus act as magneto-optical switches using light instead of electricity to relay information [293]. Ni nanowires have also been used as interconnects on ferromagnetic electrodes [294] and have shown potential in applications for high frequency noise absorbers; power absorption of the Ni nanowire array was estimated to be 50% in the frequency range above 2 GHz [295]. They are also useful when working with nanoscale circuit parts as external magnets can be used to dictate the orientation and position of magnetic Ni nanowires within these electronic systems [293].

None of these applications were studied in this work as they have been thoroughly researched by other authors. Some of the Ni nanowire arrays made here were used to fabricate nanoelectrodes for use in light emitting diodes [296]. This novel application is discussed in detail in chapter 5. Ni nanowire arrays were also used as a catalyst for the growth of ordered carbon nanotubes [297, 298, 299].

Ni nanowire arrays have been fabricated by electrochemical deposition in PAMs since 1998 [169, 170, 171, 259, 291, 300, 301, 302, 303]. Ni nanowires of diameter less than 10 nm have been made inside carbon nanotubes [304]. Recently Ni nanowires were linked by self assembly using soft template methods with ethylene glycol solutions [305]. In this work nanowires were made by AC electrodeposition [219] and by pulsed electrodeposition (PED) into PAMs [169, 259].

2.1.2.1.4 Copper (Cu)

Copper is a transition metal with a face centred cubic crystal structure. It has high electrical and thermal conductivity ($59.6 \times 10^6$ S m$^{-1}$ at 20°C and 401 W m$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$ at 300 K respectively) [306] and thus has many applications as an electrical and heat conductor. Copper plays an important role in the electronics industry because of its low electrical resistivity and its resistance to electron migration [307]. It also has good mechanical strength and high ductility so can be easily drawn into wires. Since 1997 it has replaced aluminium as an interconnecting material for on-chip wiring because it carries electrical signals faster than aluminium [308]. Due to its antibacterial properties, it has many applications in the healthcare industry [309, 310].

By reducing Cu to the nanoscale it is hoped to achieve an increase in electrical conductivity and tensile strength; because of this copper nanowires are of particular interest for potential applications in nanodevices, such as interconnects and field emission
displays [311, 312, 313]. Electronic transport properties and oxidation processes in individual polycrystalline Cu nanowires were investigated by Toimil Molares et al. Their measurements of current-voltage (IV) characteristics indicate that the Cu nanowires showed metallic behaviour, so could be used for metallic or structural elements in nanoscale devices, however their studies at high temperature showed increased resistance of the nanowires which they attribute to the oxidation of Cu to \(\text{Cu}_2\text{O} \) [314]. Electrical measurements were also done on arrays of Cu nanowires in an alumina template [315]. They observed non-linear IV characteristics which they attributed to impurities near the wire-lead contact region. Other authors have studied the electronic properties and the band structure of Cu nanowires for diameters of 60 and 160 nm and found that the fundamental resistances of these Cu nanowires were larger than those predicted by Ohm's law [316]. The mechanical characteristics of Cu nanowires were investigated by Bansal et al. [317]. They found that their mechanical properties were comparable to those of bulk Cu. The quantum size effects are more noticeable on the optical properties of Cu, for example nanoscale Cu exhibits strong absorption peaks in the visible region due to surface plasmons [141]. Both transverse and longitudinal resonance peaks were observed. The transverse resonance peak was found to be affected by the diameter and aspect ratio of the nanowires and the resonance peak was found to be sensitive to the direction of polarised light [318]. A theoretical study on the polarisation properties of ordered Cu nanowire microarrays embedded in a PAM predicts that the nanostructures could serve as a novel polarising element in the infrared region [319]. Investigations by Pang et al. have found that they could be used as a wire grid type micropolarizer [320].

Cu nanowires have been prepared by electrodeposition in PAMs since 1997 [122, 321]. Recent syntheses include adaptations of this method to achieve Cu nanowires which will be suitable for incorporation into nanoelectronic and nanophotonic devices [141, 308, 315, 318, 320, 321, 322, 323]. Gerein and Haber compared deposition of Cu by AC and PED into PAMs. They found comparable uniformity of pore filling by both methods but less damage to the PAM was done by PED. They also discovered that PED with square waveforms produced better pore filling than sine waveforms, and concluded that this was due to enhanced resonant tunnelling through the barrier layer and re-oxidation of Cu in faster filling pores [220]. The synthesis of a novel Cu nanoelectrode which has been used in the fabrication of an organic light emitting diode is described in this thesis (chapter 5, section 5.1) and references [324, 325].
2.1.2.1.5 Silver (Ag)

Ag is a transition metal with a face centred cubic structure. It has the highest electrical and thermal conductivity of all known metals (electrical resistivity of 15.87 nΩm at 20 °C and thermal conductivity of 429 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹ at 300 K) [326]. It has low toxicity and has been used to purify water throughout the ages [14]. It is also a well known catalyst for many chemical reactions and more recently has been known for its ability to promote surface enhanced optical phenomena [327, 328].

Ag nanoparticles in particular, show enhanced catalytic activity, high electrical conductivity and unique optical properties [202, 329] and are used in a variety of applications such as antibacterial agents [90], nanoconnectors and nanoelectrodes [90], optical and electrical nanodevices and nanosensors [330, 331]. Their biomedical applications are described in chapter 1 section 1.2.1 of this thesis. Ag nanoparticles have been fabricated in PAMs by DC, AC and pulsed electrodeposition [172, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337]. In this thesis AC deposition [332] and PED were used [172].

Other methods to fabricate Ag nanowires include an aqueous phase synthesis by reduction of silver nitrate (AgNO₃) [338], photochemical synthesis by decomposition of AgNO₃ under ultraviolet radiation [339] and sol-gel synthesis [340, 341]. In 2007 Kim et al. synthesised Ag nanowires from Ag nanoparticles which were produced by the reduction of AgNO₃ with hydrazine. This method allowed control over the lengths of the nanowires [342].

2.1.2.2 Conducting Polymer Nanowires

Conducting polymers have been studied since 1964 when D. E. Weiss and co-workers noticed high conductivities in doped polymers [343, 344, 345]. A decade later, in 1974, John Mc Guinness et al. demonstrated the first organic-polymer switch [346] and Shirakawa and co-workers developed the first semiconducting polymer polyacetylene [347, 348, 349, 350] during the 1970s. In 1977 Heeger and co-workers showed that polyacetylene doped with iodine achieved conductivities comparable to metals [351, 352]. Extensive research has been done since then resulting in the development of organic devices such as polymeric light emitting diodes [353], photodiodes [354], photovoltaic cells [355], field effect transistors [356] and optically pumped lasers [357]; and in 2000 Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid and Hideki Shirakawa received the Nobel Prize in chemistry for the discovery and development of conductive polymers. During the past decade research has concentrated on syntheses of nanostructures of conducting polymers.
Polymer nanostructures which have been synthesised by template methods have been shown to have electrical conductivities well above those of powder or thin film forms of the same polymer [181, 354] and have many potential applications in nanodevices [360]. As well as potential applications of nanomaterials for device structures they are also of fundamental interest. Nanowires of conjugated polymers are ideal systems for studying 1D confinement effects on optical, electronic and electron transport properties.

2.1.2.2.1 Polyaniline (PANI)

Polyaniline (PANI) was discovered in the 1800s by Letheby who noticed that aniline was oxidised by stomach acids [361]. It has been used in industry as the dye aniline black since the 1800s and was discovered to have high electrical conductivity in the 1980s by MacDiarmid [362]. It is still widely used in industry because of its flexibility, its stability in air and its electrical, electrochemical and optical properties. Many useful devices such as chemical and biological sensors [363, 364], batteries [365, 366], electrochromic devices [367, 368], electromagnetic shielding devices [369, 370], capacitors [368], anticorrosion coatings [371, 372, 373], antistatic coatings, infrared polarizers and light emitting diodes can be made from it [374, 375, 376].

PANI can be synthesised in several insulating forms shown below (Figure 2.7).

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 2.7: Base forms of PANI (a) Leucomeraldine base (LEB), (b) Emeraldine base (EB) and (c) Pernigraniline base (PNB)
Conducting PANI is achieved by doping the EB with a protonic acid to give the structure below (Figure 2.8).

![Figure 2.8: Oxidised bi-polaronic Emeraldine salt (ES)](image)

It is possible to switch between the four oxidation states of PANI by doping and de-doping thus allowing control over the electronic properties [359, 360, 362, 367, 368, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381]. Thus it can be tailored for specific applications; its uses can range from insulation for the non-conductive form to electrical uses for the highly conductive form. Recent research has concentrated on PANI nanostructures such as nanowires and nanofibers since they combine the properties of organic conductors and nanomaterials and may thus have interesting novel properties and potentially useful applications [382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390]. Because of the larger surface areas and higher aspect ratio of nanomaterials nanostructured PANI is more responsive than bulk PANI to external stimuli [387]. In many cases there is an increase in processability, responsiveness and performance which may result in the production of much faster and more responsive chemical sensors [388, 389]. In addition the many new nanoscale phenomena that are not possible with current inorganic systems may be achieved [390].

Traditionally PANI is produced by chemical oxidative polymerisation of aniline. The most popular method involves an oxidising agent such as ammonium persulphate, potassium dichromate or hydrogen peroxide in an acidic medium such as hydrochloric acid [391, 392, 393, 394] but many authors use sulphuric acid, sulphanilic acid and camphorsulphonic acid [395, 396, 397]. The mechanism involves a 2-electron chain reaction.
Scheme 1: Chemical Oxidative Polymerisation of Aniline

PANI may also be produced electrochemically by anodic oxidative polymerisation; this is a radical recombination reaction.

Scheme 2: Electrochemical Polymerisation of Aniline

Chemical polymerisation has the advantage that large batches of polymer can be produced. However, electrochemical polymerization has many more advantages; for example, the electrochemically deposited polymers adhere strongly to the electrode
surface, they are chemically stable, their synthesis is easily reproducible and their conductivity can easily be tuned over a wide range by changing the dopant or the doping level [398, 399].

PANI nanostructures can be made by self assembly using functional molecules such as surfactants, organic dopants, or polyelectrolytes as structural directors [400]. Alternatively templates such as porous membranes or zeolites can be used where the aniline is polymerised inside in the 1-D nanochannels of the template [401, 402]. It is also possible to synthesis PANI nanotubes from aniline by self assembly using a protonic acid as an external dopant [403, 404].

2.1.2.3 Metal / Polymer Composite Nanowires

Since the discovery of the first semi-conducting polymer polyacetylene [348, 349, 350, 351] organic systems have become serious competitors to inorganic systems for electronic applications, mainly because of their easier and cheaper processability. It is also possible to further increase the conductivity of these systems by doping with a suitable material [351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357]. The incorporation of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into conducting polymers has lead to the development of new composite materials with increased mechanical and electrical properties which have potential industrial applications, for example lighter stronger materials which contain CNTs as fillers are becoming increasingly important in the aerospace and automotive industries [405, 406, 407, 408]. Recently nanocomposites containing high aspect ratio metal nanoparticles as alternatives to CNTs have been used for electronic applications [409]. The incorporation of metal and metal oxide particles into conducting polymer films has been shown to enhance their electro-catalytic activity and other properties [329]. Many PANI/metal nanoparticles possess enhanced sensing and catalytic capabilities compared to pure PANI [410 and references therein]. Filler dispersion is probably the limiting factor when producing composites as the efficiency of the filler will be reduced by aggregation. How the filler is added also has an effect on its dispersion within the polymer matrix. A stronger interface between filler and polymer matrix can be achieved by in-situ polymerisation as for example in the case of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) [411, 412, 413, 414].

Various techniques have been used to incorporate metallic nanoparticles (such as gold, copper, platinum and palladium) into polymer matrices [415]. It is possible to
introduce metals into the PANI polymer system via the lone pair of electrons on the nitrogen [410, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420]. Polyaniline and metal nanoparticle composites have been made by a one pot synthesis [421, 422, 423]. There have also been recent advances in fabricating nanorods containing metal cores surrounded by a polymer coat [167, 419, 424, 425]. Many chemical and physical methods have already been used to incorporate Ag nanoparticles into polymer films [426], however homogenous dispersion into the polymer matrix is difficult as suspensions or dispersions of Ag nanoparticles tend to aggregate [427]. Gelves et al. used Cu nanowires which were made and extracted from PAMs to prepare Cu/polystyrene composites. They found these composites had similar electrical properties to fullerene nanotubes-filled polymer composites. They achieved better dispersion by surface functionalisation with alkyl chains but this resulted in reduced electrical conductivity as a result of the insulating nature of the coating [428]. Recently self-doping PANI nanotubes with Ag nanoparticles assembled along them have been made [429]. Khanna et al have also prepared Ag / PANI nanocomposites by a photochemical reaction [430]. Multicomponent one dimensional rod structures with tailorable electronic structures have recently been made by electrodeposition into alumina templates by the Mirkin group [431] and Kinyanjui et al. [420] have made PANI / Pt composites inside the pores of an alumina template. Such syntheses avoid loss of conductivity associated with the reduction of metal ions into a pre-formed polymer.

This thesis describes a method of preparing Ag / PANI and Cu / PANI composite films and Ag / PANI and Cu / PANI nanocables into the pores of an anodic alumina membrane (AAO) by simultaneous oxidative electropolymerisation of aniline and reduction of Ag or Cu from an ionic precursor. One advantage of this method is the strong particle-polymer interaction which should give rise to enhanced properties of the films/nanostructures [432]. The possible applications for Ag / PANI composites will be described in chapter 4, section 4.4 and chapter 5, section 5.4.

2.1.2.4 Semiconductor Nanowires

Semiconductors are materials whose electrical conductivity lies between that of a conductor and an insulator. They can be pure elements e.g. silicon, or compounds such as gallium arsenide. Their conductivity can be altered by doping, i.e. by adding impurities which either donate electrons to the material (n-type doping) or create holes by taking an electron from the material (p-type doping). An energy band diagram of a typical semiconductor is shown in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Energy level diagram for a p-doped (a) and n-doped (b) semiconductor, where $E_e = -q\phi$ is the potential energy of a free unmoved electron (the elementary charge $q = 1.6 \times 10^{-19}$ C and $\phi =$ macro potential), $E_{ea} =$ electron affinity, $E_{wf} =$ work function, $E_c =$ energy of a stationary free conduction electron, $E_f =$ energy of an electron in the Fermi level, $E_v =$ energy of a stationary valence electron in a bond and $E_g =$ energy gap [433].

The energy necessary to free an electron from the conduction band edge is called the electron affinity. The Fermi level for doped semiconductors depends on the amount and type of impurities present. It characterizes the occupation probability of available energy states in the conduction and valence band with electrons or holes [433]. For non-degenerate semiconductors the Fermi level is in the forbidden band, for degenerate semiconductors it can dip into the valence or conduction bands. The work function $E_{wf}$ is the energy difference between $E_e$ and $E_f$ and also depends on the type of material and doping.

Semiconductor nanowires are 1-D semiconductors and thus are subject to confinement in two dimensions. Subsequently they have many novel properties and potential applications as described in chapter 1. Semiconductor nanomaterials are particularly useful for electronic and optical applications such as nanowire microcavity lasing, phonon transport and chemical sensing [434]. Group II-VI semiconductor nanowires such as Cadmium sulphide (CdS) in particular, have novel optoelectronic properties and thus many interesting potential applications [187, 435, 436, 437].

2.1.2.4.1 Cadmium sulphide (CdS)

CdS is a direct band gap semiconductor i.e. the minimum energy of the conduction band and the maximum energy of the valance band are at the same wave
vector in momentum. It is thus possible for an electron at the minimum in the conduction band to combine with a hole at the maximum in the valence band without losing momentum. When this happens energy is emitted in the form of a photon of light whose energy is equal to the band gap energy $E_g$. Thus when a direct band gap semiconductor is given energy greater than $E_g$ spontaneous emission of light (luminescence) occurs. In fact in most semiconductors the band gap is small enough that visible light is sufficient to permit carriage of charge.

CdS can exist in two structures, hexagonal (wurtzite) and a tetrahedrally coordinated cubic (zincblend). This can be transformed into an octahedrally co-ordinated phase with a close packed sodium chloride (rocksalt) structure upon application of pressure. The computed band gap (Hartree-Fock calculations) for the band gap of rock salt CdS was 2.9 eV [438] which is larger than the experimental value of 2.42 eV at 300 K [439], but it is possible to tune the band gap between 2.4 and 4 eV by reducing the size of the crystal. The energy band structure of CdS is shown in Figure 2.10.

![Figure 2.10: Energy band structure for CdS (a) shows the valence band for the rocksalt form of CdS with a lattice constant of $a_0 = 5.818\text{Å}$, (b) and (c) show the conduction bands for zincblend and rock salt CdS with a lattice constant of $a_0 = 5.818\text{Å}$ adapted from [438].](image)

The Bohr diameter of the 1S exciton of CdS is 4 nm [440] so quantum confinement effects should be visible in nanowires with diameters in the region of 10 nm [441]. We would thus expect CdS nanostructures to have many novel optical properties and applications. For example CdS shows electroluminescence when an electric current is passed through it so could be used as a light emitting diode; CdS insulating nanocrystals have been shown to exhibit green luminescence [442] and blue luminescence can be
obtained from CdS nanowires [443]. Its resistance is lowered when exposed to light so it can be used as a photoresistor [439] and as a light sensing device [444]. In fact CdS sensitivity is comparable to that of the human eye [436]. CdS has been used for solar cells since 1954 [445, 446, 447]. More recently Lieber and co-workers have investigated the possibility of using single crystal CdS nanowires as an electrically driven laser [448].

There are many ways to prepare CdS nanostructures. For example CdS nanocrystallines with different morphologies have been prepared by sonochemical reduction [449]. CdS nanoparticles of various sizes have been prepared by gas evaporation [450]. CdS thin films have been prepared by electrodeposition from a non-aqueous bath [451] and from aqueous solutions [452], by vacuum evaporation [453] and by electrochemical atomic layer epitaxy [454]. CdS nanowires have been prepared by ultraviolet radiation [455], microwave irradiation [456], γ-irradiation [457], by reaction of CS$_2$ with CdCl$_2$ [458], by surfactant assisted synthesis [459], by laser assisted catalytic growth [435] and more recently by solvothermal synthesis [460].

However, by far the most popular way to produce CdS nanowires is by electrochemical deposition into PAMs either by DC electrodeposition [435, 459, 461, 462, 463] or AC electrodeposition [187, 321, 436]. Highly crystalline structures in a well-aligned and monodispersed array are achieved by this method, which is important for device applications. The optical transparency of PAMs is an added advantage. Furthermore PAMs which are made in oxalic acid have also been shown to demonstrate blue luminescence [464]. It is generally believed that the luminescence is due to oxalate impurities incorporated into the film during formation [465, 466]. Heat treatment of PAMs formed in oxalic acid has been found to influence the photoluminescent properties [467] and it has recently been shown that CdS nanowires embedded in PAMs increase the light emitting intensity and induce a red shift of the photoluminscent band [468]. Thus it would be possible to produce optoelectronic devices based on these semiconductor structures. The controlled variability of the particle diameter and compositions might also be used to tune in desired optical properties [201].

The fabrication of a solar cell with a light emitting polymer MEH-PPV (poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene]) and CdS is described in chapter 5, section 5.3.
2.2 Characterisation Techniques

2.2.1. Electron Microscopy

The development of microscopic techniques in the early 1980s facilitated the investigation of nanomaterials as it allowed direct observation and analysis on an atomic scale [469]. Microscopic features of samples can now be visually observed; in fact it is largely due to the development of electron and atomic force microscopes that such strides in nanotechnology have been made in recent years.

2.2.1.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (HRSEM)

The surface morphologies of the samples can be observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM); this allows investigation of pore structure. Pore filling is investigated by HRSEM which allows deeper penetration into the material.

Equipment:

In this thesis, SEM was performed on a Hitachi S-4300 SEM at the Centre for Microscopy and Analysis (CMA) at TCD and HRSEM was done using a Philips XL30 SFEG SEM by AlCove Surfaces GmbH, D-45966 Gladbeck, Germany.

The S-4300 is a computer controlled high resolution field emission scanning electron microscope with resolutions between 1.5 nm at 15 kV to 2.5 nm at 5 kV, accelerating voltage from 0.5 to 30 kV in 100 V steps and a specimen stage of 100 mm by 50 mm with two motorised axes [470].

The Philips XL30 SFEG is a high-resolution scanning electron microscope capable of resolutions better than 2 nm, magnifications over 600,000, and operating voltages from 200 V up to 30 kV [471].

Sample Preparation:

Small pieces of the samples are mounted on aluminium metal stubs with double sided conductive adhesive tape or with silver paint for surface imaging at the CMA. For cross-sectional imaging in Alcove the sample is set in an epoxy resin which is then cut and mounted with the pores parallel to the surface of the metal stub. To view the nanowires out of the pores the surface of the samples is previously etched with 0.2 M NaOH to remove the alumina. Most of the samples are coated with about 5-10 nm of
sputtered gold. This is used to prevent surface charging of non-conducting samples; some metal-filled PAM samples are imaged without gold coating. For coated samples, the beam current is about 11 pA with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and for uncoated samples it is 20 pA with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The working distance (sample-gun distance) is varied between 6 and 14 mm and images are generally taken at various magnifications up to 200 K for each sample.

**Theory:**

The SEM uses a stream of monochromatic electrons which is focused onto the sample surface to form an image. A stream of electrons from the electron gun at the top of the microscope travels through a vacuum and is focused through the microscope column by a series of electromagnetic lenses into a narrow coherent beam.

It is then swept across the sample by a set of coils and focused onto the desired spot by the objective lens. These bombarding electrons, the primary electrons, dislodge secondary and backscattered electrons from the specimen itself which are collected by a positively biased grid or detector, and then translated into a signal and converted into an image (see Figure 2.11). The low energy secondary electrons form a standard image and the high

![Figure 2.11: Schematic of how an SEM works](link)
energy back-scattered electrons provide an image with good atomic number contrast. The magnification is changed by changing the size of the sample scan.

2.2.1.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM)

Although pore structure and filling can be investigated with HRSEM it is not possible to use it to compare the uniformity of the nanowires electrodeposited in the PAMs as many will be cut by the cleavage sectioning. Thus TEM is carried out to check their uniformity and measure their size. HRTEM enables particles of the order of 1 nm to be seen. In addition spot patterns which are created in crystal specimens can be used for identification of crystal structure and orientation.

**Equipment:**

In this work TEM was done using HlTCHl H-7000, operated at 100 kV, at the Centre for Microscopy and Analysis (CMA) at TCD and HRTEM was done on a FEI TECNAI F20 (HRTEM), operated at 200 kV, at the Centre for Nanostructured Media in Queen’s University of Belfast [473]. Measurement of diameters and lengths is achieved using the “UTHSCSA” image tool computer program.

The H7000 is a high resolution transmission electron microscope with an accelerating voltage range of 10 kV to 125 kV and resolution of 0.5 nm. The stage tilt is + or - 60 degrees. Images are digitally recorded with a CCD camera.

The FEI Tecnai F20 field emission high-resolution transmission electron microscope has a 200 kV accelerating voltage enabling resolution at the atomic level for imaging of defects and interfaces in microstructures.

**Sample Preparation:**

TEM samples are prepared by placing a few drops of a suspension of the nanowires in Millipore filtered de-ionised water onto a formvar coated copper grid or a holey carbon-coated TEM support grid and drying them overnight in a vacuum oven at 40°C. The nanowires are extracted by shaking the filled alumina membrane in a solution of 0.1 M NaOH and 30 g L⁻¹ PVP for 12-24 hrs, followed by washing several times in Millipore filtered de-ionised water. The aluminum foil is first removed from the back of the membrane by a solution of 0.2 M CuCl₂ in 3 M HCl as described in chapter 3 section 3.2.4.2. and references 244 and 245.
Theory:

The TEM works on the same principal as the SEM. A stream of electrons from the electron gun or virtual source at the top of the microscope travels through a vacuum and is focused by various apertures and lenses into a thin monochromatic beam and accelerated towards the sample using an electromagnetic lens as shown in Figure 2.12. If the sample is thin enough, parts of the beam are transmitted through it and focused by an objective lens, passed down the column and enlarged through more lens eventually reaching a fluorescent screen at the bottom of the microscope. This differs from SEM where the samples are thicker and the electrons are backscattered from the sample. In TEM the high angle diffracted electrons are blocked out by an objective aperture so that when the image strikes the screen there are lighter and darker regions depending on how many electrons are transmitted through (the denser areas where fewer electrons get through will be darker). The crystal structure of the samples can also be determined by the periodic diffraction of electrons which is obtained after the beam goes through a selected area aperture. Thus TEM is complementary to x-ray diffraction. The energy of the electrons in the TEM determines how deep the electrons can penetrate the sample and thus the thickness of sample which can be examined.
2.2.1.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

Information about the surface roughness of the samples is obtained from AFM as it is quite difficult to get topological information from a regular SEM or TEM instrument.

Equipment:

The AFM used was a Nanoscope III A by Digital Instruments plus an E type scanner with a max scan area of 13μm² [475].

Sample Preparation:

The PAMs did not need any special preparation for AFM analysis. The AFM cantilever was aligned using a class 3 laser by maximizing reflection of an image of the cantilever onto a piece of white paper. To image the PAM samples tapping mode AFM was used, slightly off resonance and at a slow scan speed with low gains.

Theory:

AFM was developed by Binnig et al in 1986 [476]. It is used to create 3-D micrographs with resolution in the atomic scale.

The basic operation mode of an AFM is shown in Figure 2.13 [477].

![Diagram of an Atomic Force Microscope](image)

Figure 2.13: Schematic of an Atomic Force Microscope [477].

The sample is mounted on a ceramic piezo-scanner which can be moved in three directions (x, y and z). The morphology of the sample surface is probed with a nanometre sized tip which is usually made of silicon nitride. The tip itself is mounted on the edge of
an elastic cantilever which has a low spring constant so that the probe remains in contact with the surface. The displacement of the tip due to the surface morphology of the sample is measured by an optical laser and a 3-D scan is obtained as the probe is moved in the x and y directions over the sample. The tip can also be used in tapping and non-contact mode to avoid large shear forces on the sample created when the tip is dragged over the surface. Tapping mode is the most commonly used mode in AFM. The surface is lightly tapped with an oscillating probe and as the surface topology changes, the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever changes and the image is recorded [478]. It is also possible to study probe-sample interaction by modifying the chemistry of the tip.

2.2.2 X-Ray Analysis

X-rays can be used to determine the crystal structure and elemental composition of materials. X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation which results from inner orbital transitions or deceleration of high energy electrons [479]. They have shorter wavelengths and thus higher energies than normal light. They can be used to determine crystal structure from crystalline samples by x-ray diffraction techniques or to give elemental information from sample surfaces, by measuring the energy of emitted x-rays during SEM imaging.

2.2.2.1 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX)

EDX is a qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis technique. It is non-destructive and has resolution in the micrometer region. It is used for the detection of elements.

Equipment:

EDX was performed using a HITACHI S-3500N variable pressure scanning electron microscope with a Princeton Gamma-Tech Spirit X-Ray microscope system in backscatter mode.

Sample Preparation:

Because pore filling is better at the base of the PAM and the surface may contain bulk deposits from overfilling, the EDX measurement is either done from the bottom of the PAM after removal of the Al and barrier layer of alumina or a polished sample is
used. The samples are prepared as for SEM. There is no need to gold coat conductive samples and samples containing gold or non-conductive samples are coated with carbon.

**Theory:**

When the material is irradiated by the focused ion beam from the SEM some of the electrons from the material are displaced. A displaced electron from an inner electron shell is eventually replaced by one from an outer or higher energy shell accompanied by the release of an x-ray photon to compensate for the difference in energy. The amount of energy released by the x-ray during the process is unique to each element and can thus be used to characterise the sample. An index of x-rays is collected from a particular spot on the specimen surface and plotted against an arbitrary pixel count. The height of the peak in the spectrum corresponds to the amount of that element in the specimen. The peak position identifies the element and the type of x-ray (corresponding to the particular electron relaxation) so that more than one peak can be got from each element. For example in Figure 2.14 there are several Cu peaks.

![Figure 2.14: A typical EDX spectrum](image)

### 2.2.2.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction is the most widely used form of crystal diffraction for bulk structure determination. This is mainly because x-rays can penetrate far into solids and their wavelengths are comparable to the size of atoms (~ 1 Å or 0.1 nm).
Equipment:
Crystal structure measurements were made with a Siemens D500 Kristalloflex XR
diffractometer fitted with a monochromatic Cu -Kα1 radiation source (λ=1.5406Å) for
thin film measurements and small angle measurements were performed on a Philips
PW3040160 X’Pert PRO in 0-20 coupled mode.

Sample Preparation:
The samples were mounted on a glass slide which fitted into the sample chamber.

Theory:
X-ray diffraction analysis can be done on single crystals, powdered solid samples
and thin films. The diffraction pattern is obtained by rotating the sample on a gonimeter
and bombarding it with x-rays. If the sample is crystalline the scattered x-rays will
constructively interfere when Bragg’s Law is obeyed and a diffracted beam will be
produced as shown in Figure 2.15.

Braggs Law states:
\[ n\lambda = 2d\sin\theta \]  

- where \( n \) = an integer, 1,2,3 etc representing the order of the diffraction peak
- \( \lambda \) = wavelength of the incident x-radiation (e.g.1.54 Å for copper)
- \( d \) = spacing between diffracting planes
- \( \theta \) = the angle of incidence or diffraction (in degrees)

Each crystalline solid has a unique diffraction pattern so solids can be identified
and their crystal structure can be determined from Bragg’s law. The positions of the

Figure 2.15: Schematic of crystal planes to illustrate Braggs Law [482]
atoms in the unit cell can also be calculated from the intensity of the diffracted beams [483].

2.2.3 Spectroscopy

Spectroscopic methods involve the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter. Substances can be identified by examining their emitted or absorbed spectrum as a function of the wavelength or frequency of the electromagnetic source. In this thesis, spectroscopy is used to determine the chemical composition of the nanowires and to give an insight into the molecular bonding.

2.2.3.1 Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Infra-red (IR) spectroscopy is one of the most important analytical techniques in chemistry. It is used to detect and identify the vibrations of molecules. Analysis of an IR spectrum shows what types of bonds are present in the sample.

Equipment:

Transmission spectra were performed using a Nicolet Nexus FTIR spectrometer with step-scan capability and equipped with a Nicolet Continuum microscope. The microscope has a fully programmable stage which allows samples to be mapped in the x and y directions. It uses a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT (mercury-cadmium-telluride) detector. Reflectance spectra were performed on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 1 FTIR with a universal ATR diffuse reflectance sampling accessory. Omnic software was used for analysis. Both machines had a range of 450 cm\(^{-1}\) to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) and a resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\).

Sample Preparation:

The nanowires were extracted from the template and rolled flat onto a glass slide so that the sample was transparent; the microscope was then used to position the sample for measurement with the Nexus spectrometer. It is necessary to cool the detector beforehand with liquid nitrogen. The ATR device enables measurement of samples at room temperature and humidity, without any pre-treatment and is used for measurements on the Perkin Elmer spectrometer.
Theory:

The conventional IR spectrometer consists of a source of infra-red light which is split into two beams of equal intensity. One beam passes through the sample and the other through a reference via a monochromater, so that only light of a particular wavelength or frequency passes through the sample and reference at any one time. When the sample absorbs light of a particular frequency the intensity difference in the two beams is calculated and a spectrum is plotted. In FTIR both of the beams are passed through the sample but one beam has a longer path than the other so that when they recombine interference patterns are produced. The difference in the two paths is systematically changed and an interferogram is obtained which reflects the difference in the optical path. Fourier transform of this interferogram converts it into a familiar IR spectrum of absorption versus wavenumbers [484].

Not all molecules absorb infra-red radiation. They have to have molecular vibrations which result in a change of molecular dipole otherwise there will be no interaction with the oscillating electric vector of the infra-red beam. Thus vibrations which are not centrosymmetric are active in the infra-red. Most molecular vibrations have energies in the same region as infra-red radiation (2 - 25 μm or 400 - 5000 cm⁻¹). The different vibrational modes of molecules can be used to identify many functional groups. Some of these modes involve the whole molecule while some are localised i.e. they are associated with the vibrations of the individual bonds or functional groups.

The absorption bands of functional groups are usually found in the region above 1500 cm⁻¹ in the IR spectrum. The region below 1500 cm⁻¹ is called the “fingerprint” region as it contains bands which are unique to each individual compound. The absorption of triple bonds (e.g. C≡N and C≡C) usually occur at higher frequencies than double bonds (2500-2000 cm⁻¹) and double bonds (e.g. C=O and C=C) occur higher than single bonds (2000-1500 cm⁻¹). Because hydrogen is a low mass atom, the absorption of single bonds to hydrogen (e.g. C-H, O-H, N-H stretching) usually occur at the high frequency region of the spectrum. The fingerprint region also contains bands due to bending vibrations such as rotation and stretching, and combination bands which are of lower frequency. This is summarised in the Figure 2.16.
2.2.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is usually done with a machine which uses a laser as a light source and the light scattered by the sample is measured. Raman is complementary to IR spectroscopy.

Equipment:

Spectra were recorded using a HORIBA Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR fitted with a confocal microscope and digital camera. It has an 800 mm focal length spectrometer giving it a quoted resolution of 0.3 cm⁻¹ and uses either a green or red laser light source. In this work the 632.8 nm line from a HeNe laser was used for excitation and calibration is that of the 520.07 cm⁻¹ peak in a spectrum taken of a known Si sample.

Sample Preparation:

Very little sample preparation is need for solid samples. They are attached to a glass slide so that the sample is as flat as possible and a good image is obtained with the confocal microscope. Liquid samples and solutions can also be analysed in a glass or quartz cell.

Theory:

Molecular vibrations of molecules are also detected by Raman spectroscopy. The scattered light obtained after the sample is irradiated consists of a parent line due to
absorption and re-emission of light (Rayleigh Scatter) which is coupled with the accompanying vibrational excitation and decay (Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering). The frequency of the corresponding vibration is then given by the difference in frequency between the parent and Raman line [484]. The Raman band positions are unique to each sample as they are given by the amount of energy shift for each type of bond and associated vibration present in all molecules. In contrast to IR spectroscopy only vibrations which are symmetrical about a symmetry axis are active in the Raman, so it is usually used in conjunction with IR, however, unlike FTIR, there are a distinct number of advantages when using Raman. It is non-destructive, requires little or no sample preparation and can also be used to analyse aqueous solutions; in addition the intensity of spectral features in solution is directly proportional to the concentration of the absorbing species and when this method is used in conjunction with a Raman microscope the spatial resolution and depth discrimination is superior to FT analysis [486].

2.2.3.3 Ultraviolet, Visible and near Infra-red (UV-Vis-NIR) Absorption Spectroscopy

Electromagnetic radiation is absorbed by molecules in the ultraviolet (200-400 nm), visible (400-800 nm) and near infrared (800-2700 nm) spectral region when transitions occur between different electronic energy levels. UV-Vis-NIR is used to measure how much light of a particular wavelength is absorbed by the sample. It can be used for qualitative, quantitative and structural identification of samples [487]. It may also give us an insight into the intermolecular interactions and optical transitions involved in composite materials.

**Equipment:**

UV-Vis spectra were recorded in the wavelength range 300-1000 nm on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 UV-Vis/NIR spectrometer.

**Sample Preparation:**

The aluminum foil was first removed from the back of the membrane by a solution of 0.2 M CuCl₂ in 3 M HCl. It is not necessary to remove the alumina template as it is transparent in the region under investigation.
As the atom or molecule absorbs energy an electron transition will occur between a bonding and unfilled non-bonding orbital. This results in the creation of an excited species as the electron is promoted from the ground to an excited state as shown in the energy level diagram above (Figure 2.17). The difference between the energy levels is characteristic for each chemical element and gives rise to a peak on the absorption spectrum. \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transitions require lower energy (and occur at longer wavelengths) than \( \sigma \rightarrow \sigma^* \) transitions and \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) transitions will be found at longer wavelengths than \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transitions [488]. However each electronic transition is accompanied by rotational and vibrational transitions which appear as fine structure in the absorption line which thus becomes a broad peak. The molecule thus absorbs at a range of wavelengths surrounding a max wavelength or \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \). Solvent interaction will sometimes mask the fine structure.

The intensity or peak height at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) is related to how much energy is absorbed by the molecule.

The concentration of the absorbing species can be measured by applying the Beer-Lambert Law [489]:

\[
A = \varepsilon \, d \, c
\]

where

- \( A \) = measured absorbance
- \( \varepsilon \) = wavelength dependant molar absorption (or extinction) coefficient in \( \text{M}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1} \)
- \( d \) = path length in cm
The absorbance or optical density is given by:

\[ A = \log_{10} \frac{I_0}{I} \]  

where \( I_0 \) = intensity of incident light

\( I \) = intensity of transmitted light

The spectrometer usually measures the transmittance \( T \) of the light where:

\[ T = \frac{I}{I_0} \]  

Thus absorbance \( A = -\log_{10} T \)

\[ 2.2.3.4 \text{ Fluorescent or Photoluminescent (PL) Spectroscopy} \]

Fluorimetry is used to measure the intensity and wavelength distribution of light emitted when the samples are excited at certain wavelengths, usually the UV maximum of their absorption band.

**Equipment:**

Emission (or PL) spectra were recorded in the wavelength range 200-900 nm on a Perkin Elmer LS 50B spectrometer with a pulsed Xenon discharge lamp (7.3 W average power at 50 Hz). Alternatively excitation at 266 nm with a Jag laser was used. Figure 2.18 is a schematic of the components of a typical fluorimeter.
A monocromator may be used to select certain wavelengths for transmission. This is not necessary when using a laser as a laser only emits light of high irradiance at a very narrow wavelength interval however the wavelength of a laser cannot be changed by much. A filter is used to catch some of the emitted light and pass it to the detector.

Sample Preparation:

The aluminum foil was first removed from the back of the membranes by a solution of 0.2 M CuCl₂ in 3 M HCl. The nanowires were not removed from the PAM as they were measured in the solid state and luminescence measurements of the empty PAMs were also made.

Theory:

Fluorescence spectroscopy investigates the different frequencies of light emitted when a species in the excited electronic state relaxes back to its ground state.

Each electronic state consists of vibrational and rotational energy levels as shown in Figure 2.19.
When the species is excited it may be in any one of the vibrational levels; however it loses vibrational energy by internal conversion until it reaches the lowest vibrational level in the excited electronic state. It then drops into one of the vibrational levels in the ground state and loses the rest of its energy by emitting a photon. By examining the frequencies of light emitted for fixed wavelength excitation (usually at the wavelength of maximum absorption) an emission spectrum of the sample is obtained. It is also possible to obtain an excitation spectrum by detecting at the maximum of the emission spectrum. These spectra are then used to analyse the vibrational energy levels in the ground state.

2.2.4 Electrical Characterisation

The electrical characteristics of the samples were obtained at room temperature using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. A Keithley IV program was used to measure direct (DC) voltage-current characteristics. Sheet resistivities of the samples were calculated from these measurements.

Sample Preparation:

Silver wire contacts were attached along each side of perfectly square samples with conducting silver paint; these were placed inside a metal box to reduce interference and then connected to the Keithley source.

Theory:

The electrical resistance of a conductor of rectangular shape is given by:
R = ρ_b L / WT \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

- where \( R \) = electrical resistance
- \( ρ_b \) = bulk resistivity of the material
- \( L \) = length of the sample
- \( W \) = width of the sample
- \( T \) = thickness of the sample

For very thin samples the length and width are much greater than the thickness and sheet resistivity is used [492]. This is defined as:

\[
ρ_s = ρ_b / T \hspace{1cm} (2.23)
\]

Combining (2.22) and (2.33) gives:

\[
R = ρ_s L / W \hspace{1cm} (2.24)
\]

So for a square sample of uniform thickness (\( L = W \))

\[
R = ρ_s \hspace{1cm} (2.25)
\]

Thus the sheet resistivity for a square sample can be calculated from the measured resistance of the sample [493].
Chapter 3 Results: One-Dimensional Nanostructures in Porous Alumina Membranes

3.1 Porous Alumina Membranes (PAMs)

The alumina templates were made by anodisation of high purity aluminium foil (purity from 99%-99.999%, depending on the application, and thicknesses between 0.25-1.0 mm, Goodfellow).

3.1.1 Preparation of Aluminium Foils

The surface of the foil is quite rough and is covered with a thermal oxide layer; thus it needs to be pre-treated before anodisation. When possible the foils were pre-annealed at 500 °C under N₂ to remove mechanical stress and enhance grain size. They were then sonicated in acetone for 5 minutes, washed with deionised water, iso-propanol and finally deionised water once again. Then the thermal oxide layer (~1-10 nm thick) and grease on the foil surface were removed by dipping in hot chromic acid (48 g/L potassium dichromate in 10% Phosphoric acid solution) for 5-10 minutes. Finally any surface inhomogenities and scratches were removed by electropolishing the foil in a temperature controlled bath of concentrated sulphuric and phosphoric acids (11:7 (v/v) mixtures at ~75 °C for approximately 3 minutes). The Al foil was positively biased i.e. used as the anode and a lead sheet was used as the cathode. The voltage used depended on the voltage which was used for anodisation of the foil, as explained in chapter 2, section 2.1.1.3.1. The apparatus is shown in Figure 3.1.
After electropolishing the foils were rinsed immediately in hot water, acetone and deionised water. A mirrored, stress and occlusion free surface with unidirectional patterning is produced, thus improving the reflectivity of the aluminium. An alternative electropolishing electrolyte was sometimes used which contained a mixture of perchloric acid and ethanol. 18 V was applied at 10 °C for 4 minutes (see chapter 2, section 2.1.1.3.1).

SEM images were taken at each stage of this process and are shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2(a) shows an untreated 99.999% pure aluminium foil. The grained surface is produced as the foils are rolled during production. After chromic acid treatment the foil has less debris and the grained surface is more defined as the thermal oxide layer is removed {Figure 3.2(b)}. Electropolishing produces a flatter surface {Figure 3.2(c)} which is similar to an anodised surface {as seen at higher magnification in Figure 3.2(d)}, however as the electrolyte used here is hot, any oxide produced during the electropolishing will be dissolved and then washed away in the rinsing process.
Figure 3.2: Typical SEM images of a 99.999% Al foil (a) untreated, (b) after chromic acid treatment, (c) after electropolishing at 15V, (d) after electropolishing at 15V taken at a higher magnification.

Figure 3.3 shows two foils of lower purity which have been electropolished in the same way. The lower purity foil (99%) shows more defects and debris (Figures 3.3(a) and (b) compared to the higher purity foil Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.3: Typical SEM images of a 99% Al foil (a) after electropolishing at 15V, (b) after electropolishing at 15V taken at a higher magnification
3.1.2 Fabrication of PAMs

Anodisation was carried out using the following set up (Figure 3.4). Again Al was used as the anode and lead as the cathode.

![Figure 3.4: Schematic of anodisation set-up](image)

The temperature of the solution was maintained using a Lauda low temperature thermocirculator with automated temperature control; a mixture of water and ethylene glycol was used in the cooling bath. The foil was mounted on a Perspex slide and held in position with a rubber o-ring and clamp. The cell was thermally isolated by a polystyrene cover to avoid temperature fluctuations. The electrolyte and applied voltage used depended on the size of pores required (see chapter 2, section 2.1.1.3.2). In this study 10% sulphuric acid ($\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$) was used at 0 °C at voltages between 5 and 20 V for the smaller pore diameters. 1% oxalic acid ($\text{H}_2\text{C}_2\text{O}_4$) was used between 40 and 80 V at 0 °C and gave pore diameters between 40 and 120 nm. For larger pores a 2% phosphoric acid ($\text{H}_3\text{PO}_4$) electrolyte was used from 100-140 V at 10 °C. The pore diameter is directly related to the anodisation voltage (1-1.5 V/nm) [210, 211, 213, 219]; thus pore sizes up to 200 nm could be achieved. Figure 3.5 shows a SEM of each type of membrane produced.
It can be seen from Figure 3.5 that the smaller pore membranes have thicker walls. There is also a large standard deviation in pore diameter for the larger pores although the oxide wall thickness is less variable (Figure 3.5(c)). Optimal conditions for ordered growth are obtained when a moderate expansion of the oxide occurs during anodisation. This was found to depend on the anodisation voltage; the best results were obtained for PAMs made at 40 V in oxalic acid [208].

Anodisation was carried out for 30 min to 10 hrs depending on the electrolyte used and pore depth required. To obtain an alumina layer of 8 – 10 μm the conditions in the table below (Table 3.1) were used.
Table 3.1 Conditions used for anodisation of aluminium foils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pore Diameter</th>
<th>Anodisation Voltage</th>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 -15 nm</td>
<td>10 V</td>
<td>10% H₂SO₄</td>
<td>0 °C</td>
<td>6 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - 30 nm</td>
<td>20 V</td>
<td>10% H₂SO₄</td>
<td>0 °C</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - 60 nm</td>
<td>40 V</td>
<td>1% C₂H₂O₄</td>
<td>0 °C</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 - 90 nm</td>
<td>60 V</td>
<td>1% C₂H₂O₄</td>
<td>0 °C</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 - 120 nm</td>
<td>80 V</td>
<td>1% C₂H₂O₄</td>
<td>0 °C</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 - 150 nm</td>
<td>100 V</td>
<td>2% H₃PO₄</td>
<td>10 °C</td>
<td>3.5 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 - 180 nm</td>
<td>120 V</td>
<td>2% H₃PO₄</td>
<td>10 °C</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 - 210 nm</td>
<td>140 V</td>
<td>2% H₃PO₄</td>
<td>10 °C</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As discussed in chapter 2, section 2.1.1.3.2 better pore ordering at the interface is obtained by anodisation over long periods under constant conditions [206, 208]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 which shows the top of an alumina membrane compared to the bottom which has had the barrier layer removed.

![Figure 3.6: SEM images of PAMs made with sulphuric acid at 20V](image)

As can be seen from Figures 3.5 and 3.6 ordered domains separated by regions of defects are obtained i.e. pore growth follows the domain structure of the aluminum. Better pore arrays are achieved by pre-patterning the surface by lithography or by using a two-step anodisation as described in section 2. In this work 2-step anodisation was used. An SEM of each step was taken to illustrate this (shown in Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: SEM image of membranes made with (a) oxalic acid at 40 V overnight, (b) after removal of oxide and (c) after second anodisation at 40 V

Even better ordering can be achieved by careful temperature control as is achieved in the Nielsch group in Halle [494]. Figure 3.8 shows an SEM image of a 40 V membrane which was made there. The first anodisation was done at 3 °C for 24 hr after a 60 min delay to make sure the cell had reached equilibrium. The oxide was removed at 35 °C overnight and the second anodisation was done for 3 hrs after the same time delay. A voltage reduction was done at the end of the anodisation to thin the barrier layer.

Figure 3.8: SEM images of PAMs doubly anodised with oxalic acid at 40V shown at different magnifications

The SEM images show the surface morphology but not the topology of the PAMS {e.g. Figure 3.9(a)}. However, a close up view {Figure 3.9(b)} suggests that the surface is not planar and by tilting the sample as in Figure 3.10 it is clear that the sides of the pores are higher than the pore mouths. This is confirmed by the AFM image (Figure 3.11) which shows that the surface has an egg-box topology. Image (c) shows that a 2 μm² area of the PAM has a surface roughness of at least 30 nm. However, as shown in image (b), many areas contained features up 140 nm high.
Figure 3.9: SEM images of oxalic acid PAMs taken at (a) 35K and (b) 50k magnification

Figure 3.10: SEM images of oxalic acid PAMs at a 52.0° tilt angle

Figure 3.11: (a) AFM image of an oxalic acid PAM with (b) corresponding surface plot and (c) surface roughness measurement
3.1.3 Reduction of the Barrier Layer

Before the PAMs can be filled by AC electrodeposition it is necessary to reduce the barrier layer for all foils anodised at voltages greater than 20 V (see section 2.1.1.3). This was done by the method of Furneaux et al. [212] i.e. by decreasing the voltage in small steps of 5% of the original voltage. It is important that each voltage step is done before the current reaches its steady value (as the voltage is dropped the current falls rapidly then rises to a maximum when the barrier layer is formed) thus each step is done when the rate of current rise had fallen to 75% of its maximum value. Figure 3.12 shows the response in current as the voltage is reduced from 40 V to 10 V for barrier layer reduction of a PAM made at 40 V in oxalic acid.

![Figure 3.12: Plot of voltage reduction of a PAM made at 40 V in oxalic acid and the response in current.](image)

The voltage was reduced to 15 – 20 V for deposition by AC and 4 - 14 V for pulsed electrodeposition (PED). The HRSEMs below Figure 3.13(a) and (b) show how the barrier layer has been reduced as the pores in the barrier layer region have branched into smaller pores during this reduction process.
3.2 One-Dimensional Nanostructures

Metal, polymer, semiconductor and composite nanowires were made by electrodeposition into PAMs. It is important to use a freshly made PAM which has been well rinsed with deionised water for homogeneous deposition in aqueous solutions. Shönerberger et al. found that if the templates (they used polycarbonate) were immersed in deionised water with ultrasonic agitation for 2 min immediately before deposition they obtained growth over the whole deposition area. When this step was omitted they found pore growth started in some pores first, and then proceeded in others resulting in an increasing electrochemical reduction current with time [495].

3.2.1 Metal nanowires

Copper, nickel, silver, iron, cobalt and tin nanowires were made by AC electrodeposition; nickel, cobalt and silver nanowires were also made by pulsed electrodeposition (PED). Both methods are described in sections 2.1.1.4.2 and 2.1.1.4.3 in chapter 2.

3.2.1.1 Fabrication by Chemical Electrodeposition

The conditions and electrolytic solutions used for deposition are summarized in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Deposition conditions employed for metallic nanowires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Electrolyte Composition</th>
<th>Reference No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper  (Cu)</td>
<td>AC @13 V (RT)</td>
<td>35 g / L CuSO₄, 20 g / L MgSO₄, H₂SO₄ added till pH = 1.3</td>
<td>Goad and Moskovits [496]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>AC @16 V (RT)</td>
<td>50 g / L NiSO₄·7 H₂O, 25 g / L H₃BO₃, 20 g / L C₆H₁₄(OH)₃ (glycerol)</td>
<td>Kawai and Ishiguro [497]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>PED @ 6 V or 70 mA / cm² (35 °C)</td>
<td>300 g / L NiSO₄•6 H₂O, 45 g / L NiCl₂·6H₂O, 45 g / L H₃BO₃, pH = 4.5</td>
<td>Nielsch et al. [169, 224]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Ag)</td>
<td>AC @ 9 V (RT)</td>
<td>1 g / L Ag NO₃, 41 g/L MgSO₄•7 H₂O, H₂SO₄ added till pH = 2</td>
<td>Kröll [219]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Ag)</td>
<td>PED @ 6 V or 15 mA / cm² (RT)</td>
<td>8.5 g / L Ag₂SO₄, 200 g / L C₆H₁₄N₂O₇ (diammonium hydrogen citrate)</td>
<td>Sauer et al. [172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>AC @16 V (RT)</td>
<td>120 g / L FeSO₄•7 H₂O, 45 g / L H₃BO₃, 1 g / L C₆H₆O₆ (ascorbic acid)</td>
<td>Al-Mawlawi et al. [290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>AC @16 V (RT)</td>
<td>50 g / L CoSO₄•7 H₂O, 25 g / L H₃BO₃, 20 g / L glycerol</td>
<td>Kawai and Ishiguro [497]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt Co</td>
<td>PED @ 6 V or 70 mA / cm² (25 °C)</td>
<td>240 g / L CoSO₄•7 H₂O, 40 g / L H₃BO₃, 1 g / L ascorbic acid</td>
<td>Nielsch et al. [169, 224]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin (Sn)</td>
<td>AC @ 13 V (RT)</td>
<td>20 g / L SnSO₄, with enough H₂SO₄ added until the solution was clear</td>
<td>Kröll [219]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AC deposition was performed in a cell with the PAM and a graphite rod as the working and counter electrodes as shown in Figure 3.14. The aluminium foil was placed onto a glass plate and clamped onto the glass tube by means of an o-ring.
Figure 3.14: Schematic of apparatus used for AC electrodeposition in a PAM

PED was done in a similar apparatus except a programmed pulsed voltage source was used. The method used in this thesis is described in chapter 2, section 2.1.1.4.3 and references 169, 172 and 224. A current pulse of -70 mA/cm³ was applied for 8 ms, followed by a short positive potential pulse of +3 V for 2 ms (during which time $I_{\text{max}}$ was limited to $\pm 70$ mA). $T_{\text{off}}$ was set to 1s.

3.2.1.2 Characterisation

3.2.1.2.1 Preparation of Samples for Characterisation

Many different techniques are used to characterise nanowires made in PAMs. Some of these can be used without altering the finished structure (e.g. Raman spectroscopy) but most require some preparation.

Polishing Samples

Samples for electrical characterization should not contain bulk deposition of metal on the surface of the membrane; however it is equally important that the wires reach the surface. It is thus important to fully fill the membrane and then polish the surface to rid it of over plated material and any surface debris. This was done by mechanically polishing for 4 hrs on a Buehler Potropol polishing system at 80 rpm using 300 nm $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ particles and H$_2$O as carrying fluid.
Figure 3.15: SEM of a PAM made at 40V which was over-plated with Ni (a) top view (b) top view after polishing (c) side view after polishing

Figure 3.15(a) shows a SEM of an over-plated Ni sample whereas Figures 3.15 (b) and (c) show the surface and side view of a similar over-plated PAM after it has been polished.

**Extracting Nanowires**

Characterisation techniques such as TEM and FTIR require free standing nanowires. The nanowires were extracted from the template by first taking off the aluminium and barrier layer and then removing the template.

There are several different ways to remove the aluminium. First the foil was clamped in a glass cell as in Figure 3.14 instead this time the non-porous layer was facing upwards. 20% phosphoric acid was added to the cell to a depth of approx 1 cm and the whole arrangement was placed in an ultrasonic bath for 12 min. The phosphoric acid was then removed and the cell rinsed with deionised water. A solution of bromine in methanol (10%) was added and the cell left until the aluminium was dissolved [219]. It was then rinsed with acetone and deionised water. The porous alumina template should now be clearly visible. Alternatively the aluminium can be removed by covering the foil with a solution of copper chloride in hydrochloric acid [244, 245]. In this thesis a solution of 0.2 M CuCl$_2$ in 3M HCl was used. It was usually necessary to renew the solution several times before the aluminium was completely removed. During this process copper was formed which can be washed away with deionised water:

$$3 \text{CuCl}_2 + 2 \text{Al} = 2 \text{AlCl}_3 + 3 \text{Cu} \quad (3.1)$$

To remove the barrier layer which was underneath the aluminium a 20% phosphoric acid solution was used. The time to do this varied for each membrane as the barrier layer
height depends on the voltage used to make the membrane. In general the barrier layer should be 40 nm or less as a voltage reduction is usually done at the end of the anodisation period for membranes made at voltages greater than 20 V. This size barrier layer should be completely dissolved after 15 min. It has been found that 12, 10 and 8 min is sufficient to remove the barrier layer for membranes made at 15 V, 10 V and 5 V respectively [219].

Lastly the porous alumina template was removed by shaking the whole template in a solution of 0.1 M NaOH and 30 g / L poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) for 12-24 hr, allowing the nanowires to settle out overnight and carefully decanting off the dissolved alumina and NaOH solution. The PVP surrounds the nanowires thus facilitating their separation and dispersion. This procedure can be repeated if the solution is very cloudy and is followed by washing and shaking the nanowires in distilled, Millipore filtered H₂O.

3.2.1.2.2 SEM and HRSEM

The pore structure and surface morphologies of the samples were investigated by SEM. Pore filling was investigated by cross sectional HRSEM which allows deeper penetration into the material and thus determination of barrier layer heights, pore heights and diameters and nanowires heights and diameters.

Analysis of several doubly anodized PAMS made at 40 V in oxalic acid and filled with Ni by PED revealed that the nanowire diameter was 57 nm ± 13 nm and the barrier layer ranged from 20 nm ± 3 nm to 40 nm ± 5 nm depending on the voltage reduction (40 V → 10 V or 40 V → 18 V). Analysis of a similar empty membrane (see Appendix A1 for details) gave the average diameter as 50 nm ± 10 nm and centre to centre pore spacing as 124 nm ± 21 nm (1st anodisation) and 126 nm ± 18 nm (2nd anodisation).

Nanowire growth was also monitored by SEM. Total plating time depended on the height of the oxide layer; for example it took 8 min to fill a PAM, which has a 4.5 μm porous layer, with Cu or Ni by AC electrodeposition. Different plating times were used to monitor growth; this is illustrated in Figure 3.16. After 4 min the PAM is approx half full, after 8 min it is slightly overfilled as can be seen from the Cu deposits on top of the foil. This also shows that filling is non-uniform, some pores are only half full and many pores are left empty.
Figure 3.16: HRSEMs of PAMs made by anodisation at 40V filled with Cu by AC electrodeposition for
(a) 4 min and (b) 8 min

Figure 3.17 shows SEMs of PAMs made at 20 V in H$_2$SO$_4$ and filled with Ag at 9 V for 3 min. It illustrates that although there is a large deposition at the pore tips only a few wires reach the top of the membrane.

Figure 3.17: SEM images of Ag filled PAMs taken from (a) the side and (b) the top.

Better filling was achieved by using pulsed electrodeposition (PED). Plating times were much longer due to the delay introduced between deposition pulse signals, however 80-95% filling was achieved for various metals as illustrated in the SEM images below.
Figure 3.18: Cross sectional SEM images of PAMs filled with Ni by PED (a) for 60 min, (b) for 30 min, (c) for 20 min and (d) top SEM view of PAM filled for 60 mins then polished.

Figure 3.18(a) shows a PAM which was anodised twice at 40 V (17 hr, 3.5 hr) and filled with Ni by PED for 1 hr. Most nanowires have reached the surface and there is very little over-plating. Figure 3.18(b) shows a similar PAM which has been filled for 30 min and shows that nanowires growth is about half way up the pores. Figure 3.18(c) shows 20 min filling and 3.18(d) shows the top of a PAM made under the same conditions and filled to the top with Ni nanowires. The top surface has been polished to reveal the nanowires tips and shows that nearly all the pores are filled with Ni.

3.2.1.2.3 TEM and HRTEM

TEM was done to test the structural uniformity of the nanowires and to measure their average diameters and lengths (although many of the wires may break when extracted from the PAM). It can also tell us something about the crystallinity of the nanowires which can be further investigated with HRTEM.

Figure 3.19 shows some typical TEM images of metal nanowires. Figure 3.19(a) and (b) show nanowires extracted from a PAM made at 40 V (anodized twice, 4 hr + 3.3 hr) which was filled by PED with Ni for 2 hr. In Figure 3.19 (a) there is a bundle of
nanowires clumped close together which indicated that there was good pore filling of the template and that even after removal they remained parallel to each other. The branched structure at the base of the nanowires (due to branching of the pores as the barrier layer is reduced) is also visible. Although the nanowires are straight they contain some little ridges or branches {Figure 3.19(b)} which suggest that the pore structure was not homogeneous. Their crystalline nature is evident from the different contrasts in the TEM images due to the different crystal domains. This is even more obvious in the single Ag nanowires shown in Figure 3.19(d). Figure 3.19(c) shows Ag nanowires which were electroplated by AC and extracted from the PAM. As filling by AC is much poorer (10-30%) the nanowires do not come out in clumps but they tend to aggregate together and are also attracted to the sides of the sample holder. The Ag nanowires showed wide variations in lengths and diameters. The diameter of individual nanowires was also not homogeneous and varied as much as 5 nm for the smaller nanowires and 20 nm for the larger ones.

Figure 3.19: TEM images of (a) and (b) Ni nanowires from a PAM made at 40 V and filled by PED, (c) Ag nanowires from a PAM made at 20 V and filled by AC deposition and (d) HRTEM of similar Ag nanowires.
Table 3.3 shows some of the diameters and lengths obtained for various nanowires (measured by UTHSCSA computer program).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Nanowire</th>
<th>Type of PAM (and filling time)</th>
<th>Length Range (nm)</th>
<th>Average Length (nm)</th>
<th>Diameter Range (nm)</th>
<th>Average Diameter (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu (AC)</td>
<td>80 V (10 min)</td>
<td>1298 - 4329</td>
<td>3227 ± 983</td>
<td>55 - 220</td>
<td>102 ± 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni (PED)</td>
<td>40 V (2 x 3.5 hr)</td>
<td>1770 - 6622</td>
<td>4094 ± 712</td>
<td>20 - 58</td>
<td>46 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag (AC)</td>
<td>20 V (2 hr)</td>
<td>176 - 1229</td>
<td>487 ± 180</td>
<td>2.5 - 27</td>
<td>15 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe (AC)</td>
<td>67 V (2 x 1.5 hr)</td>
<td>14482 - 19945</td>
<td>17714 ± 2732</td>
<td>62 - 98</td>
<td>89 ± 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variations in length could be due to inhomogeneous filling or to broken nanowires. The diameter dimensions are in accord with those of the pores and in agreement with other authors [206, 209, 220, 221 222]. There was less variation in nanowire diameters for the doubly anodized samples (Ni and Fe), due to better pore ordering. However the diameters’ variations were due not only to inhomogeneity in pore diameter but also to variations in the individual wires’ diameters. A better picture is got from the analysis of single nanowires (as shown in Appendix A2). It should also be noted that the variation in nanowires’ diameters was greater than that of pores’ diameters (see section 3.2.1.2.2) which suggests that the plating of the PAM also has an effect on the homogeneity of the nanowires. Gerin and Haber have reported that continuous AC deposition causes damage to the PAM [220]. This is supported in this work which shows less variation in pore diameters for the PED plated PAMs.

3.2.1.2.4 AFM

AFM was performed on some of the Ag nanowires to check their topology and dimensions. The images (Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21) show that the nanowires diameters are reasonably homogeneous and that the nanowires have a ridged topology.
Figure 3.20: AFM images (a) normal and (b) filtered of Ag nanowires extracted from a PAM made at 60 V with height profiles A and B from the filtered image shown below {(c) and (d)}

Figure 3.21: AFM images (a) normal and (b) filtered of Ag nanowires extracted from a PAM made at 30 V with height profiles A and B from the filtered image shown below {(c) and (d)}
Figure 3.21 shows a group of nanowires which are aggregated and a single nanowire. The branched pore structure at the end of some of the nanowires is clearly visible. Again the diameters seem to be reasonably uniform. Height profiles and diameters were measured and are tabulated in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Ag Nanowire Dimensions from AFM Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of PAM (and filling time)</th>
<th>Theoretical Diameter of pores (nm)</th>
<th>Height Range (AFM) (nm)</th>
<th>Average Height (AFM)(nm)</th>
<th>Width Range (AFM)(nm)</th>
<th>Average Width (AFM)(nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxalic, 60 V (2 hr)</td>
<td>60 -80</td>
<td>57.43 – 69.00</td>
<td>67.69 ± 9.68</td>
<td>96.39 – 145.00</td>
<td>115 ± 26.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxalic, 30 V (6 hr)</td>
<td>30 - 45</td>
<td>31.47 – 52.15</td>
<td>41.33 ± 9.81</td>
<td>84.32 – 106.40</td>
<td>105.33±16.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The height measurement of the sample gives a more accurate value of the diameter than the width measurements due to tip convolution. This is illustrated in Figure 3.22 below.

Figure 3.22 Schematic of AFM probe tip scanning over a flat surface which has a nanowire adsorbed on it adapted from http://chemistry.jcu.edu/mwaner/research/AFM/tipconv.htm.

3.2.1.2.5 EDX

EDX was performed to confirm the presence of metals in the pores of the PAMs. The measurements were done from the base of the pores after removal of Al and Al2O3 as described in section 3.2.1.2.1. The spectra also showed peaks from sulphur (S), which was probably due to the acidic plating solution, carbon (C), which was from the thin layer of C used to coat the sample and aluminium (Al) and oxygen (O) from the PAM itself.
Figure 3.23: EDX Spectrum of PAM made at 40 V and filled with Sn by AC deposition

Figure 3.24: EDX Spectrum of PAM made at 20 V and filled with Cu by AC deposition

Figure 3.25: EDX Spectrum of PAM made at 40 V and filled with Ni by PED
A semi-quantitative analysis was done on PAMs containing Ag which was deposited by AC (Figure 3.26) and PED (Figure 3.27). The analysis was done on the same volume of material and the data normalised with respect to the total amount (weight percent and atomic proportion) of elements in the sample. The results are shown in the tables in the figure insets. The K-Ratio is obtained after subtraction of the background. This is the ratio of the net intensity of the sample relative to the net intensity of a standard for each element. This is then used to determine the composition of the elements [498].

**Figure 3.26: EDX Spectrum of a PAM made at 40 V and filled with Ag by AC deposition with analysis table in inset.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>KRatio</th>
<th>Wt%</th>
<th>At%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>1.3540</td>
<td>75.97</td>
<td>66.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.2255</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>33.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-0.0299</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.5641</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normalisation factor = 1.47

**Figure 3.27: EDX Spectrum of a PAM made at 40 V and filled with Ag by PED with analysis table in inset.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>KRatio</th>
<th>Wt%</th>
<th>At%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>0.8982</td>
<td>53.47</td>
<td>54.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.1389</td>
<td>19.49</td>
<td>33.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>0.2824</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-0.0488</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.1019</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.3726</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normalisation factor = 1.70
This confirms that better filling is obtained by using PED (19.20 Wt % Ag for PED compared to 1.15 Wt% Ag for AC deposition or 1 Ag atom per 11 atoms Al for PED compared to 1 Ag atom for 265 atoms Al for AC deposition). The S peak is due to the AgSO₄ electrolyte used in the Watts bath.

### 3.2.1.2.6 Summary

Metal nanowires were fabricated by AC and by pulsed electrodeposition into freshly prepared FAMs. The surface morphology of the PAMs was observed by SEM and AFM to be ridged as in an egg box. EDX confirmed that the PAMs were filled with metals and that more metal was obtained when plating was done by PED. SEM and TEM characterisation also confirmed that better pore filling can be achieved by PED. The dimensions of the nanowires were also investigated by SEM and TEM. There were large variations in diameters but the average diameters for each type of nanowire were in agreement with results obtained by other authors. AFM confirmed that the surface of the nanowires was ridged but the diameters were reasonably homogeneous.

### 3.2.2 Polymer Nanowires

#### 3.2.2.1 Preparation of PANI Nanowires

Deposition of PANI into PAMs by AC was unsuccessful. This could be because Ag acts as a catalyst for the polymerisation of aniline, which results in simultaneous electrodeposition of Ag and PANI into the nanopores of the PAM. An alternative method for the preparation of PANI using DC was used. The PAMs were prepared at 10 V in H₂SO₄ as described in section 3.1.2. The aluminum foil and barrier layer at the back of the sample were removed by a solution of 0.2 M CuCl₂ in 3 M HCl (for Al) followed by 10% phosphoric acid (for the barrier layer). A gold layer (~ 50 nm) was then thermally evaporated onto the sample back (by an Edwards AUTO 306 E beam evaporator) to act as the working electrode. The apparatus used was the same as for AC deposition (Figure 3.14) except the voltage was applied using a Princeton Applied Research Model 263A Scanning Potentiostat and platinum (Pt) was used as the counter electrode. Electropolymerisation was carried out at constant potential by potentiostatic deposition at 1.0 V for 10 min. The aqueous electrolytic solution contained 25.6 g / L aniline (1 mL aniline in 40 mL H₂O) to which concentrated H₂SO₄ was added until the pH of the solution was 2. The aniline (99.5% Sigma-Aldrich Ltd.) was purified by distillation in vacuum before use. The acid (H₂SO₄) acts both as an electrolyte and dopant so that the PANI is
produced in the conducting emeraldine salt form. The polymerisation proceeds via a radical cation intermediate form (see chapter 2, section 2.1.2.2.1). The oligomers and polymers formed either dissolve in the electrolyte or are deposited in the PAM; small oligomers (3 monomer units or less) remain in solution and larger oligomers and polymers are deposited [499].

3.2.2.2 Characterisation of PANI nanowires

Nanowire morphology was investigated by SEM. The PAM was first treated with NaOH to expose the nanowires. Figure 3.28(a) is a SEM image of PANI nanowires which were prepared as described in section 3.2.2.1. The template was soaked in 1 M NaOH for 15 min to dissolve the alumina. Figure 3.28(b) is a TEM image of PANI nanowires which were extracted from the template as described in section 3.2.1.2.1.

![Figure 3.28](image)

Both SEM and TEM images show that the nanowires are smooth and have a homogeneous diameter. They are not as straight as metallic nanowires and tend to bend when exposed from the PAM.
Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of PANI. High resolution Raman microprobe spectroscopy has the advantage that a spectrum of the nanowires can be taken without removing them from the alumina matrix. The nanowires show all the characteristic peaks for PANI (see Figure 3.29 and Table 3.5).

![Raman spectrum of a PANI nanowire array in a PAM (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)](image)

**Figure 3.29: Raman spectrum of a PANI nanowire array in a PAM (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)**

**Table 3.5 Assignments for Raman bands in a PANI sample deposited in a PAM which was made at 10 V.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Vibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485, 585</td>
<td>CH out of plane and aniline deformation mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523, 806</td>
<td>Deformation of benzenoid or quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1170</td>
<td>CH bending of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335</td>
<td>C-N: stretching of modes of quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480 (sh)</td>
<td>-C=N stretching modes of quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405, 1595</td>
<td>-C-C stretching of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slight shifts and broadening occur in the CH out of plane and aniline deformation modes in the 900 – 500 cm$^{-1}$ region. This could possibly be due to the weakening of interchain interactions. There is evidence that the nanowires are in the doped state as there is a band due to the C-N: stretching mode at 1335 cm$^{-1}$. The bands for the stretching modes of quinoid rings (1484 cm$^{-1}$) are not as strong as those for the benzenoid rings (1405 cm$^{-1}$, 1595 cm$^{-1}$) which suggests the PANI is not fully oxidised.
The UV-vis absorption spectrum of the PANI nanowires array shows a shoulder peak at about 450 nm and a broad band at around 800 nm with a large tail (Figure 3.30). This is typical for doped PANI nanowires [410, 500] and similar to PANI salts which show three transitions 350 nm ($\pi-\pi^*$ transition of benzenoid rings), 400-420 nm (polaron–$\pi^*$ transition), 750-800 nm ($\pi$–polaron transition) (Figure 3.31) [501]. However, in the spectrum for the PANI nanowires the 330 nm peak is absent, which suggests that the nanowires are not fully oxidized but are in the half-oxidised emeraldine base form. The characteristic absorption bands for the pristine undoped EB form of PANI are 320 nm and 600 nm (Figure 3.32) which are absent in this case.

Figure 3.30 UV-vis spectrum of a PANI nanowires array in a PAM made at 10 V.

Figure 3.31 UV-vis spectrum of a dispersion of PANI / DBSA salts diluted by deionized water taken from [500].
3.2.2.3 Summary

PANI nanowires were made by oxidative electropolymerisation of aniline into the nanopores of a PAM which was made at 10 V in H$_2$SO$_4$. This was carried out by potentiostatic deposition at 1.0 V for 10 min. The nanowires were characterized by SEM, TEM, and Raman and UV-vis spectroscopy. They were found to have a similar morphology to metallic nanowires but were less rigid and more homogeneous in diameter. Raman and UV-vis spectroscopy suggests that the nanowires are in the doped half-oxidised emeraldine base form of PANI.

3.2.3 Metal / Polymer Nanowires

Ag / PANI and Cu / PANI nanowires were made by simultaneous oxidative polymerization of aniline and reduction of metal from an ionic precursor.

3.2.3.1 Preparation of Composite Nanowires

PAMs of several different pore sizes were prepared as described in section 3.1.

Ag / PANI nanowires were deposited into the PAMs (made at 10 V, 15 V, 20 V, 30 V, 40 V, 60 V, 80 V and 140 V) at 9 V AC using an aqueous solution containing 25.6 g / L aniline, 1 g / L AgNO$_3$, 41 g / L MgSO$_4$·7H$_2$O and enough H$_2$SO$_4$ added until the pH of the solution was 2.
Cu / PANI nanowires were deposited into the PAMs (made at 10 V, 15 V, 20 V, 40 V, 60 V and 80 V) at 9 V AC using an aqueous solution containing 25.6 g/L aniline, 35 g/L CuSO₄, 20 g/L MgSO₄·7H₂O and enough H₂SO₄ added until the pH of the solution was 1.3.

Electrochemical deposition was performed in a cell with the PAM and a graphite rod as the working and counter electrodes respectively in an AC set-up as shown in Figure 3.14.

The lengths of the nanowires can be varied from a few nanometers to tens of microns by changing the deposition time. Here deposition was carried out for 10 minutes in each case.

In order to postulate the mechanism involved in the synthesis of the nanowires it was necessary to characterise the nanowires first.

3.2.3.2 Characterisation of Composite nanowires

3.2.3.2.1 SEM, TEM and HRTEM

Nanowire morphology was investigated by SEM. The surfaces of the samples were previously etched with 0.2 M NaOH to expose the nanowires.

![SEM Images](image.png)

**Figure 3.33: SEM images of Ag / PANI nanowires in a PAM made at 60 V (etched with NaOH)**

The SEM image (Figure 3.33(a)) shows that the nanowires are fibers, which closely resemble PANI nanowires (Figure 3.28(a)) except they are more rigid and remain parallel to each other even when they are removed from the PAM. Their lengths varied between 1 and 2 μm and the pore filling was approx 80%. Figure 3.33(b) is a magnified
view of some of the nanowires. It shows the branched pores at the end of the wires where the barrier layer of the PAM has been reduced.

TEM images {Figure 3.34(a) and (b)} give a better insight into the structure of the nanowires. They appear to consist of a polycrystalline core (light and dark bands) surrounded by a layer of amorphous material (lighter shading). The different bands are due to the different domains of the nanowire crystals which give rise to different contrasts in the TEM. Figure 3.19(c) and (d) shows a TEM image of pure Ag nanowires. They have a similar structure to the interior of the composite wires with no external shading. Thus the exterior shading in the composite wires is probably due to a coating of PANI and suggests that as the Ag nanowires are formed along the pores of the AAO template they take a coating of polymer with them. It is also apparent that the nanowires remain parallel to each other when they are removed from the PAM. Figure 3.34(c) shows that they can be dispersed as single nanowires but Figure 3.34 (d) illustrates that they tend to aggregate in the same way as Ag nanowires when extracted from the template {compare to Figure 3.19(c) of Ag nanowires}.

Figure 3.34: TEM images of Ag / PANI nanowires extracted from a PAM which was made at 30 V
HRTEM supports these findings {Figure 3.35(a) and (b)}. In these images the shading is seen as a white halo of amorphous carbon around the Ag core, whereas in Figure 3.35 (c) and (d) (Ag nanowires) there is no halo. For the composite nanowires the halo was always present on going through a set of 20 images in a focal series (1nm step), thus showing that it is not an artifact due to focal inconsistencies.

Figure 3.35: HRTEM images of Ag nanowires from a PAM made at 20 V

Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37 show single composite nanowires of different sizes. The corresponding diffraction patterns are shown in the insets. Figure 3.36(b) is a selected area diffraction pattern made on the 15 nm diameter nanowire. This shows the highly crystalline nature of the core where all the Ag crystal planes are allocated. Figure 3.37 is of a 40 nm diameter nanowire which is taken at a lower magnification so the entire nanowire and halo is included in the diffraction pattern {Figure 3.37(b)}. As well as the
diffraction spots due to silver it also shows a bright ring which is indicative of amorphous carbon due to the PANI coating.

Figure 3.36: HRTEM image of Ag/PANI nanowires from a PAM made at 20 V, with corresponding diffraction pattern in inset and (b)

Figure 3.37: HRTEM image of Ag/PANI nanowires from a PAM made at 40 V, with corresponding diffraction pattern (b)

3.2.3.2.2 EDX and XRD

The presence of metal was confirmed by EDX.
The crystalline nature of the nanowires was confirmed by XRD analysis. An X-ray diffraction pattern of an Ag / PANI composite nanowire array is shown in Figure 3.39(a). A broad peak centred at \(2\theta = 25^\circ\) is observed and can be ascribed to weak ordering parallel to the polymer chain. Sharp peaks centred at \(2\theta = 38^\circ, 45^\circ, 66^\circ\) and \(77^\circ\) are also observed corresponding to (111), (200), (220) and (311) silver planes respectively. All the peaks can be indexed to face centered cubic silver belonging to space group Fm\(\overline{3}\)m \(\{225\}\). The silver is preferentially oriented along the (111) plane. Crystallite sizes can be calculated from Scherrer’s equation:

\[
D = \frac{k\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the X-ray wavelength (0.1540nm)
- \(k\) is the shape factor = 0.89
- \(D\) is the average diameter of the crystals (in angstrom units)
- \(\theta\) is the Bragg angle (in degrees)
- \(\beta\) is the broadening measured at half height and expressed in units of 2 \(\theta\).

Substituting the value for \(2\theta = 77^\circ\) gives \(D = 10\) nm, which agrees well with the TEM results.

Figure 3.39(b) shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of pure silver nanowires in AAO where the same peaks corresponding to (111), (200), (220) and (311) silver planes are clearly seen. This pattern is very close to the reported data for metallic silver (JCPDS File no. 04-0783) from the International Centre for Diffraction Data.
XRD also confirms the presence of Cu in the Cu / PANI nanowire array, shown in Figure 3.40(a). The PANI peak is not as broad in this case indicating that less polymer is present.
Sharp peaks centred at $2\theta = 44.60^\circ$, $65.02^\circ$ and $78.29^\circ$ are observed corresponding to the (111) Cu plane (JCPDS File no. 04-0386), the (310) CuO plane (JCPDS File no. 05-0661) and the (400) Cu$_2$O plane (JCPDS File no. 05-0667). There is also a small peak at $2\theta = 38.42^\circ$ which can be attributed to the (111) CuO plane. Thus some copper oxides are formed in the copper nanowires. This is due to the reaction of Cu$^{2+}$ ions with OH$^-$ (reactions 3.4 – 3.7) ions which are produced during electrodeposition due to the evolution of hydrogen (3.2) at the cathode and subsequent decomposition of water (3.3) [321].

$$2\,H^+ + 2\,e^- \rightarrow H_2(g) \quad (3.2)$$

$$\frac{1}{2}\,O_2 + H_2O + 2e^- \rightarrow 2\,OH^- \quad (3.3)$$

$$\text{Cu}^{2+} + 2\,OH^- \rightarrow \text{Cu(OH)}_2 \quad (3.4)$$

The copper hydroxide is dehydrated to produce the more stable copper oxide:

$$\text{Cu(OH)}_2 \rightarrow \text{CuO} + H_2O \quad (3.5)$$

Cu$_2$O can also be generated at the cathode surface by the following reactions [321]:

$$\text{Cu}^{2+} + \text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{Cu(OH)} \quad (3.6)$$

$$2\,\text{Cu(OH)} \rightarrow \text{Cu}_2\text{O} + H_2O \quad (3.7)$$

### 3.2.3.2.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of PANI. The composites show all the characteristic peaks for PANI (Figure 3.41 and Table 3.6).
Table 3.6 Assignments for Raman bands in a Ag / PANI composite sample in a PAM made at 20 V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Vibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>415</td>
<td>C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480, 580</td>
<td>CH out of plane and aniline deformation mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523, 615, 806</td>
<td>Deformation of benzenoid or quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1165</td>
<td>CH bending of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340</td>
<td>C-N: stretching of modes of quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1475</td>
<td>-C=N stretching modes of quinoid ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410, 1595</td>
<td>-C-C stretching of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.41: Raman spectra of a composite nanowire array in a PAM made at 15 V, a PANI array in a PAM made at 10 V, a silver nanowire array in a PAM made at 20 V and an empty PAM (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)

However there are some subtle differences between these spectra and those of electrochemically-produced PANI nanowires, which give us an insight into the oxidation state of PANI in the composite. For example the intensity of the bands at 415 cm$^{-1}$, 480 cm$^{-1}$ and 580 cm$^{-1}$ is reduced in the composite sample and the bands between 415 cm$^{-1}$ and 806 cm$^{-1}$ also show slight shifts and broadening in the composite. This is indicative of
the weakening of inter-chain interactions [503]. Spectral changes between 1100 cm$^{-1}$ and 1700 cm$^{-1}$ are characteristic for changes in oxidation state. The band due to the C-H bending of benzenoid-like aromatic rings in PANI is decreased to 1165 cm$^{-1}$ in the composites due to progressive oxidation of the polymer and the formation of quinoid like rings [504]. This band is also present in the PANI sample at 1170 cm$^{-1}$ and has a strong intensity, probably due to the presence of the sulphate group [505]. Bands in the region 1250-1300 cm$^{-1}$ are stronger in the composite and can be assigned to C-N stretching of the secondary aromatic amine indicative of the emeraldine salt phase of PANI [503]. Bands in the 1300-1400 cm$^{-1}$ region are due to stretching vibrations of C-N+ fragments having an intermediate single-to-double bond order and coupled to an aromatic ring [506]. The appearance of one or two bands in this range depends on whether the polymer is in the fully reduced, oxidised or the half-oxidised emeraldine form. These results show that the PANI sample has two bands at 1335 cm$^{-1}$ and 1405 cm$^{-1}$ typical of the emeraldine salt form, these two bands are also present in the composites (at 1350 cm$^{-1}$ and 1380 cm$^{-1}$) indicating that although it is also in the emeraldine salt state it is not identical to the PANI sample. Ring sulphonation also affects the polaronic C-N+ vibration bands in this region [505, 507]. There are also some slight differences in the higher frequency regions. These bands are due to the stretching modes of the benzenoid and quinoid rings. The band located at 1475 cm$^{-1}$ in the composite wires corresponds to the stretch vibrations of the C=N double bond, highly coupled to the quinoid ring [508]. This appears as a shoulder in the PANI sample and the band at 1595 cm$^{-1}$ due to C-C stretching of the benzenoid like rings is stronger in the PANI sample indicating that it is less oxidised than the composite. Finally the Raman scattering signal is enhanced in the composite samples due to surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) of the Ag particles, which also confirms the presence of Ag in the composites.

Figure 3.42 shows Raman spectra for a range of nanowires diameters (the diameter is approximately equal to the voltage used to make the PAMs in which they are deposited). It is clear that there is no relationship between the intensity of the spectra and the nanowires’ diameter. There also appears to be no shift in peak position with diameter.
The results for Cu / PANI composites were similar. Figure 3.43 shows Raman spectra for Cu / PANI composites in a range of PAMs and Table 3.7 gives the assignments for the Raman bands in a Cu / PANI composite deposited in a PAM made at 7 V.

**Table 3.7 Assignments for Raman bands in a Cu/PANI composite in a 7V PAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Vibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525, 605, 820</td>
<td>Deformation of benzenoid or quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1165</td>
<td>CH bending of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1375</td>
<td>C-N: stretching of modes of quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1470</td>
<td>-C=N stretching modes of quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1590</td>
<td>-C-C stretching of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.43: Raman spectra of Cu / PANI composite nanowire arrays in PAMs made at 7 V, 20 V, 80 V, 100 V and 140 V (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)

From these spectra it is clear that the Raman intensity does not depend on the diameter of the nanowires (which is directly related to the voltage the PAM is made at) as the composite was deposited for the same amount of time (3 min) in each case.

3.2.3.2.4 FTIR Spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy can be used to study the oxidation state of PANI. Composite nanowires were extracted from the alumina template for FTIR analysis. As this involves treatment with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) the sulphuric acid ($H_2SO_4$) doped PANI will be changed to its undoped form. This is reflected in the IR spectrum. A comparison of the spectra of these composite wires and that of a film of PANI made with $H_2SO_4$ in the electrolyte can give us some insight into the doping effect of the $H_2SO_4$ and the interaction of Ag with PANI.

The nanowire composites showed all the characteristic peaks for PANI {Figure 3.44(a) and Table 3.8}. The FTIR of a PANI film (the synthesis is described in chapter 4, section 4.1.1) was taken for comparison {Figure 3.44(b) below}. 
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Figure 3.44: FTIR of composite wires extracted from PAM made at 40 V (a) and PANI film (b)

Table 3.8 Assignments for FTIR bands in a composite sample extracted from a PAM made at 40 V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region [cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3471</td>
<td>Non-hydrogen-bonded N-H stretching vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3237</td>
<td>Hydrogen-bonded N-H stretching vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1653</td>
<td>C=N vibrational modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1549</td>
<td>C=N and C=C stretching deformation from quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1489</td>
<td>C=C stretching deformation from benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1282</td>
<td>C-N stretching of secondary aromatic amine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The intensity of the free N-H bond stretching (3357 cm\(^{-1}\)) increases while that of the hydrogen bonded N-H stretching (3237 cm\(^{-1}\)) decreases in the composite indicating a weakening of the hydrogen bonding between amine and imine groups. This could be due to the protonation of PANI due to the acid dopant followed by formation of co-ordination bonds between the silver metal ions and polymer nitrogen atoms. The spectrum shows many vibrational modes due to C-N (e.g. 1653 cm\(^{-1}\), 1549 cm\(^{-1}\), 1489 cm\(^{-1}\), 1282 cm\(^{-1}\)) this is because the polymer contains both amine and imine units so each ring will give rise to a different vibrational mode [508]. The absence of the band at 1189 cm\(^{-1}\) in the composite wires, which is due to protonated chain vibrations, is notable [509]. This band is characteristic of protonated chain vibrations Q=NH\(^+\)-B or B-NH\(^+\)-B (Q=quinoid, B=benzenoid units of polymer) [509, 510, 511] which can hydrogen bond to the -NH- or =N- groups in PANI. This bonding is weakened when the Ag is incorporated into the polymer matrix (as Ag\(^+\) is reduced to Ag\(0\) and the -NH- groups of the polymer chain are oxidised to -N=). FTIR analysis of PANI fibrils made by Wang et al. [181] also shows a stretching vibration mode at 1124 cm\(^{-1}\) similar to the PANI film. Further evidence of the two different C-N bond link ways in the composites is the presence of a C-N stretch at 1285 cm\(^{-1}\) [181]. Previous studies by Hasik et al. [417] show that similar interaction of PANI with Pd compounds leads to the reduction of Pd\(^+\) to Pd\(0\) with simultaneous oxidation of the polymer chain.

Doping transforms a certain amount of the aminobenzene group into quinoid moiety in the polymer. Characteristic bands associated with benzenoid (1489 cm\(^{-1}\)) and quinoid (1549 cm\(^{-1}\)) phenyl rings can be used to estimate the oxidation state of the polymer by integrating these IR bands [512]. However in the composite wires the quinoid bands are very small and masked by the large C=N vibrational modes at 1653 cm\(^{-1}\). It has been reported that in doped PANI many of the key bands corresponding to the aromatic rings are shifted to lower frequencies [513]. In fact many of the bands in the PANI sample are red shifted compared to the composite wires because of the acid dopant (e.g. 3237 cm\(^{-1}\) > 3187 cm\(^{-1}\), 2873 cm\(^{-1}\) > 2857 cm\(^{-1}\), 1653 cm\(^{-1}\) > 1641 cm\(^{-1}\), 1488 cm\(^{-1}\) > 1487 cm\(^{-1}\), 1418 cm\(^{-1}\) > 1414 cm\(^{-1}\)). There are also some extra bands due to the absorption of \(-\text{SO}_3\text{H}\) groups (e.g. 1162 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1081 cm\(^{-1}\)) [500, 501, 514, 515].

There is a difference in the position of the CH out-of-plane bands. These occur at 837 cm\(^{-1}\), 724 cm\(^{-1}\), 609 cm\(^{-1}\), 536 cm\(^{-1}\) in the composite and 862 cm\(^{-1}\), 790 cm\(^{-1}\), 728 cm\(^{-1}\), 647 cm\(^{-1}\), 572 cm\(^{-1}\), 543 cm\(^{-1}\) in PANI.
### 3.2.3.2.5 UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy

A UV-vis spectrum of the composite nanowires array was taken and compared to that of a PANI array and an Ag nanowire array in PAMs. Ag nanowires show a maximum absorption peak at 382 nm corresponding to a surface plasmon resonance due to the transverse oscillation of electrons along the nanowires [516]. This overlaps with the absorption band of polyaniline so it is difficult to differentiate them [410]. Khanna et al. observed that the bands at 400-420 nm due to the benzenoid rings of the PANI are overlapped and red shifted due to the presence of nanosilver [430]. These results for the composite nanowires are similar. Figure 3.45 shows that the absorption of the composite wires in AAO matches that of the Ag wires but the position of the absorption maximum is red-shifted indicating that the wires have a different electronic environment than the non-coated wires. The absorption band at 630 nm corresponding to the EB form of PANI is absent in the composite indicating that it is in the conducting ES form. The broad band centered at 835 nm is also missing because of the delocalization of electrons in the polaron band as the compact coil structure of the polymer transforms into an expanded coil structure [517]. In these composites the absorption is almost totally dominated by silver; this is supported by the TEM images which show a large Ag core and a thin PANI coating.

The $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of the composite wires was found to be dependant on their diameter.
Figure 3.46: UV-vis of composite samples in PAMs made at 20V, 80V and 140V

Figure 3.46 illustrates that $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ is shifted to higher wavelengths and the width of the absorption peak increases with increasing wire diameters. This is similar to studies done on Ag nanowires [518] and is probably due to the broad plasmon resonance that is red shifted with increasing wire diameter due to the increasing importance of multipole excitations.

### 3.2.3.3 Summary and Proposed Formation Mechanism of Composite Nanowire Synthesis

The synthesis of Ag/PANI nanowires was achieved by simultaneous electrodeposition of Ag and PANI into the nanopores of an alumina template. This was done by oxidative polymerisation of aniline and reduction of silver nitrate to silver nanowires. Deposition of PANI without Ag into these templates by the same method was unsuccessful which implies that Ag is acting as a catalyst for the polymerisation of aniline in such cases. SEM shows the fibrous nature of the composite nanowires and TEM shows they resemble Ag nanowires. HRTEM indicates that they consist of a metal core surrounded by polymer coating i.e. a nanocable. Such structures are usually made by
template processing or layer deposition [425 and references therein]. The formation mechanism of these Ag / PANI nanocables is probably similar to that of Huang et al. [419] for the synthesis of Au / Ppy nanowires and Kinyanjui et al. [420] for the electrochemical synthesis of Pt / PANI composites. Sulfuric acid acts as a dopant and Ag as a catalyst in the polymerization process. The aniline is first protonated by $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$ to form a protonated anilinium cation. The Ag anion then acts as an electron acceptor and is reduced to Ag° while oxidative polymerization of aniline occurs. In acidic media the PNB form of PANI is reduced back to ES thus enabling further reduction of Ag° to Ag° [519]. The Ag particles act as nucleation sites for the oxidative formation of PANI which surrounds the metal core. Diffusion of the composite into the membrane then occurs as the neutrality of the system is restored. Thus the growth process of the silver nanowires and the polymerization of the polymer sheath continue simultaneously. This is similar to the process which occurs during the photochemical synthesis of PANI [430, 520].

XRD, Raman and FTIR spectroscopy were used to characterise the structure and chemical composition of the wires. Raman evidence indicated a change in the oxidation state of the PANI in the composite (formation of quinoid rings and increased C-N stretching). The evidence from FTIR indicates that there is some interaction between Ag and the nitrogen head groups of the PANI (differences in the N-H bands due to hydrogen bonding, weakening of the protonated chain vibrations and a shift in the semi-quinoid C-N stretch in the composite). UV-vis spectroscopy also supports the proposed formation mechanism of the nanocables. If the Ag was dispersed as clusters within the PANI, the surface plasmon resonance of Ag would be missing [521, 522]. The peak at 400 nm indicates that elemental silver is formed at the same time as PANI. As the aniline polymerizes it is trapped by the Ag nucleus which forms at the base of the pore. The Ag / PANI nanowires then grow along the pores of the AAO template to the surface because of the trapping effect of the template [523]. TEM shows that the composite consists of a metal core and polymer coating. Many studies give evidence of the directional aggregation of clusters of particles leading to the directional growth of nanowires [523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528]. This is the first time composite nanowires were fabricated in a one pot method inside an alumina template. This has many advantages as the nanocables can be used as an array inside the template or extracted and used in other systems.
3.2.4 Semiconductor Nanowires

CdS nanowires were deposited into PAMS by AC electrodeposition (see chapter 2, section 2.1.2.4) following the methods of Routkevitch et al. [187, 251] and Suh and Lee [529]. The mechanism involves two steps; electrodeposition of solvated Cd\(^{2+}\) ions followed by sulphidation with dissolved sulphur.

Cd\(^{2+}\) ions enter the pores as an electric field is applied between the Al and graphite electrodes to form elemental cadmium:

\[
\text{Cd}^{2+} \rightarrow \text{Cd}^0 \quad (3.8)
\]

This combines with elemental sulphur which has entered the pores by diffusion to form CdS:

\[
\text{Cd}^0 + \text{S}^0 \rightarrow \text{CdS} \quad (3.9)
\]

3.2.4.1 Preparation of CdS nanowires

PAMs of several different pore sizes were prepared as described in section 3.1. CdS nanowires were deposited into the PAMs (made at 10 V, 20 V, 40 V, 60 V, 80 V, 100 V and 140 V) using an electrolyte containing 0.055 M CdCl\(_2\) and 0.19 M elemental sulphur (S) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), at 100 - 130°C and 25 - 30 V (60 Hz) for 5-60 min. The electrochemical cell was placed in an oil bath and the temperature was maintained by means of a Heidolph temperature controller. Immediately after fabrication the samples were washed in warm DMSO, acetone and deionised water and dried in air. Many of the surfaces of the samples were pitted due to side reactions such as re-anodisation, dissolution and corrosion of aluminium [530]. This problem was solved by making sure the empty PAMs were thoroughly washed in deionised water (to ensure no trace of acid was left) and dried in a vacuum oven before deposition. It was found that the best deposition occurred at 110°C and 30 V. The deposition time depended on the pore diameter and barrier layer thickness. For PAMS made at voltages greater that 20 V the voltage was reduced to 18 V.

3.2.4.2 Characterisation of CdS nanowires

Figure 3.47 shows TEM images of the CdS nanowires which were electrodeposited (30 V, 100°C, 60 min) into a PAM made at 40 V. It can be seen that the
lengths of the nanowires are not uniform and that the structure contains many small branches. This could be due to inhomogeneous filling of the PAM or to the attachment of some small CdS nanoparticles as seen by Wu et al. [455].

Figure 3.47: TEM images of CdS nanowires liberated from a PAM made at 40 V

Using the UTHSCSA image tool program the diameters of the nanowires were found to range between 23 and 34 nm with an average diameter of $29 \pm 4$ nm.

A SEM image of the top of a similar PAM filled with CdS which was etched with NaOH for 15 min is shown in Figure 3.48. It shows the tips of the nanowires, some of which are larger due to overfilling of the PAM. However there are very few empty pores so the filling factor was high.

Figure 3.48: SEM image of a CdS filled PAM (made at 40 V), which was etched with NaOH to expose the nanowires
Raman was done to confirm the presence of CdS in the PAMs. An example spectrum is shown in Figure 3.49. The spectrum is quite weak and has a strong background luminescence from the PAM. The Raman peaks correspond to the first order transitional optical phonon mode (TO), the second transverse optical phonon mode (2TO) and the third order transverse optical phonon mode (3TO) of CdS at approximately 300, 500 and 700 cm\(^{-1}\). These are slightly different from those reported in the literature, for example Mondal et al. [463] observed peaks at 302, 600 and 878 cm\(^{-1}\) for Raman excitation at 514 nm with an Ar-ion laser and Sue and Lee [436] observed two modes at 305 and 604 cm\(^{-1}\) for excitation with 488 and 515 nm lasers. However they also observed a peak at 500 nm and noted that the spectrum obtained by excitation with the 524.5 nm laser was weaker than that obtained by the 488 nm laser. In this work the 632.8 nm line from a HeNe laser was used for excitation which is even further from the bang gap edge for CdS than 514.5 nm, so it is not surprising that the spectra obtained (Figure 3.49) are quite weak. Suh and Lee [436] used SERS to get better spectra by depositing a small amount of Ag into the pores before CdS deposition.

![Figure 3.49: Raman spectrum of CdS deposited into a 60 V PAM (excitation \(\lambda = 633\) nm)](image)

The optical properties of CdS membranes were investigated by UV-Vis and fluorescent spectroscopy (Figure 3.50 and 3.51). The absorption onset for bulk CdS is approximately 513 nm, [462]. Figure 3.50 showed a blue shift of this to 430 nm for the nanowire array in a PAM made at 10 V, i.e. for nanowires of approximately 10 nm diameter. This is in agreement with other authors and has been ascribed to quantum confinement [531, 532, 533]. Some of the other nanowire arrays also show a blue shift in absorption onset (e.g. to 440 nm for nanowires of diameters between 40 – 120 nm and to
380 nm for nanowires of diameters between 100 - 150 nm). In this case quantum confinement cannot be used to explain the blue shift as the nanowire diameters (40 - 150 nm) are much larger than the exciton Bohr radius of CdS (~ 4 nm). In addition no trend was noticed for different nanowire diameters. These effects may be due to impurities in the PAMs or defects on the nanowires surfaces such as sulphur vacancies or dangling bonds [534]. Each sample has different amounts of impurities which are reflected in the different values obtained for $\lambda_{\text{max}}$. These findings agree with Mondal et al. who have attributed the absence of a band to band transition at 513 nm to the presence of sulphur/cadmium vacancies or interstitials [463]. The long absorption tails in the spectra above 500 nm could be due to scattering by the CdS nanowires [535].

![Figure 3.50: UV/vis of CdS samples in PAMs made at 20 V, 40 V, 60 V, 80 V, 100 V and 140 V compared to an empty PAM made at 20 V](image-url)
The luminescent properties were investigated by excitation at 266 nm with a Yag laser. Emission between 300 and 750 nm was obtained for all the samples (Figure 3.51).

Figure 3.51: PL spectrum of CdS samples in PAMs made at 20 V, 40 V, 60 V, 80 V and 100V

The band at approximately 400 nm is from the PAM, the broad band at approximately 500 nm is due to band edge emission of the CdS nanowires and the band at around 700 nm is a surface luminescence which is probably due to structural defects on the nanowires surfaces or excess sulphur [450, 458, 463]. The emission was found to be very dependent on the type of PAM which was used for deposition. The samples in PAMs made at 20 V in H₂SO₄ and 140 V in H₃PO₄ have a very different emission and their PL intensity is also much smaller (y axis 5 is for the 20 V PAM and y axis 3 is for the 140 V PAM in Figure 3.51) than those made in oxalic acid (y axis 1, 2 and 4 correspond to the samples in PAMS made at 56 V, 40 V and 80 V in oxalic acid respectively). This is not surprising as it is well known that empty PAMs are themselves luminescent [464, 465, 466, 536]. Tajima et al. found that photoluminescence appears only on the films anodically formed in organic acids [537]. In this study the most intense luminescence was observed in the samples which were deposited in PAMs which were made in oxalic acid. It is interesting to note that the PL intensity of samples made in oxalic acid was also dependant on the pore size of the membrane (and thus on the diameter of the nanowires); for example the PL intensity for the sample in the PAM made at 80 V (corresponding to a diameter of approx 80 nm) was about twice that of the 56 V sample, which was in turn approximately 4 times greater than the 40 V sample. Figure 3.52 shows the normalized emission spectra of a sample in a PAM made at 80 V compared to an empty 80 V PAM. It can be seen that the spectra have very similar shapes.
Figure 3.53 shows the emission spectrum of a sample in a PAM made at 20 V compared to an empty 20 V PAM. This time the spectra have different shapes. Although the empty PAM also shows some luminescence, the intensity is much less than that of the CdS filled PAM.

Figure 3.52: Normalized emission spectra of CdS nanowires in a PAM made at 80 V

Figure 3.53: Emission spectrum of a sample in a PAM made at 20 V compared to an empty 20 V PAM.
Figure 3.54 shows the PL of another set of CdS nanowire arrays which were excited at 400 nm. The spectra show a clear blue shift of $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ with increasing nanowire diameter for the samples which were made in PAMs fabricated at 10 V, 20 V, 40 V, 60 V and 80 V. However the sample in the 100 V PAM is different. It has a similar $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ to the sample made in the 20 V PAM but has a broader emission. Figure 3.55 shows the same spectra with the contributions due to the empty PAMs subtracted. Here the shift in $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ appears to be due to the different type of PAM rather than a size effect.

![Figure 3.54: PL spectra of CdS nanowire arrays which were deposited into PAMs made at 10 V, 20 V, 40 V, 60 V, 80 V and 100 V.](image)
CdS nanowires were made by AC electrodeposition into PAMs which were made at 10 V, 20 V, 40 V, 60 V, 80 V, 100 V and 140 V. The nanowires were characterized by SEM, TEM, and UV-vis and PL spectroscopy. They were found to have a similar morphology to metallic nanowires but were less homogeneous. UV-vis showed a blue shift of this absorption onset from 513 nm for bulk CdS to 430 nm for the nanowire array in a PAM made at 10 V, i.e. for nanowires of approximately 10 nm diameter. PL spectroscopy shows that the nanowires exhibit a band gap emission the intensity of which depended on the type of PAM in which the nanowires were deposited; the nanowires which were fabricated in the oxalic acid PAMs emitted at a higher wavelength. Subtraction of the contribution due to the PL of the PAMs showed that the PL of the nanowires is blue shifted for all sizes; thus the alumina template made a contribution to the PL in all cases.
Chapter 4 Results: 2-Dimensional Nanostructures

4.1 Silver / Polyaniline (Ag/PANI) Thin Films

The potential applications of Ag/PANI composites has been outlined in chapter 2, section 2.1.2.3. Chapter 3, section 3.2.3 describes the preparation and characterisation of an Ag/PANI nanocable. Such structures could be used in-situ in the PAMs, which are transparent in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectral range. They could easily be integrated into devices or chips, for example a nanoelectrode in a LED as described in chapter 5, section 5.1 or a photovoltaic cell as described in section 5.3. The nanocables can also be easily extracted from the PAM and incorporated into other polymers or coatings. However homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles into solvents or polymers for thin film fabrication is hampered by aggregation [427] which could decrease the efficiency of the material or device. Uniform size distribution can be achieved by in-situ reduction of Ag salts in aniline [430] and stable films of polymers containing Ag nanoparticles have been formed by chemical reduction of silver salts in aqueous PVA [538]. It should thus be possible to adapt the method described in chapter 3, section 3.2.3.1 for the production of composite nanowires, which involves simultaneous oxidative polymerization of aniline and reduction of Ag from AgNO₃, to make thin films of PANI containing Ag nanoparticles. Since the formation mechanism of the Ag/PANI nanowires involves interaction between the nitrogen head groups of PANI (see section 3.2.3.3) and the Ag particles rather than formation of Ag clusters it is assumed that films formed by the same method would contain homogeneous dispersions of Ag in PANI. Similar films prepared electrochemically by an unsymmetrical square wave current method have shown that the films consist of nanofibrous PANI with homogeneously dispersed Ag microparticles [539]. Other advantages of using electrodeposition to synthesize these materials is the low cost, high deposition rates, near room temperature operation, and the possibility of tailoring their properties by adjusting deposition conditions [540]. This is explored in this chapter by varying the deposition process (applied potential and deposition time) and measuring the effect on the conductivity of the resulting films. PANI thin films were made by the same method for comparison.
4.1.1 Electrochemical Preparation of Thin Films

Ag / PANI thin films were prepared by electropolymerisation of PANI onto ITO from an acidic electrolyte containing silver metal ions and aniline. The method for this procedure is similar to that for the Ag/PANI nanocables (chapter 3, section 3.2.3.1) except ITO is used as a substrate and anode instead of porous alumina. Electrodeposition was carried out in a two-electrode cell with graphite electrodes using a potentiostat at constant voltage (see Figure 4.1). The graphite electrodes were polished with silicon carbide emery paper then rinsed in acetone and distilled water.

![](image)

Figure 4.1: Schematic of apparatus used for potentiostatic electrodeposition onto ITO

The electrolyte was an aqueous solution containing 2.5 mL /L aniline, 1 g / L AgNO₃, 41 g / L MgSO₄·7H₂O with enough H₂SO₄ added until the pH of the solution was 2. The ITO was attached to the working electrode. It was first cleaned in hot acetone,
deionised water and iso-propanol. Deposition was carried out at voltages ranging from 0.8 V to 2.5 V for several different time intervals (ranging from 100 s to 4000 s).

PANI thin films were made by the same method for comparative purposes. The electrolyte was an aqueous solution containing 2.5 mL / L aniline, with enough H₂SO₄ added until the pH of the solution was 2.

4.1.2 Characterisation of Thin Films

The films were characterised by Raman, XRD and UV-vis spectroscopy. Their electrical characteristics were also measured.

4.1.2.1 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectra were taken on the thin films to confirm the presence of PANI. All the spectra showed the characteristic peaks for PANI listed in the Table 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows a typical Raman spectrum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region [cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>Vibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>390-416</td>
<td>C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574-587</td>
<td>CH out of plane and aniline deformation modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523, 810</td>
<td>Deformation of benzenoid or quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1166</td>
<td>CH bending of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320-1340</td>
<td>C-N: stretching of modes of quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1478-1484</td>
<td>-C= N stretching modes of quinoid rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1580 1588</td>
<td>-C-C stretching of benzenoid rings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The spectra were compared to spectra of PANI on ITO which were prepared under the same conditions. The intensities of the Ag / PANI spectra were greater than those of the PANI spectra due to surface-enhanced Raman scattering by Ag. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
There were some differences in the bands between 293 cm\(^{-1}\) and 900 cm\(^{-1}\) for composite and PANI samples as illustrated in Figure 4.4. For example the relative intensities of the bands at 415 cm\(^{-1}\), 480 cm\(^{-1}\) and 580 cm\(^{-1}\) were reduced in the composite sample (C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid rings and CH out of plane and aniline deformation modes respectively) and all these bands also showed slight shifts and broadening in the composite. This is indicative of the weakening of inter-chain interactions probably as a result of the incorporation of Ag [503]. The C-N: stretching modes of quinoid rings at 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) were also stronger in the composite indicating that it was more oxidized than the PANI.

![Normalised Raman spectrum of a film of Ag / PANI on ITO prepared at 1.4 V for 500 s compared to a film of PANI (1.0 V, 1000 s)](image)

**Figure 4.4:** Normalised Raman spectrum of a film of Ag / PANI on ITO prepared at 1.4 V for 500 s compared to a film of PANI (1.0 V, 1000 s) [excitation \(\lambda = 633\) nm]

### 4.1.2.2 XRD

The presence of Ag in the Ag / PANI films was confirmed by XRD. A typical XRD pattern of an Ag / PANI film is shown in Figure 4.5. A broad peak centred at \(2\theta = 22^0\) was observed and can be ascribed to PANI due to partial ordering along the polymer chain. The peak centred at \(2\theta = 38.58^0\), corresponds to the (111) Ag plane. However, the peaks at 30.56\(^0\), 35.58\(^0\), 50.9\(^0\) and 60.46\(^0\) are due to the (222), (400), (440) and (622) planes of ITO respectively [541].
4.1.2.3 UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy

Figure 4.5: XRD pattern of the Ag/PANI film made at 0.8V for 500s

Figure 4.6: UV-Vis of an Ag / PANI Film on ITO prepared at 1.0V for 1000s compared to a film of PANI on ITO prepared under the same conditions
Figure 4.6 shows typical spectra for the PANI and composite films. The spectrum for a film of PANI on ITO shows three characteristic absorption bands for doped PANI; one at 350 nm due to the $J_1 - J_1^*$ transition within the benzenoid segment; a shoulder-like absorption at 430 nm due to polaron - $J_1^*$ transition and a polaron band transition around 900 nm [503]. The absorption at 630 nm, corresponding to the pristine emeraldine base form of PANI, is absent indicating that PANI is in the emeraldine salt form. The shape of the spectrum for the composite film is similar but there are some differences. Firstly, the bands at 354 nm and 421 nm are overlapped and red-shifted due to the presence of nanosilver [430]. Silver shows a strong band at ~ 400 nm due to surface plasmon resonance of the electrons in the conduction band. Secondly, the polaron band absorption is reduced indicating an improvement in doping [511] which results from the introduction of Ag into the polymer backbone. This is similar to the effect of CdS nanoparticles on the absorption of PANI observed by Khiew et al. [542]. In bulk PANI the coil conformation of the polymer is dominant due to interchain interactions. This leads to stronger polaron interaction and the transformation of the absorption peak into a "free-carrier tail" [543] as observed for the PANI films in this study.

4.1.2.4 Electrical Measurements

The conductivities of the samples were determined by monitoring changes in the current when increasing voltages were applied across the sample. A Keithly IV program was used to measure direct (DC) voltage-current characteristics and calculate resistivities as described in chapter 2, section 2.2.3. A typical DC voltage versus current curve is shown in Figure 4.7.

![Figure 4.7: Voltage-Current characteristics for a film of Ag / PANI on ITO (1 V, 2000 s)](image-url)
All the films displayed ohmic behaviour. Their conductance was obtained from the slope of the graphs and the sheet resistivities of the samples were calculated from equation 2.25 (chapter 2, section 2.2.3). Sheet conductivities were calculated from these values and all results are listed in Table 4.2.

### Table 4.2: Conductivities of Ag / PANI composite and PANI films on ITO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Deposition Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Deposition Time (s)</th>
<th>Conductance (slope) G = Sheet Conductivity ($\Omega^{-1}.\square$)</th>
<th>Resistance $G^{-1}(\Omega) =$Sheet Resistivity ($\Omega/\square$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite 1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0509</td>
<td>19.6425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0537</td>
<td>18.6150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0687</td>
<td>14.5518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0724</td>
<td>13.8217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0863</td>
<td>11.5942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0746</td>
<td>13.4012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0743</td>
<td>13.4644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.0864</td>
<td>11.5781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.1008</td>
<td>9.9216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite 10</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.1654</td>
<td>6.0459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANI 1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0902</td>
<td>11.0828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANI 2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0422</td>
<td>23.6742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANI 3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0798</td>
<td>12.5345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANI 4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.1085</td>
<td>9.2132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANI 5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
<td>12.6024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANI 6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.0423</td>
<td>23.6574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 4.2 it can be seen that the conductivities of the composite and PANI films are similar. One would expect the presence of Ag to increase the conductivity of the composite, however, due to the loss in symmetry in the PANI backbone when the metal ion is co-ordinated to the nitrogen atoms of the polymer backbone in place of a proton from the acid dopant, there is a corresponding loss in conductivity. This effect was observed by Kinyanjui et al. in the synthesis of Platinum PANI (Pt / PANI) composites [544, 420]. They noticed a loss in conductivity of approximately $10^7$ of the Pt / PANI composites compared to PANI without Pt and attributed it to the segregation of charge within the polymer as Pt was included. This leads to a corresponding loss in free charge carriers compared to the acid doped PANI. The same effect is seen when AuCl₄⁻ is used in the electrochemical polymerisation of aniline. The conductivity of the composite in 1 M acid is reduced by $10^7$ compared to the pristine polymer [416, 545]. Again the inclusion
of Au resulted in a polymer with a higher oxidation state and reduced proton doping. Angelpoulos et al. [546] also attributed the reduced proton doping to the steric hindrance of Au which blocks the imine nitrogen sites. One way to overcome this would be to synthesise the composites by chemical means rather than electrochemical means [544, 545] or to incorporate Ag nanoparticles into a solution of PANI by dispersion followed by spin casting. This method is described in 4.2.1.

The sheet conductivities of all films were plotted against anodising voltage (Figure 4.8) and anodising time (Figure 4.9).

![Figure 4.8: Plot of sheet conductivity against anodising voltage for composite and PANI films](image)

![Figure 4.9: Plot of sheet conductivity against anodising time for composite and PANI films](image)
From Figures 4.8 and 4.9 it can be seen that in all cases except PANI made at 2.5 V the conductivity increases with increasing anodising voltage and anodising time. This is not surprising as more benzenoid units are converted into quinoid units so the polymer becomes more electron deficient [546]. According to MacDiarmid and Epstein [383] the polymerisation of aniline starts off by adsorption of an oligomeric cation radical of aniline on the substrate [547]. Film thickness then increases as the polymerisation proceeds, so one would expect the conductivity of the film to increase with time anodised. However after 2000 s the film becomes unstable as PANI precipitates out of solution onto the film surface [547]; thus the PANI film has a lower conductivity than the composite films which are stabilised by the incorporation of Ag. Stejskal and co-workers have found that film growth proceeds exponentially after a short induction period [548]. This agrees with the results presented here for composite films prepared at 1.0 V and 2.5 V (Figure 4.9). The change in conductivity with voltage shows a similar trend for composite films prepared at 500 s and 2000 s (Figure 4.8) and agrees with results from Okamoto et al. [549]. However the conductivity of the PANI films decreased with increasing voltage as the PANI becomes more oxidised for the reasons stated above [546, 549].

The mechanism for polymerisation of the composite films involves a multi-step reduction / oxidation process. The aniline is protonated by H$_2$SO$_4$ to form a protonated anilinium cation.

\[
\begin{align*}
2 \text{C}_6\text{H}_4\text{NH}_2 &\rightarrow \text{[C}_6\text{H}_4\text{NH}_3^+\text{SO}_4^{2-}]_2 \\
\text{(4.1)}
\end{align*}
\]

The Ag anion acts as an electron acceptor i.e.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ag}^+ &\rightarrow \text{Ag}^0 & \text{reduction} \\
\text{(4.2)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Aniline} &\rightarrow \text{Polyaniline} & \text{oxidation} \\
\text{(4.3)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PBN} &\rightarrow \text{ES} & \text{reduction} \\
\text{(4.4)}
\end{align*}
\]

Then the above procedure is repeated, thus the Ag particles act as nucleation sites for the polymerisation of aniline. This is similar to the effect of Pt on the polymerisation of PANI [545].
4.2 Polyaniline films containing Ag nanowires

4.2.1 Film Preparation

Films of PANI containing Ag nanowires were prepared from a mixture of emeraldine salt (ES) and Ag nanowires in N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP). A solution of 0.1g ES was sonicated in 1 mL NMP for 10 min. This was added to a solution of 2.7 mg Ag nanowires in 1 mL NMP. A few drops of this was drop cast onto a 10 mm by 10 mm glass slide and dried in a vacuum oven at 40°C for 2 hours. Films of ES, emeraldine base (EB) {Aldrich Chemical Company} and EB doped with H₂SO₄ were made for comparison.

The ES was prepared by chemical oxidative polymerisation of aniline. 4.3 g aniline (0.05 M), which was purified by vacuum distillation, was added to 400 mL deionised water and cooled to 0°C. The pH of the solution was adjusted to approximately 2.5 with 1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl). 13.7 g (0.06 M) oxidant initiator ammonium persulphate {(NH₄)₂S₂O₅} was dissolved in 100 mL deionised water and added to the aniline solution drop wise. The mixture was stirred for 6 hrs, and then enough methanol was added to precipitate out the dark green product. This was then collected by filtration, washed with deionised water and dried at 60°C in a vacuum oven. The mechanism is the same as that described by Sapurina et al. [548].

Scheme 4.1: Polymerisation of aniline with ammonium peroxydisulfate in water
The Ag nanowires were prepared by electrodeposition of Ag in PAMs at 9 V AC as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.1.1. The nanowires were extracted by shaking the template in a solution of 0.1 M NaOH and 30g/L PVP for 12-24 hrs, followed by washing in Millipore filtered deionised water.

4.2.2 Film Characterisation

4.2.2.1 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman was used to confirm the presence of PANI in the films. They were then compared to films made with PANI emeraldine base and salt (PANI EB and PANI ES), and doped emeraldine base (PANI EB doped).

Figure 4.10: A PANI ES film containing Ag nanowires drop-cast on glass compared to PANI EB, PANI ES and doped PANI EB films on glass (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm).

Figure 4.10 shows that doping with acid increases the intensity of the Raman and doping with Ag has an even greater effect (due to SERS).

Magnification of the spectra shows that they contain the Raman bands due to PANI. This is illustrated in Figure 4.11 for PANI ES which shows the Raman bands between 390 - 416 cm$^{-1}$ due to C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid
rings, deformation of benzenoid or quinoid rings at around 600 and 800 cm\(^{-1}\) and CH bending of benzenoid rings at around 1100 cm\(^{-1}\) (see Table 3.5).

![Raman spectrum for PANIES (baseline corrected, excitation \(\lambda = 633\) nm)](image)

**Figure 4.11: Raman spectrum for PANIES (baseline corrected, excitation \(\lambda = 633\) nm)**

### 4.2.2.2 XRD

XRD was performed to confirm the presence of Ag. Figure 4.12 shows the XRD diffraction pattern of a film of PANI ES containing Ag nanowires cast onto a glass slide.

The spectrum contains PANI peaks between 18.9\(^\circ\) and 33.8\(^\circ\) [550] and a contribution from the glass substrate at ~ 25\(^\circ\) [551]. The other peaks are due to Ag {38.56\(^\circ\) is from the (110) Ag plane and 43.00\(^\circ\) is from the (200) plane}.

![XRD Diffraction pattern of a film of PANI ES containing Ag nanowires cast onto a glass slide.](image)

**Figure 4.12: XRD Diffraction pattern of a film of PANI ES containing Ag nanowires cast onto a glass slide.**
4.3 PANI and Ag / PANI Films on Carbon Nanotube Electrodes

4.3.1. PANI on Multi Wall Carbon Nanotube Electrodes (MWCNT)

The MWCNTs (Nanocyl 3100) were purified by refluxing in HNO$_3$ for 24 hr followed by drying in an oven at 100°C for 24 hr. 10 mg MWCNTs were dispersed in 200 mL NMP (using 5 x 2 mg MWCNTs in 20 mL NMP in vials which were sonicated with a 120 W sonic tip at 20 % amplitude for 5 min each). The vials were combined into a 500 mL round bottomed flask and 100 mL NMP was added to this. The mixture was then sonicated in a sonic bath for 30 min followed by centrifugation to remove the larger particles and amorphous impurities. The suspension was filtered through a commercial PAM (Whatman Anodisc 47, 0.02 μm Catalogue No 6809-5002) with the aid of a vacuum and the nanotubes collected on the surface to form a mesh or mat (commonly known as a “Bucky paper”). This was first dried in air (still attached to the filter apparatus to make sure it didn’t curl) and finally in an oven at 60°C for 12 hr (to ensure all the NMP had evaporated). This process is illustrated in Figure 4.13.

![Figure 4.13: Schematic of the different steps involved in the production of a “Bucky” paper (adapted from Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering and Biotechnology IGB web-site [552]).](image)

PANI was deposited by potentiostatic deposition at 1.0 V for 10 min on the reverse side of the PAM (see chapter 3, section 3.2.2.1), using the MWCNT on top of the PAM as a backing electrode.

Deposition was unsuccessful and the Bucky paper peeled off the PAM. Raman showed the peaks for CNTs on the underside of the CNT (next to PAM) as shown in Figure 4.14. The characteristic G band appears at 1600 cm$^{-1}$ and the D band at 1300 cm$^{-1}$.
4.3.2. Ag / PANI on MWCNT

A Bucky paper was made on top of a commercial PAM as described in section 4.3.1 but using 5 mg MWCNT (Nanocyl) in 5 vials (0.001 g MWCNT in 10 mL NMP in each) and making the solution up to 200 mL in a round bottomed flask. When dry the PAM with attached Bucky paper was turned up-side down as before and placed on a substrate for deposition.

Ag / PANI were electrodeposited by AC at 9 V for 18 min as described in chapter 3 section 3.2.3.1. The Bucky paper peeled away from the PAM as before.

Raman analysis (Figure 4.15) showed that PANI was deposited on the CNT electrode under the PAM.

![Figure 4.14: Raman spectrum of underside of MWCNT electrode (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)](image1)

![Figure 4.15: Raman spectrum of underside of MWCNT electrode (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)](image2)
Figure 4.15 shows that the characteristic PANI peaks are present (see Table 4.1). The CNT D and G bands coincide with some of these peaks but the D* band due to CNTs is visible at 2600 cm\(^{-1}\). Figure 4.16 shows the other side of the CNT electrode showing D, G and D* bands.

![Figure 4.16: Raman spectrum of top of MWCNT electrode (excitation \(\lambda = 633\) nm)](image)

XRD was done to confirm the presence of Ag in the film (Figure 4.17).

![Figure 4.17: XRD Diffraction pattern of Ag / PANI electrodeposited onto a MWCNT electrode through a commercial PAM.](image)
The characteristic peaks for PANI ES are 22° from (020) plane, 25° from (200) plane and 32° from (022) plane [544]. The Ag (111) peak is present at 38.6° and the peak at 33.7° is due to the glass substrate.

### 4.3.3 Ag / PANI on Single Wall Carbon Nanotube Electrodes (SWCNT)

The synthesis was repeated with 0.002 g SWCNT (Hipco) in 200 mL NMP and deposition of Ag / PANI at 9 V AC for 10 min. Raman showed deposition of PANI occurred on top of the Bucky paper but not in the PAM i.e. it went through the membrane. XRD showed that Ag was also deposited. The results are shown in Figures 4.18, 4.19 (Raman) and 4.20 (XRD).

![Raman spectrum of bottom of SWCNT electrode (excitation λ = 633 nm)](image)

**Figure 4.18: Raman spectrum of bottom of SWCNT electrode (excitation λ = 633 nm)**

Figure 4.18 shows the characteristic D band at 1300 cm\(^{-1}\), G band at 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) as well as a radial breathing mode (RBM) at 260 cm\(^{-1}\).
Figure 4.19: Raman spectrum of top of SWCNT electrode (excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)

Some of the Raman peaks in Figure 4.19 are overshadowed by the bands due to CNTs at 1300 cm$^{-1}$ and 1600 cm$^{-1}$, but the peaks due to C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid rings ($\sim$400 cm$^{-1}$), C-H out of plane and deformation modes of aniline ($\sim$600 cm$^{-1}$), -C-N stretching ($\sim$1200 cm$^{-1}$) and C-C quinoid stretching ($\sim$1400 cm$^{-1}$) are visible.

Figure 4.20: XRD Diffraction pattern of Ag/PANI ES electrodeposited onto a SWCNT electrode through a commercial PAM.
The XRD (Figure 4.20) shows a broad peak centred at \(2\theta = 22.54^0\) and can be ascribed to weak ordering parallel to the PANI polymer chain. Sharp peaks centred at \(2\theta = 38.62^0\) and \(33.76^0\) correspond to the Ag (111) plane and glass respectively.

### 4.3.4 PANI on SWCNT Electrode by Filtration through a Commercial PAM

A Bucky paper was made as in section 4.3.2 with 0.01 g SWCNT in 200 mL NMP but left on top of the PAM in the Buchner funnel (i.e. not reversed as before). A solution of ES was made (0.1 g ES in 100 mL NMP) and added to the Buchner funnel. The membrane was then dried as before.

Analysis (Raman, Figure 4.21) showed that PANI was found on the bottom of the PAM under the Bucky paper only i.e. it went through the Bucky paper.

![Figure 4.21: Raman spectra of top and bottom of commercial PAM and top and bottom of Bucky paper after filtration of ES (excitation \(\lambda = 633\) nm)](image)

### 4.3.5 PANI on Commercial PAM by Filtration

0.113 g ES (see section 4.2.1 for preparation) was dissolved in 100 mL NMP and filtered through a commercial PAM (Whatman Anodisc 47mm, 0.02 \(\mu m\)). A film was formed on top of the PAM but Raman confirmed the presence of PANI on both the top and bottom of the PAM so PANI had successfully gone through the pores.
Characteristic PANI peaks \{C-N-C torsion and out of plane deformation of benzenoid rings \((\sim 400 \text{ cm}^{-1})\), C-H out of plane and deformation modes of aniline \((\sim 600 \text{ cm}^{-1})\), amine deformation \((\sim 800 \text{ cm}^{-1})\), -C-N stretching \((\sim 1200 \text{ cm}^{-1})\), C-C quinoid stretching \((\sim 1400 \text{ cm}^{-1})\) and -C=N stretching \((\sim 1500 \text{ cm}^{-1})\)\} are present in both spectra (Figures 4.22 and 4.23). However the peaks are more defined in the top of the membrane (Figure 4.23) which contains more product. Extra peaks due to ring deformation \((640 \text{ cm}^{-1})\) and C-H bending of quinoid \((1160 \text{ cm}^{-1})\) are also visible. The strong peak at
1170 cm\(^{-1}\), due to the presence of the sulphate group, and the two bands at 1335 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1405 cm\(^{-1}\), typical of the emeraldine salt form, are visible in both cases.

4.3.6 PANI on Gold Electrode by Electrodeposition through a Commercial PAM

50 nm of gold was sputtered onto the back of a commercial Pam. PANI was deposited by AC at 9 V for 10 min as described in chapter 3 section 3.2.3.1. Raman showed deposition was successful (Figure 4.24).

![Raman spectra of top of commercial PAM after deposition of PANI](image)

Figure 4.24: Raman spectra of top of commercial PAM after deposition of PANI

(excitation $\lambda = 633$ nm)

4.3.7 Summary

Ag / PANI composite films were successfully deposited on top of MWCNT and SWCNT electrodes. Deposition was facilitated by using a PAM as it added stability to the system and the Bucky paper peeled off easily after deposition. Thus it is possible to modify the Bucky paper. Deposition of PANI through a commercial PAM on a MWCNT electrode failed, although it was possible to deposit PANI into one of these PAMS using a sputtered gold electrode on the back. It was also not possible to deposit PANI on the SWCNT by filtration although filtration of ES through the PAM worked. This is probably due to the high porosity of CNTs.
4.4 Conclusions and Potential Applications

PANI and Ag / PANI composite films were successfully deposited on ITO and Bucky paper electrodes. Dispersions of PANI and Ag nanowires were also cast onto glass substrates.

The applications of such structures / potential devices are enormous. PANI is already well known as a sensor for chemical vapours and biomaterials [385, 363, 364, 389, 553, 554]. The conductivity of PANI changes from \( \sigma = 10^{-10} \text{ S cm}^{-1} \) for the undoped insulating EB form to \( \sigma = 1 \text{ S cm}^{-1} \) for the conducting ES form [555]. This change is highly sensitive to chemical vapours and could be used in a sensor such as a chemical resistor [555]. The sensitivity of the sensor would be improved by using nanomaterials because of their greater exposed surface area which leads to greater penetration depth for the gas molecules. Wallace and co-workers describe the fabrication of an amperometric sensor from PANI nanoparticles [556]. There is also evidence that PANI / metal nanoparticles composites are better sensors than PANI alone [391, 392, 410, 448]. Other applications of PANI thin films include their use as a pH sensor [557] and anti-corrosion covering [371, 372, 373, 558]. PANI / nanoparticles composite materials have been used in ink jet printers [559, 560], in the fabrication of a non-volatile plastic digital memory device [561] and as catalysts [562, 563, 564]. Ag nanoparticles also have applications in catalysis and photonics [202, 329] and as antibacterial agents [90]. The possibility of using the Ag / PANI composite nanostructures fabricated in this thesis as antimicrobial agents and antibacterial coatings on surfaces is explored in chapter 5, section 5.4.
Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) were fabricated by Adam Strevens using electrodes made from metallic nanowires arrays. The devices were compared to those which had been fabricated with conventional planar anode structures.

5.1.1 Background

LEDs based on conjugated polymers have been fabricated since Burroughs et al. demonstrated the possibility of using electroluminescent polymers such as poly (para-phenylene vinylene) as the active element in a large-area LED in 1990 [353]. By 2000 this was a widely researched area and electroluminescent or semiconducting polymers were designed for applications such as LEDs, displays and photovoltaics [565]. Currently the emphasis is on increasing the efficiency and brightness of devices such as OLEDs [566, 567]. This would involve using high currents while limiting joule heating which would potentially affect the performance and life time of such a device [568]. Wilkinson et al. have shown that as the active area of the device cathode is reduced the device is less susceptible to joule heating, and by reducing the pixel size of the electrode the thermal management of the device is improved and the current density can be increased [567]. Thus a device which has a nanowire array electrode should have the same effect.

5.1.2 Device Fabrication

An OLED was fabricated using an organic light emitting material sandwiched between a metal- filled PAM and a planar metal electrode as shown in Figure 5.1.
The nanowires arrays were produced as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.1. Two types of PAM electrodes were produced, a Cu filled electrode which was plated by AC deposition and a Ni filled electrode which was plated by PED. All PAMs were produced by double anodisation (9 hr + 4 hr) of 99.999% purity, 0.25mm thick, 50 mm x 50 mm square sheets of Al foil in oxalic acid at 40 V for consistency. SEM imaging and UTHSCSA image analysis revealed the PAMs to have pores of average diameter 50 nm ± 10 nm and centre to centre pore spacing of 123 nm ± 21 nm (see Appendix 1). Cross sectional analysis by Alcove Gmbh measured the PAM height as approx 8 μm (see chapter 3, figure 3.16 (b)). The circular anodic alumina area (diameter 30 nm) was centred on the Al square foil and the filled metal array (diameter 20 nm) was concentric with this area.

Overfilling of the Cu PAMs was avoided by taking cross-sectional images of different filling times, and plating for just enough time to insure that the wires were almost at the top of the PAM, so that any polymer deposited on top would be in contact with them and that no Cu islands, which could lead to electrical shorts, would be on the surface of the PAM (see Figure 3.16 (b), section 3.2.1.2.2, chapter 3). It was found that 8 min was sufficient to fill a PAM which was fabricated in oxalic acid as described above. However devices made with an unfilled PAM and PAMs which had been filled for 4, 6 7 and 8 min were also fabricated for testing purposes. The Ni nanowires arrays were filled by PED, which results in 80-95% pore filling, so overfilling would lead to many more islands on top of the PAM. It was thus decided to mechanically polish the PAMs as described in 3.2.1.2.1. After polishing SEM images (Figure 3.15 (b) and (c)) showed that the surface of the PAM consisted of a well dispersed Ni nanodot array with close to 90% filling of the pores. This has the advantage that the contact area of the Ni can be more readily determined and the current density of the resulting array electrode can thus be more accurately estimated [296]. The surface roughness of the PAM is also improved after polishing. AFM cross-sectional images revealed that an unpolished membrane had, at best, a surface roughness of 30 nm over a 2 μm² area whereas the polished membrane had a surface roughness of less than 5 nm over a similar area [296].

The remaining OLED layers were deposited on top of the nanowire arrays. The first layer was a 200 nm thick layer of silicon monoxide (SiO) which was thermally evaporated from a resistively heated tungsten boat at a vacuum of 2 x 10⁻⁶ mbar and a rate of 0.5-1.5 nm / s. A mask was used so that the SiO layer did not cover the central disk shaped area (diameter 15 mm), where the nanowire array was, and the outside edge
so that an electrical contact could be attached to the aluminium. Thus the active region of 6 mm² area was separated from the boundary of the unfilled and metal-filled PAM which is prone to overfilling. This area was then spin-coated with the polymer ethylene-2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-ethenylene-1,4-phenylene) (TPD-MEH-PPV) (see Figure 5.2) at 1500 rpm from a 15 g / L chlorobenzene solution. The thickness of the polymer layer was measured to be 100 nm ± 10 nm using white light interferometry.

![Figure 5.2: Chemical structure of TPD-MEH-PPV, the emissive polymer used in the OLED devices](image)

Al contacts (as shown in Figure 5.1 (b)) were thermally evaporated onto the polymer layer at a rate of 0.2 nm / s using an Edwards Autovac 306 evaporator fitted with a calibrated quartz crystal thickness monitor. An alternative device which had a solid layer of Al evaporated on top to form a 100 nm thick cathode as shown in Figure 5.3 was also made.

![Figure 5.3: Chemical structure of TPD-MEH-PPV, the emissive polymer used in the OLED devices](image)

[325]
The Al foil substrate forms the other electrode which has contact to the metal nanowires through metal filaments which were formed between the nanowire array and Al foil during the electrodeposition process [242].

For comparison devices with planar Cu and Ni electrodes were made by evaporating a 120 nm thick layer of Cu or Ni onto an unanodised Al foil to cover exactly the same area as the nanowire array in the other devices. SiO, TDP-MEH-PPV and aluminium were deposited on top as before to give the same pixel area of 6 mm².

5.1.3 Device Characterisation

5.1.3.1 Current voltage characteristics

The DC current voltage characteristics of all the devices were measured at room temperature using a Keithley 2400 source meter interfaced to a PC. The results for the devices made with Cu nanowire arrays, a conventional Cu planar electrode and an electrode made from an empty PAM are shown in Figure 5.4. The current density (J) flowing in the Cu filled PAM electrodes was calculated by multiplying the cross-section of the active area by the pore density of the PAM. The pore density was calculated to be 10.9 x 10⁻¹³ m⁻² by the method of Gosele and co-workers [158].

![Figure 5.4: Current Density vs. Voltage for the device made with an unfilled PAM, Cu filled PAMs and a planar electrode. The inset shows the positive and negative bias characteristic for the 7 min Cu-filled PAM device [325].](image-url)
Figure 5.4 shows that there is current flow in all the devices except the empty PAM. There is even some current flow in the under-filled 4 and 6 min PAMs due to impregnation of the pores by polymer. The highest values were obtained for the device made with the 8 min filled PAM, but it was found to be unstable (probably due to electrical shorting caused by overfilling of the pores. The devices made with 6, 7 and 8 min filled PAM electrodes attained a higher current density before failure than the device made with the planar electrode. This is attributed to improved thermal management of the devices as only the polymer film directly above the nanowires is excited. Because of the many individual active volumes in the PAM device heat stability is improved which allows an increase in current density before breakdown occurs. The inset in Figure 5.3 shows J-V data for the best device (7 min filled PAM) in forward and reverse bias. Unfortunately there is no rectification probably because the work function of Al and Cu are similar (4.28 and 4.65 eV respectively) [569].

Better rectification was obtained in the Ni nanowire electrode devices, probably due to the increased work function of Ni (5.15 eV), which is a better match for the HOMO of the polymer and should therefore improve hole injection [296]. They also achieved a higher maximum current density than the Cu nanowire electrode devices, which is not surprising, as the PAMs were filled by PED. This leads to increased filling and a much smaller barrier layer due to the longer voltage reduction after anodisation.

The ideality factor for devices can be calculated from the ideal diode law which can be expressed as:

\[
I = I_0 \left( e^{\frac{qV}{nkT}} - 1 \right)
\]  

(5.1)

where:

- \( I \) = the net current flowing through the diode;
- \( I_0 \) = the diode leakage current density in the absence of light;
- \( V \) = applied voltage across the terminals of the diode;
- \( q \) = absolute value of electron charge;
- \( n \) = ideality factor
- \( k \) = Boltzmann's constant; and
- \( T \) = absolute temperature (K) [570].

for \( V > 50 - 100 \text{ mV} \) the -1 term can be ignored and so the above equation becomes:

\[
I = I_0 \left( e^{\frac{qV}{nkT}} \right)
\]  

(5.2)

Therefore:

\[
\ln(I) = \ln(I_0) + \left( \frac{q}{nkT} \right)V
\]  

(5.3)
Thus the slope of $\text{Ln}(I)$ versus $V$ gives $q / nkT$ and at $300K$ $kT/q = 28.85$ mV (thermal voltage) [565] so the ideality factor $n$ can be calculated from:

$$\text{n} = \frac{1}{\text{slope} \times \frac{1}{28.85 \text{ mV}}} \quad \text{(5.4)}$$

for the 7 min device the slope of $\text{Ln}(I)$ versus $V$ is $30 \times 10^{-4}$ so $n = 1.04$ for voltages between 0 and 30 V. For an ideal diode $n = 1$ and recombination occurs via band to band or via traps in the bulk areas from the device (i.e. not in the junction) [565].

### 5.1.3.2 Electroluminescence (EL)

PAMs with semi-transparent Al electrodes (deposited to a thickness of 20 nm) were used for EL studies. A thin film of TDP-MEH-PPV was made for comparison. PL and EL measurements were made using an Oriel Multispec CCD spectrometer coupled to a liquid light guide. The thin film was excited by a 370 nm UV diode.

![Figure 5.5](image)

**Figure 5.5:** EL spectra for the 7 minute Cu-filled PAM (open circle and dotted line) and the Cu planar electrode device (open square and dash dot line) compared to the PL spectrum for the emissive material (open triangle and solid line). The inset shows the chemical structure of the emissive polymer [296].
Figure 5.5 shows normalised EL from the devices with planar and nanowire Cu electrodes compared to the PL from a neat film of TDP-MEH-PPV. The maximum emission of the polymer at 544 nm remains unchanged in all spectra indicating that the emission is from the light emitting polymer layer in all cases. There is a high energy shoulder peak at 505 nm in the film PL and nanowire EL device which is suppressed in the Cu planar device. The very noisy hump centred around 640 nm in the nanowire EL is due to shorting across the polymer layer [296]. The non-normalised spectra (not shown here) indicate that the brightness of the array devices is much larger than that of the planar devices [296]. The EL spectra of the Ni devices are similar except emission from the planar devices is broader as shown in Figure 5.6.

The un-normalised spectra indicate that the brightness of the array device is much better than the planar devices [296].

![EL Spectra](image)

**Figure 5.6:** EL spectra of Ni nanowire array device compared to the Ni planar electrode device and an ITO electrode device [296].

5.1.4 Summary

Electrodes made from metallic nanowire arrays were incorporated into single layer organic light emitting diodes which used the light emitting polymer Poly[(4-methylphenyl) imino-4,4'-diphenylene-(4-methylphenyl)imino-1,4-phenylene-ethylen-
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2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-ethylenylene-1,4-phenylene) as the emissive material. The DC current-voltage characteristics of both devices were measured and compared to equivalent devices with a planar metal electrode. Due to the reduction in active area in the nanowire device from that of the planar device the current density reached in the nanowire array anode device exceeded that in the planar anode device by a factor of eight. The Ni array devices had better rectification that the Cu ones and afforded a higher maximum current density. The electroluminescence spectra were also measured and a relative increase in the electroluminescence intensity was observed for the nanowire electrode devices. It is thus possible to use an array of nanowires as an electrode to inject charge into a polymer film. The individual nanowires in these arrays are comparable to the smaller individual emissive or "active" areas than have previously been published in the literature.

5.2 Metallic nanowires as catalysts for carbon nanotubes (CNT) growth

5.2.1 Background

Since their discovery by Iijima in 1991 [571], and the realisation of their potential due to their novel mechanical and electrical properties as outlined by Baughman et al. in 2002 [406] the production of CNTs has escalated.

The first large scale production of CNTs was done by Ebbesen and Ajayan in 1992 by plasma arcing [572]. It involves applying an electric current across two graphite electrodes in an inert gas atmosphere. In this process cations are evaporated from one electrode and deposited on the other electrode [573]. Analogous to this is the arc discharge method which was used by our group to produce CNTs from 1994 to 2004 [149-156, 405, 574]. CNTs are created through arc vaporisation of two carbon rods placed end to end with a small gap of ~ 1 mm between them. However a mixture of CNTs and soot; which contains impurities, catalytic residues and amorphous carbon is obtained, so further purification is necessary. Greater purity is achieved by laser vaporisation of graphite rods, which was invented by the Smalley group [575]; however the CNT thus grown are highly tangled and still contain impurities of catalysts and amorphous carbon. One of the most versatile methods is chemical vapour deposition (CVD) which is used by our group today [576, 577, 578]. By this method aligned
MWCNTs and SWCNTs can be made on catalysts such as Fe, Co, Ni and Mo on Si substrates or within the pores of a PAM [297, 579].

Aligned CNTs have been successively grown in PAMs which have been partially filled with metal nanowires by various groups for example Hornyak et al. [580], Zhang et al. [581], Wang et al. [582] and Krishnan et al. [583]. PAMs have also been used as templates for the growth of Y-junction CNT structures [584, 585]. Carbon nanotubes with Y branches were also grown in PAMs without catalysts by Sui et al. [586]. They attribute this to the presence of metal anions incorporated during the preparation of the PAM.

5.2.2 Growth of MWCNTs on PAMs

Co and Fe nanowires were electrodeposited into PAMs to act as catalysts for CNT growth. MWCNTs were successfully grown on the PAMs filled with Fe.

5.2.2.1 Preparation of PAMs

The PAMs were prepared by anodising aluminium foil (99 %, Goodfellow) as described in chapter 3, section 3.1. Several different size PAMs were made, e.g. 10% H$_2$SO$_4$ was used at 0 °C at 20 V for the smaller pore diameters, 1% H$_2$C$_2$O$_4$ was used at 40 V and 80 V at 0 °C for pore diameters of approximately 40 nm and 120 nm and 2% H$_3$PO$_4$ was used at 100 V and 140 V at 10 °C for pore diameters up to 200 nm. The foils were anodized for the times shown in Table 3.1 so that the height of the PAM was approximately 8 μm. They were filled with either Fe or Co by an AC electro-plating procedure at a voltage of 16V as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.1, using the electrolytes listed in Table 3.2. The filling time was chosen so that the PAMs were under-filled; however very little CNT growth was obtained for under-filled PAMs so the filling time was increased. The best result for CNT growth was obtained on PAMs prepared at 80 V in oxalic acid and plated with Fe at 16 V for 8 min. This is because growth tended to occur on flat sections of PAM where metal catalyst had agglomerated on the surface and not actually inside the pores [297]. The Al and barrier layer were removed from the PAM as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.1.2.1. The membranes were then carefully removed from the remaining Al frame using a scalpel. The freed membrane was sectioned into smaller pieces of <1 cm dimensions which were placed in a ceramic boat and loaded into the furnace tube. It is important to use the PAMs immediately after fabrication to avoid
oxidation of the catalyst metal; if this was not possible then they were stored in desiccators.

5.2.2.2 Chemical vapour deposition procedure

The CVD system was built in house by Rory Leahy and described in his PhD thesis [297]. The procedure for growth of MWCNT on PAMs is as follows: the samples were introduced into the CVD chamber which was sealed and pumped down to $10^{-3}$ mbar for approximately 20 minutes using a mechanical rotary vein pump. The chamber was then flooded with argon to remove remaining oxygen from the system. After 5 minutes the furnace set-point was adjusted to a working temperature of either 700 or 800°C and system was allowed to heat directly to this temperature. The system was purged with argon throughout the run, at rates between 800 and 5000 standard cubic centimetres per minute (sccm). When the working temperature was reached the system was allowed to sit for five minutes before the acetylene flow was started to ensure that the temperature had equilibrated. The acetylene was set at values ranging from 50 sccm to 300 sccm for approximately 60 min but the system was not cooled down for 5 min afterwards to ensure that all remaining acetylene was removed from the system. The set-point was re-set to room temperature, and the furnace was opened so that the heated section of the furnace-tube was exposed to room temperature. Once the system had reached room temperature, the argon flow was stopped, the pump was switched off and the system was gently vented to atmospheric pressure. Then the chamber was opened and the furnace boats were carefully removed.

5.2.2.3 Characterisation of Carbon nanotubes grown in the custom-built CVD system

On removal from the CVD furnace it was noticed that the samples had changed from a translucent white to a shiny black [297]. SEM studies revealed that three types of MWCNTs were grown on iron-filled porous alumina membranes, long tubes and X and Y junction tubes. SEM images of some of the long tubes are shown in Figures 5.7. Tubes grown on a silicon dioxide substrate are also shown for comparison.
Figure 5.7: SEM images showing long tubes grown on porous alumina membranes (A-C) and silicon dioxide substrate (D) [297]

Figure 5.7 shows images of a selection of long tubes with high aspect ratios. Figure 5.7 (A) shows a single long tube grown on the surface of a Fe filled PAM. The growth conditions were set to a temperature of 800°C, an acetylene flow rate of 100 sccm mixed with an Argon flow of 800 sccm for 49 min. Using UTHSCSA the length of the tube was measured as 21 ± 2 μm with a straight part of 17 μm. The diameter of the tube was measured as 30 ± 10 nm, which gives an aspect ratio of around 800 for this tube. Figure 5.7 (B) shows a network of long tubes also grown on an Fe filled PAM substrate but at a temperature of 700°C under an acetylene flow rate of 100 sccm mixed with an Argon flow of 800 sccm for 56 minutes. Analysis revealed that the lengths of the tubes ranged from 3.8 - 13.3 μm each (standard deviation ± 0.3 μm). The average diameter of the tubes was 20 ± 10 nm, giving aspect ratio of 1000 ± 400. Figure 5.7 (C) shows another tube grown on the same substrate and under the same conditions as Figure 5.6 (B). It has a length of 18.0 ± 0.3 μm and a diameter of 30 ± 10 nm giving it an aspect ratio of 700 ± 300. Figure 5.6 (D) shows long tubes which were grown on an etched Si substrate at a temperature of 800°C under an acetylene flow rate of 50 sccm mixed with
an Argon flow of 500 sccm for 40 minutes. A dense carpet of long entangled CNTs was produced; probably due to the high concentration of catalyst (1%) used which allowed more carbon to be absorbed and longer tubes to be grown.

Junction-structure MWNTs were also observed within large defects (holes or pits) on the surface of Fe filled PAMs (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: SEM images of CNT junctions grown on PAM substrates [297]

The CNTs shown in Figure 5.7 were grown at 800°C under a 50 sccm flow of \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) for 60 minutes. The tubes measured several microns long and had diameters between 30 – 40 nm. It can be seen that the tubes span from one side of the defect to the
other and form Y or X junctions as well as straight tubes. Junction-structure CNTs were also observed from regions raised above the substrate surface. Figure 5.9 shows two separate MWNT junctions suspended above the PAM surface which grew from detritus containing Fe; probably broken shards of PAM scattered on the surface during cutting [297].

![Figure 5.9: SEM images showing two separate Y-junctions grown from raised areas of PAM surface](image)

The nanotubes were analysed by Raman spectroscopy (Figure 5.10).

![Figure 5.10: Typical Raman spectrum for MWCNTs grown on Fe-filled PAMs. The spectrum was taken using 632 nm laser light [297].](image)
Figure 5.10 shows the Raman spectrum of a long MWCNT on top of a Fe filled PAM. This spectrum has a larger than normal D-band. The D-band can be used as a rough measure of the amount of impurities and defects in a carbon nanotube sample [587]. Ultralong CNT growth is usually achieved when “carbon poisoning” of the catalyst particles is prevented, for example Hata et al. have used water vapour in their gas mix to grow ordered arrays of CNTs 2.5mm high [588]. This is because water acts as a weak oxidiser and selectively removes amorphous carbon from around the catalyst particles without damaging the growing tubes [297]. Our custom-built CVD system contains no inlet for oxidising species so carbon poisoning of the catalyst particles is quite likely and would explain why the D-band is large relative to the G-band in this sample.

Raman spectroscopy on the junction samples showed that samples containing high proportions of junction-structure CNTs displayed a significantly larger D-band than samples containing a lower proportion of junction-structures [297]. This suggests that junction-structure CNTs tend to occur when there is a high degree of defects present in the tubes. These samples also showed a slight up-shift in the position of the G-band which could mean that these CNTs are less well graphitised [587].

The CNTs produced by this custom built CVD should exhibit ohmic behaviour as although some of the walls maybe semi-conducting the overall tube would be metallic because there are a large number of concentric walls. Two-probe measurements made on the stem of a single MWNT Y-junction confirmed this. I-V plot were made and a resistance of $6.0 \pm 0.6 \text{ M}\Omega$ was obtained from the slope of the graph. However, this value is very high compared to theoretical and experimental values measured for individual other SWNTs and MWNTs [589, 590, 591]. The discrepancy for this resistance measurement could be due to contact resistance between the MWNT and the deposited contacts [297]. E-beam lithography was used to deposit gold wires (with a Ti sticking layer) to connect individual Y-junction CNTs. The devices fabricated by this method displayed purely ohmic behaviour.

5.2.3 Summary

Three types of MWCNTs were grown on iron-filled porous alumina membranes, long tubes and X and Y junction tubes. Raman spectroscopy revealed that the long MWCNTs had larger D-bands relative to G-bands, which is indicative of carbon poisoning of the catalyst particles. The Raman spectra for the samples containing large amounts of junction tubes also showed increased D-bands relative to G-bands indicating a
high degree of defects present in the tubes. The G-band was also slightly up-shifted in energy suggesting that these CNTs are less well graphitised. I-V plots on single MWCNT Y-junctions showed ohmic behaviour with resistances considerably higher than those quoted in the literature. However this ohmic behaviour combined with successful aligned growth of such devices opens up the possibility of their integration into a larger nano-electronic device as “interconnects” between nano-electronic logic devices.

5.3 Cds Nanowire arrays in photovoltaic – organic solar cells

Solar cells consisting of a Cds nanowire array combined with a light emitting polymer poly[2-methoxy-5-(2'-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) and solar cells from blended films of nanocrystalline Cds and MEH-PPV were fabricated by Alex Rakovich. Devices fabricated from blended films of bulk Cds and MEH-PPV were fabricated for comparison.

5.3.1 Background

Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy is one of the most promising renewable energy resources for the provision of clean, efficient and sustainable power [592]. PV cells use semiconductor panels to directly convert the sun’s energy into electricity. Silicon is the traditional material for solar cells, but organic semi-conducting polymers are attractive alternatives because of their low cost and versatility (e.g. flexibility, low weight). However they still have low efficiency compared to silicon solar cells [593] because the high binding energies of polymers makes dissociation of electron-hole pairs more difficult and recombination can occur readily because of their low carrier mobilities. Quantum dot semiconductor nanocrystals have become an attractive material for optoelectronic devices because of their narrow size distributions and high luminescent efficiencies [594, 595]. Cds is currently used as a large band gap n-type window material in thin film photovoltaic structures [596].

Recent research has concentrated on hybrid organic-inorganic solar cells. Device efficiency can be improved by adding a material such as inorganic nanoparticles to the polymer, which provides a potential junction for dissociation of the exciton. The nanoparticles act as electron acceptors thus facilitating charge separation electron transport [597, 598]. For example Drees and co-workers investigated the use of fullerenes
and polymers for solar cells [599] and how thermally controlled inter-diffusion could improve the polymer-fullerene interface [600]. Doping polymers such as poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] with carbon nanotubes has been found to improve EL and PV response [601]. The combination of polymers and semiconductor quantum dots has been investigated by the MIT Institute for Soldier Technologies for fabrication of quantum dot light emitting diodes (QD-LEDs) [602]. They sandwiched the QD monolayer in between organic electron and hole transport layers on top of a transparent inorganic anode deposited on a glass substrate [603]. Alivisatos and co-workers have demonstrated that semiconductor nanorods such as CdSe can be used to fabricate hybrid solar cells with the polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) [604] and they have recently fabricated hybrid organic-inorganic solar cells based on hyper-branched colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals [605]. Nelson and co-workers have also made hybrid solar cells from poly(3-hexylthiophene) and TiO₂ nanorods [606]. They found that annealing the blend films greatly improved the polymer- metal oxide interaction, resulting in much improved PV device performance [607]. CdS nanoparticles have been found to improve the electrical properties of steric acid / elcosyamine alternate layer Langmuir Blodgett films [608].

Ginger and Greenhamn used photoluminescence efficiency measurements and photoinduced absorption experiments to study the electron transfer between conjugated polymers and semiconductor nanocrystals. They also performed electrical measurements on thin films of nanocrystals in order to study the electron transport processes which are important in photovoltaic devices based on polymer/nanocrystal composites [609]. Conduction and optical studies were performed on nanocrystalline CdS thin films which were fabricated by chemical bath deposition [596, 610, 611, 612].

Similar measurements were performed on the devices made in this work [613].

### 5.3.2 Device Fabrication

Two types of devices were fabricated. The first type is made by one using a blend of a conducting polymer and inorganic semiconductor as shown in Figure 4.10 (a). The second type involves using an array of semiconductor nanorods in a PAM, the tips of which were exposed and covered with the polymer as in Figure 5.11 (b).
The active materials used in the devices were poly [2-methoxy-5-(2'-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) (structure shown below in Figure 5.12) and CdS. The CdS acts as an electron transporting material and provides an interface for exciton splitting as shown in Figure 5.11 (a). Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. The nanocrystalline CdS thin films were deposited by a wet chemical technique involving the reaction of thiourea and cadmium chloride (CdCl₂) [612]. The nanowire array was made in a PAM which was anodised at 20V for 2.5 hours and filled with CdS using an electrolyte containing 0.055 M CdCl₂ and 0.19 M S in DMSO at 120°C and 30 V AC for 3 hours as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.3.1.

![Chemical structure of MEH-PPV](image)

Figure 5.12: Chemical structure of MEH-PPV, the emissive polymer used in the solar cell devices

### 5.3.2.1 Blend Devices

In these devices ITO on glass was used as the anode. The active layer was a blend of MEH-PPV and CdS made by dissolving 1mg pure MEH-PPV in 1ml toluene and slowly adding different percentage weights of nanocrystalline CdS. This was made by
deposition of CdS from an electrolyte containing 0.02 M CdCl₂, 0.13 M ammonium chloride (NH₄Cl) and thiourea in deionised water onto ITO coated glass substrates using a constant DC potential of -1.4 V. The air-dried thin film was scraped off the ITO and sonicated with the MEH-PPV in a sonic bath (Model Ney Ultrasonic) for 10 min then cast onto an etched ITO/glass substrate by spin-coating at 600 rpm using a Convac 2000 spin coater. The blend is sonicated to insure that the nanocrystals are well dispersed in the polymer solution to insure maximum solubilisation and PL efficiency [597]. Al contacts (as shown in Figure 5.13 (a)) were thermally evaporated onto the blend layer at a rate of 0.2 nm / s using an Edwards Autovac 306 evaporator fitted with a calibrated quartz crystal thickness monitor. Figure 5.13 (b) shows a schematic of the device [613]. A device with bulk CdS (Sigma-Aldrich) was made for comparison.

![Figure 5.13: Blend solar cells on ITO, (a) shows the actual devices with Al electrodes on top, (b) is a schematic which shows the device architecture [613].](image)

### 5.3.2.2 Nanorod Devices

The Al base of the CdS nanowire array was used as the anode in these devices. The top of the anodised and filled Al foil was mechanically polished as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.1.2 to make sure any over-plated material and surface debris were removed. The tips of the nanowires were then exposed by etching the surface with 0.2 M NaOH for 2 min. A film of MEH-PPV was then cast onto these by spin coating. Finally ITO was sputtered on top to act as the transparent electrode. Pictures of this process are shown below (Figure 5.14).
5.3.3 Device characterisation

The devices were characterised for their efficiency as photovoltaic devices by photoluminescence emission spectroscopy and DC electrical conductivity measurements.

5.3.3.1 PL Studies

PL measurements were made using an Oriel Multispec CCD spectrometer coupled to a liquid light guide. The thin films were excited by a 370 nm UV diode. Figure 5.15 shows the PL of the devices made with blended nanocrystallites of CdS and the aligned CdS nanorod array, compared to the PL of a film of MEH-PPV on ITO.
The PL spectrum of MEH-PPV shows a dominant peak at about 580 nm due to maximum emission of the polymer which arises from single chain excitons and a secondary peak at about 635 nm which is due to dimeric aggregation of polymer chains. There is also a shoulder at around 700 nm which is due to interchain interactive eximers due to aggregation of the polymer chains [614]. However this PL emission is quenched for the devices made with blends of CdS nanocrystals and MEH-PPV, and CdS nanorods and MEH-PPV. This is due to charge transfer from MEH-PPV to CdS, which is an electron acceptor. Both PL spectra are quenched to about 8% of the pure emissive layer indicating that about 92% of the excitons are dissociated and that the quenching probably took place at the MEH-PPV / nanoparticles interface [615]. This implies that the efficiency of the PV device is good, because if the excitons are efficiently dissociated, direct exciton recombination is suppressed and the PL emission is quenched [616].

To investigate the amount of CdS need for efficient quenching different amounts of CdS (bulk) were added to MEH-PPV and the PL spectra taken as before.

Figure 5.15: PL of a film made with a blend of 91% w/w CdS nanocrystals and MEH-PPV, a CdS nanorod array coated with MEH-PPV and MEH-PPV on its own [613]
Figure 5.16: Photoluminescence (PL) of blends of bulk CdS and MEH-PPV [605]

As can be seen from Figure 5.16 quite a high percentage of CdS is necessary to quench the fluorescence of MEH-PPV, however almost total quenching is achieved at 93.8% w/w CdS. It is also noticeable that the intensity of the peak at 650 nm, which is attributed to the inter-chain exciton emission, increases with decreasing concentration of CdS (or increasing concentration of MEH-PPV) which is probably due to a reduction in inter-chain MEH-PPV chain segment aggregation [617].

The PL of the CdS samples did not contribute to the total PL of the devices but it was also measured for completeness sake. The results are shown in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: PL of CdS nanocrystals and nanorods compared to bulk CdS [613]

Figure 5.17 shows that the CdS samples have different emission properties which is due to their different morphology and crystal size. Optical properties are affected as the electronic band structure is transformed into discrete states due to quantum confinement [450]. The observed PL peak for the nanocrystals at 400 nm is blue shifted from bulk CdS (500 - 700 nm) because quantum confinement has occurred. The grain sizes of the crystals have been estimated from a previous study to be approximately 2 nm [612] which is smaller than the diameter of the Wannier exciton for CdS (5 nm). The photoluminescence is due to band edge recombination of surface states energy levels [618]. The CdS nanorods have the same band edge emission as bulk CdS (530 nm) as they are too large for quantum size effects (20 nm). However they show an extra peak at 650 nm which is due to structural defects on the nanowires’ surface [201, 450, 458].

5.3.3.2 Current Voltage characteristics

It is expected that the energy transfer between CdS and MEH-PPV will improve the performance of the device. To test this current –voltage (I-V) characteristics were measured with a Keithley 2400 source meter at room temperature by applying a voltage across the contacts and measuring the response. The Al is considered to be positively biased with respect to the ITO. Measurements were done in the dark and under a light
intensity of 100 m W / cm² using a solar simulator. The results are shown in Figure 5.18. This shows a rectified behaviour with a rectification ratio of 1.1 at 0.07 V. An open circuit voltage of 67 mV was obtained and the fill factor (ratio of maximum obtainable power to theoretical obtainable power) was estimated to be approximately 1/3.

![I-V curve for a blend of 93.8% w/w bulk CdS and MEH-PPV](image)

**Figure 5.18: I-V curve for a blend of 93.8% w/w bulk CdS and MEH-PPV [605]**

### 5.3.4 Summary

Solar cells were made with MEH-PPV as the electron donor and CdS as the electron acceptor. Two types of devices were fabricated with either a blend of CdS and MEH-PPV or MEH-PPV deposited on top of a CdS nanowire array. It is hoped that this will reduce the grain boundaries in the devices which limits the performance of the cells [612]. Quantum efficiency can also be affected by surface defects on nanowires because of their high aspect ratio [618]. The efficiency of solar cells made with MEH-PPV has been found to improve by doping with carbon nanotubes [601] and inorganic nanorods [619] due to photogenerated pair dissociation. This causes quenching of PL emission. In this work quenching in photoluminescence was observed with increased quenching with increasing concentration of CdS. An open circuit voltage of 0.05V measured for the blend which showed strongest quenching. Significant quenching was observed for both nanostructure devices which indicated that efficient exciton splitting and charge separation had taken place [613].
5.4 Antibacterial studies of Polyaniline Composites

The antibacterial properties of the Ag / PANI films and nanowires fabricated in this thesis were investigated by monitoring their response to exposure to bacteria. The ultimate goal would be the development of a conductive polymer surface which is antimicrobial.

5.4.1 Background

Silver is well known for its antimicrobial properties. It can be added to other materials to prevent bacterial growth or used as an antiseptic to prevent infection. Silver ions and silver compounds such as silver nitrate and silver sulfadiazine are used as disinfectants to destroy micro-organisms found on surfaces. They can be used to destroy bacteria, viruses, algae and fungi without causing harm to humans. In fact silver has been used since 400 BC to store water and prevent the spread of diseases [620].

Recent research has concentrated on the use of silver in coatings to prevent infection. For example antibacterial glass which is covered with a thin layer of silver is now being manufactured for use in hospitals [621], toilet seats with silver ions embedded which kill germs are manufactured by Kohler [622], anti-microbial treatments for textiles and polymers are being developed by Thompson Research Associates [623] and washing machines manufactured by Samsung now contain "Advanced Silvercase TM Technology" by using silver ions in the final rinse cycle [624]. Many antibacterial clothes are now made with silver ions impregnated into the synthetic material (usually a polymer) which is used in the manufacture of the clothes, or by physically weaving silver into the yarn [620].

The combination of a conducting polymer such as polyaniline with silver (Ag / PANI composites) could thus possibly be used to develop new surfaces with antimicrobial properties which could prevent biofilm growth. In fact polyaniline is already used for anticorrosion coatings [371, 372, 373]. Biofilms are formed by colonies of bacteria on surfaces. The outer protective slimy layer is formed as they grow and is very difficult to remove. It also causes damage to equipment and infections in people. Figure 5.19 (a) shows an SEM image of a biofilm growth of pseudomonas aeruginosa, a
gram-negative, aerobic, rod-shaped bacteria, on a plastic surface. Figure 5.19 (b) shows a surface with lower bacterial growth for comparison.

Figure 5.19: (a) Biofilm growth of pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria, (b) individual pseudomonas aeruginosa.

5.4.2 Antimicrobial testing using Agar plates

The antimicrobial properties of the films and nanowires were investigated by exposing them to pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria which were incubated at 37°C overnight. Bacterial cultures were obtained from Dr Ronnie Russell from the Moyne Institute of Preventative Medicine, TCD. The samples were placed in Agar plates which had been treated with the pseudomonas and were left under atmospheric conditions for 11 days. The area where no bacterial growth took place, called the ‘zone of inhibition’, was compared for each sample.

Figure 5.20 shows an image of an Agar plate containing an Ag / PANI thin film, prepared by electrodeposition of Ag / PANI onto ITO at 1 V for 1000 s, which was exposed to the bacteria for 11 days. It is clear that bacterial growth had been inhibited in a 5 mm area around the thin film (the long side of the glass slide is 10mm).
Figure 5.20: Ag / PANI thin film, which was prepared by electrodeposition onto ITO at 1 V for 1000 s, after exposure to pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria for 11 days

Figure 5.21 shows an image of an Agar plate containing an Ag / PANI thin film, prepared by electrodeposition of Ag / PANI onto ITO at 2.5 V for 2000 s, which was exposed to the bacteria for 11 days.

Figure 5.21: Ag / PANI thin film, which was prepared by electrodeposition onto ITO at 1 V for 2000 s, after exposure to pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria for 11 days
This time there is a much smaller “zone of inhibition”, but in this case the composite film was much thicker as it was made at 2.5 V for 2000 s. As stated in chapter 4, section 4.1.2.4 after 2000 s the film becomes unstable as PANI precipitates out of solution onto the film surface [547] which may lead to a decrease in its antibacterial effect.

Figure 5.22 shows an image of an Agar plate where several drops of Ag / PANI nanowires which were dispersed in water were deposited onto the centre of the Agar. It is clear from this image that a large zone of inhibition exists around the deposited nanowires. This can be attributed to the migration of the silver from the nanowires into the Agar leading to a large area of inhibition. The migration of the nanowires into the Agar may also be a factor due to their small dimensions, however further investigations into the exact mechanism of interaction between the bacteria and the nanowires will have to be carried out before this can be confirmed.

Figure 5.22: Ag / PANI nanowires, which was prepared by electropolymerisation into a PAM, after exposure to pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria for 11 days

To further analyse the bacterial growth the antimicrobial activity of the PANI and PANI/Ag composites was tested by placing 1 cm² glass slide sized samples in contact with lawns of S. Aureus (Gram positive) and E. Coli (Gram negative) microbes. Both samples showed some activity against Gram negative bacteria but not to Gram positive bacteria [625].
Chapter 6 Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions

Porous alumina templates were used for the successful fabrication of one-dimensional nanostructures of metals, polymers, semi-conductors and hybrid materials. This “bottom-up” approach to produce nanomaterials has the advantage that the fabrication of new materials such as organic-inorganic hybrid structures is achievable by careful selection and mixing of starting materials. In addition it is possible to control the size (diameter and length) of these materials [164] and their production is economical and relatively simple. Recent advances in the production techniques of PAMs [160], which improve the arrangement of pores in the hexagonal lattice even further, have ensured that this method to produce 1-D nanostructures remains one of the most popular and successful. Another major advantage is that although it is very easy to remove the nanowires from the PAMs, it is also possible to make devices using the nanowire array in the template because of the inert nature of alumina. This is demonstrated in this thesis, which describes the applications of nanoelectrode arrays in OLEDs and solar cells. It also means that many nanowires, which may otherwise be damaged or oxidised by exposure to the atmosphere, can be characterised in the PAMs as they are transparent in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectral range.

Cu and Ni nanowire arrays were fabricated as described in chapter 3 and integrated into OLEDs as described in chapter 5. The advantage of using such an array instead of a planar electrode is the improvement achieved in thermal management of the device due to a decrease in pixel size of the electrode [567]. In a planar electrode the metal is deposited onto the substrate by sputtering or evaporation and the feature sizes are limited by the dimensions of the shadow mask used (≥100μm) and or by photolithographic methods with a limit of 0.5μm. The alternative electrode structure consists of an array of nanowires which is effectively an array of nano-sized OLEDs. This was the first time such a structure was used in a polymer light emitting diode. The DC current-voltage characteristics of both devices were measured and compared to equivalent devices with a planar metal electrode. The nano-array devices achieved higher DC current densities prior to device failure, with the nickel array devices in particular performing best. This is attributed to the lower work function of Ni, better pore filling of
the PAM due to PED and the fact that the electrical contact between the metal nanowire array and polymer was better than that in the unpolished copper devices. The EL spectrum was found to be unaffected by using a nanostructured electrode. This work has been published in two refereed journals [324, 325].

Metal nanowires in PAMs were also used as catalysts for the growth of carbon nanotubes. Most methods used for the production of CNTs result in tangled or bent tubes; however for many applications it is important to grow aligned nanotubes, e.g. for the measurement of transport properties or in the manufacture of field effect transistors and electronic devices [626]. This has been achieved by CVD using metal catalysts in PAMs for straight [580, 581, 582, 583] and branched [584, 585, 587] CNTs. However aligned growth of CNTs inside the PAMs was not achieved in this work. This could be due to a number of factors; for example the height of the porous layer in the alumina may have been too long to allow the gas flow in the CVD reach the bottom of the pores. Dai and co-workers noted that the SWCNTs they produced on the top of Si pillars did not stick to the floor of the substrate where the gas flow was lower [627]. In this work the catalyst was grown only in the bottom of the pores in the template, however, due to the presence of impurities such as metal anions in the alumina template, it can also act as a catalyst itself so growth of CNTs can occur anywhere [586]. In our case the tubes appeared to grow from defects and impurities on the surface of the alumina and on regions raised above the surface. Other authors have noticed growth from “seed” points, e.g. CNTs have been successfully grown from scratches on Si surfaces [628]. CNT growth also took place above “holes” or “pits” on the alumina surface. Again this is not surprising; horizontally orientated nanotubes have recently been grown across trenches on Si substrates by Huang et al. [629], Lin et al. [630], Leahy et al. [578] and Angelucci et al. [631]. The long tubes grown on these PAM substrates were typically in the order of tens of microns in length; however branched CNT structures such as Y and X junctions were also successfully grown. As before they did not fill the pores of the PAM, but were grown on top or across holes or pits, spanning from one side of the defect to the other. Their growth has been attributed to the presence of defects in the nanotubes such as pentagon and heptagon carbon rings instead of the usual hexagonal carbon rings [584]. This synthesis of branched junctions is important as it is often difficult to achieve using conventional methods [572]. The CNT fabricated here showed metallic behaviour and have dimensions and aspect ratios similar to Si used in IC circuits. Such structures have a number of possible applications e.g. for the separation of ions in aqueous solution [632], as micro-electric motors and as a nanoconducting cable for wiring micro-electronic devices [633],
in electronic devices and circuits [585, 634] and in the development of digital nano-
circuits [635, 636, 637].

CdS nanowires were successfully fabricated into PAMs of different pore sizes. Their photoluminescent properties were measured and found to be dependent on the type of PAM used. It was found that both the emission and wavelength of the emission was affected. The intensity of the PL was greater for the nanowires which had been fabricated in PAMs which were made in oxalic acid; and a red-shift in band emission was also noticed for these samples compared to the samples which were fabricated in the PAMs made in sulphuric or phosphoric acid. Semi-conducting nanowires have many potential applications in the photonics industry due to their novel opto-electric properties [187, 435, 437, 437]. CdS, in particular, has been used for solar cells since 1954 [445, 446, 447]. In this work a CdS nanowire array was used in a solar cell with MEH-PPV as the emissive layer. The CdS was acting as the electron transporting material or electron acceptor. Many researchers have investigated the combination of hybrid organic-inorganic solar cells, but to the best of my knowledge this is the first use of a PAM nanowire array in such a structure. It was found that the PL of the device was quenched by 92% which implied that effective charge separation had taken place so it would be suitable as a PV device [616]. Current voltage characteristics of the device showed that a difference in open circuit voltage between the measurements taken in the dark and under an intensity of 100 mW/cm² of 0.05 V was obtained.

Polyaniline nanowires were prepared by electropolymerisation of aniline into the nanopores of an alumina template. The fabrication of composite nanowires containing silver and Polyaniline (Ag / PANI) and copper and Polyaniline (Cu / PANI) was also achieved by simultaneous oxidative polymerisation of aniline and reduction of metal salts to metal silver nanowires. Although similar metal / PANI nanowires have previously been made, this was the first reported synthesis of a composite nanowire which was made in a single step inside an alumina template. HRSEM studies showed that these nanostructures consisted of a polycrystalline metal core surrounded by a polymer coating i.e. they are nanocables. Metal/polymer composites are particularly useful, as they combine the electrical characteristics of metals and the mechanical and processing properties of polymers. Many of these composites show enhanced electrocatalytic activity and increased gas sensing properties [329, 410, 499]. A polymer coating on a metal nanowire would have the further advantage of protecting the nanowire from oxidation and corrosion. The nanocables can be used as an array inside the template or integrated into
devices or chips. The nanocables can also be easily extracted from the PAM and incorporated into other polymers or coatings. This work has also been published [638].

The same method was used to fabricate metal / PANI thin films. This should reduce the problem of aggregation associated with dispersion of nanoparticles into polymer solutions to make thin films [427] which could decrease the efficiency of the material or device. Khanna et al. have shown that uniform size distribution can be achieved by in-situ reduction of Ag salts in aniline [430] and Zhou et al. have prepared similar films by an unsymmetrical square wave current method and demonstrated that they consist of nanofibrous PANI with homogeneously dispersed Ag microparticles [539]. This method is also low cost, deposition rates are high, it can be done at near room temperature, and the properties of the materials can be tailored by adjusting deposition conditions [540].

Silver is well known for its antibacterial properties. The incorporation of Ag into polymers should add antimicrobial functionality to the polymer. The Ag / PANI composites fabricated here could thus possibly be used to develop new surfaces with antimicrobial properties which could prevent biofilm growth. The antibacterial properties of the Ag / PANI films and nanowires fabricated in this thesis were investigated by monitoring their response to exposure to bacteria. They were found to inhibit the growth of pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria and showed some activity against E. Coli (Gram negative) microbes but not to S. Aureus (Gram positive) bacteria. The ease of fabrication, anti-corrosive properties and antimicrobial properties of these films makes them ideal candidates for use in protective films and coatings.

6.2 Future Work

The versatility of the template method using PAMs to prepare 1-D nanostructures has been demonstrated in this thesis. This method is universally used by many researchers in the nanotechnology field. However, to keep up to date with the present state of the art it would be necessary to up-grade our set-up. Many of these changes have already been implemented; for example new cells with better temperature control have been fabricated and we are in the process of using an automated computer program to control the anodisation and voltage reduction process. This should improve the homogeneity and ordering of the pores to the grade achieved by Kornelius Nielsch and co-workers [224]. They have also developed a new anodisation process, which is an adaptation of the so-
particular II-IV semiconductors are suitable because they have energy gaps in the visible spectrum. For example the electrical conductivity of CdSe nanowires increases by a factor of 15 when illuminated by visible light so it would be a good candidate for solar cells [641].

Attempts at growing carbon nanotubes inside PAMs were unsuccessful; SEMs showed that the majority of growth took place on the surface of the membrane. An alternative technique was tried by Daren Lee; he used thermal evaporation to deposit catalyst (Ni) at the base of the pores instead of electrodeposition and had some success [642]. SEM indicated that although there was sparser growth than for samples grown with electrodeposited catalyst, growth did take place from the pores of the membrane and not from the surface. The diameters of the tubes are also comparable to the size of the pores. Raman spectroscopy indicated that these samples were of higher purity than the samples grown with electrodeposited catalysts. Future work could involve the growth of CNTs from a nanodots array which could be made from polished samples of overfilled PAMs [285].

The bulk of this thesis was concerned with the fabrication of Ag and Ag / PANI composite nanowires and films. The antibacterial properties of Ag and the anti-corrosive properties of PANI make them ideal candidates for the application of antibacterial coatings and surfaces, which has been studied in this thesis. However these materials have many other possible applications. In particular Ag is well known for its optical properties and PANI is well known as a chemical and biological sensor.

It was already demonstrated (in chapter 3, section 3.2.3.2.4) that the optical properties of the composite nanowires depended on their diameter and this was attributed to the broad plasmon resonance that is red shifted with increasing wire diameter due to the increasing importance of multipole excitations. A study of the linear and non linear optical properties of Ag nanowires in PAMs [518] was done in this group; this could be repeated for Ag / PANI and Cu / PANI nanowires. The change in refractive index of the Ag nanowires in different solutions is presently being studied by Denise Charles with a view to developing a bio-sensor. This could also be developed to include the composite nanowires. Silver nanowires are also suitable for use as an amine vapor sensor. Murray et al. have shown that silver mesowires show a large resistance increase on exposure to ammonia [643]. Because of the increased surface area of nanomaterials they have enhanced sensing capabilities, thus PANI nanowires are more responsive to external stimuli than bulk PANI. The sensitivity of a sensor made from nanostructured PANI would be improved as the gas molecules have a greater penetration depth [391, 392].
called called “hard anodisation (HA)”, for long-range ordered alumina membranes. This process is carried out at voltages between 100 – 150 V and produces highly ordered porous templates with aspect ratios (pore depth to pore diameter) larger than 1,000. The PAMs are thicker and can be produced 25-35 times faster than previous membranes [160]. Tsuchiya et al. have recently used new route for the formation of PAMs in neutral electrolytes [639]. They added fluoride ions to the electrolyte which increased the ordering of the oxide layer and influenced the thickness and growth rate of the porous layers. This should lead to greater homogeneity in diameters of the nanowires produced. The nanowires and templates are also influenced by the processing history of the PAMs, for example the outer layer of alumina contains anions from the electrolyte and the nanowires may contain ions from the cathode. To avoid this as much as possible it is advisable to use inert electrodes such as platinum. It is also important to use freshly prepared electrolytes to eliminate the possibility of impurities entering the system and to make sure the anodised foils are well-rinsed to avoid the occurrence of “pitting” as in the CdS samples. The use of a laminar flow hood or clean room would be advantageous. All these features could be easily applied to our system.

As far as device fabrication goes further improvements could be implemented in the fabrication of OLEDs with nanoelectrodes arrays. An increase by a factor of 8.2 was obtained for DC driven nanowire devices which could possibly be improved if the devices were pulse driven. A range of nanoelectrodes with different nanowire diameters could be tested and compared. As well as using other metals it would also be interesting to try some organic materials in the arrays. Further development of the array device structure will include the replacement of semitransparent aluminium electrodes with vacuum sublimed copper phthalocyanine and conductive ITO deposited by plasma sputtering [640].

The CdS solar cell devices also warrant more investigation. Future work for the blend devices should involve the determination of optimum film thickness, CdS concentration and improvement of the blend morphology by varying the solvent, concentration and deposition speed. For the aligned nanorod structures optimisation of nanorods’ diameter (pore diameter) and length (etching time) could be achieved as well as determination of optimum MEH-PPV thickness. An alternative CdS electrode could be made using an over- plated CdS array which had been polished so that only the top surface of the nanowires were exposed, thus creating an array of quantum dots which could have a narrow size distribution. This could also be used to fabricate a quantum dot light emitting diode (QD-LED) [594, 602]. Of course there is also the possibility to investigate nano arrays of other semi-conductor materials for use in these devices; in
fact PANI nanofibre gas sensors have been fabricated by Kaner and co-workers and found to perform better than conventional thin films [387, 400, 555]. PANI / metal nanoparticle composites have also exhibited enhanced sensing and catalytic properties compared to pure PANI [410, 554]. The Ag / PANI and Cu / PANI composites fabricated in this thesis should thus be perfect candidates for chemical and biological sensors. It would also be interesting to compare the electrical properties of the different composite films fabricated in chapter 4 and compare these to conductivity measurements from single wires. The thermal characteristics of the composite nanostructures could also be measured and compared to the bulk materials. Finally other metal / polymer composites could be synthesized e.g. Ag, Au, Ni, Co and Fe with PANI, polypyrrole and polythiophene
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Appendix A 1

Analysis of a typical 40V membrane (99.999% Al, doubly anodised) using UTHSCSA Image Tool Computer Program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter of pores (nm)</th>
<th>Inter-pore Distance (nm) from first anodisation (oxide removed)</th>
<th>Inter-pore distance (nm) after second anodisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45.87</td>
<td>50.84</td>
<td>122.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.26</td>
<td>57.82</td>
<td>122.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.90</td>
<td>55.65</td>
<td>97.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.54</td>
<td>58.18</td>
<td>135.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.84</td>
<td>53.20</td>
<td>137.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.40</td>
<td>46.79</td>
<td>105.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.88</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>107.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.60</td>
<td>53.60</td>
<td>132.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.78</td>
<td>45.40</td>
<td>103.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.45</td>
<td>66.09</td>
<td>120.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.44</td>
<td>49.88</td>
<td>142.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>59.99</td>
<td>115.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.10</td>
<td>50.84</td>
<td>99.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.58</td>
<td>54.78</td>
<td>117.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.45</td>
<td>44.45</td>
<td>130.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.48</td>
<td>49.02</td>
<td>154.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.87</td>
<td>64.45</td>
<td>166.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.05</td>
<td>52.69</td>
<td>115.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>178.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.67</td>
<td>34.12</td>
<td>112.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.40</td>
<td>71.75</td>
<td>100.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>143.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.13</td>
<td>41.85</td>
<td>93.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.41</td>
<td>48.58</td>
<td>107.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.09</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>117.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.91</td>
<td>29.59</td>
<td>121.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.25</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td>135.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.46</td>
<td>46.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.37</td>
<td>43.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary
Mean Diameter of pores: 50.44nm (Std. Dev. 9.62nm)
Mean Interpore Distance (First Anodisation): 123.54 nm (Std. Dev. 21.03 nm)
Mean Interpore Distance (Second Anodisation): 125.93nm (Std. Dev. 18.03nm)
Appendix A 2

Analysis of single Ag nanowires made in a 20V membrane (99% Al, doubly anodised) using UTHSCSA Image Tool computer program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEM Image of Nanowire</th>
<th>Diameter (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Diameter = 13.42 nm
Std. Dev = 2.97 nm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEM Image of Nanowire</th>
<th>Diameter (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean = 9.89 nm
Std. Dev = 3.47 nm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.64</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>15.76</td>
<td>10.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>12.55</td>
<td>19.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>20.45</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>18.82</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>15.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary
Mean diameter of nanowire 1 = 13.42 nm (Std. Dev = 2.97 nm)
Mean diameter of nanowire 2 = 8.89 nm (Std. Dev = 3.47 nm)
Mean diameter of nanowire 3 = 14.64 nm (Std. Dev = 4.00 nm)
Mean diameter of nanowire 4 = 18.96 nm (Std. Dev = 3.94 nm)
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